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Less Than Two Weeks Remain
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Administrafion Warns
That'Clock Is Ticking

SHOPPING THE SALES — Murray shoppers have been taking advantage of the after-Christmas and after-New Year's
sales at various stores around town. Here, E. W. Dennison of Dennison-Hunt a sporting goods store, rings up
customers' purchases while other shoppers look for bargains.

WASHINGTON AP) — The Carter
administration is warning Iran that
"the clock is ticking" with less than two
weeks remaining to reach agreement
on freeing the American hostages
before Ronald Reagan assumes the
presidency.
While no deadline is set in the latest
U.S. proposal, now under study in
Tehran, the administration informed
Iran this week that Jan. 16 — four days
before Inauguration Day — is the last
practical day for reaching a settlement
with President Carter, officials here
said.
They stressed, however, that the administration actually would need more
time than that to begin shifting Iranian
bank assets and to carry out other
aspects of a settlement.
_
"It's a fact of life that the clock is
ticking," State Department spokesman
Jahn H. Trattner said Friday in a public
reminder to Iran that the Carter administration is winding down.

After-Christmas, New Year's Clearances In Full Swing

'Hectic'Pace Noted As Murrayans Shop Sales
After Christmas sales and "first of
the year" sales at Murray stores appear to be about the same or slightly exceeding the volume of last year's
clearances.
Joe Baker Littleton, owner of Littleton's, a women's clothing store, said
the two days after Christmas were
"sort of hectic" during his store's sale.

Exchanges of Christmas gifts were
about the same as last year, Littleton
said.
"We had a really good sale and moved a great deal of merchandise," said
Bettye Miller, co-owner of The Place, a
women's clothing store. She said the
crowds seemed to be larger at this
year's sale than in other years. Mrs.

Miller also noted a late buying spree the
week before Christmas.
Another women's clothing store
owner, Oliver Cherry of The Cherry's
and The Cherry Branch,said that afterChristmas sales have been "excellent"
so far as were sales before the holiday.
Exchanges of gifts were light this year,
he said.

Local Industrial Events
Top 1980 News Stories
Developments in the local industrialbusiness community resulted in a major share of the headlines in The Murray Ledger & Times during 1980.
The closing of the Tappan Company's
Murray operations in April probably
had the biggest impact on the local
economy of any single event. That closing was offset to a degree, however, by
the opening the same month of Landolt
Ltd., a manufacturer of designer jeans,
and by expansion at Fisher-Price Toys'
Murray plant.
Another positive development on the
industrial front that occurred in Murray during 1980 was the new direction
assumed by the Murray Chamber of
Commerce. The chamber concluded a
search of several months in December,
hiring Bill Teuton, a native of Martin,
Tenn., as its new executive director.
Other news highlights of the year,
singled out by the staff of this
newspaper,include:
The selection of Murray State's
campus as the site for the Johnston National Boy Scout Museum.
The completion and dedication of
Murray's new Post Office facility.
The designation of a full 115-man
military police company of the Kentucky National Guard for Murray.
The MurrayHigh Band's appearance in the Macy's Thanksgiving
Day Parade.
The adoption of a $2.07 million budget
by the Murray City Council following
several weeks of debate that ranged
from suggestions that the Fire Department be cut to volunteer levelsto adopting a payroll tax within the city.
A complete review of the top news
and sports stories of 1980. including file

photos, appears on pages 7-1101 today's
edition.
The review was compiled by Murray
Ledger & Times staffers Matt Sanders,
Debbie Lee, sports • editor David Hibbats. and MSU information staff writer
Johnny Miller.

In sales of men's clothing, Buddy
Buckingham, co-owner of BuckinghamRay Ltd. and Graham-Jackson,said his
after-New Year's sale had been "going
great." His sale, which started Friday,
appeared to be running ahead of sales
in other years.
Billy Brandon,owner of King's Den,a
men's clothing store, said that his afterChristmas sales volume was ahead of
last year. He added that his store had
more Christmas gift exchanges than
usual.
Eddie Hunt, co-owner of Dennison-

Hunt, a sporting goods store, said that
his annual storewide sale, which began
Friday, was "going really well." He
said that there were "quite a few" exchanges of Christmas gifts. However,
he said the store had "fewer problems
than usual" with the exchanges and
customers appeared to be satisfied with
them.
In department store sales, James
Tallent, manager of Big K,said it seemed "everyone came out to shop the day
after Christmas." Sales at his store are
"running about average" for the time
of year.
Kmart manager, John Clark, said
that sales at his store were running
"pretty good," particularly in the
clothing department.
Sales in clothing, household products
and cleaning supplies appeared to be
leading the way at Roses, according to
Sam Woolwine, manager. The sales
have been "really good," he said,

Carter Extends Grain Embargo For Second Year, Passes On Issue
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter is extending the Soviet grain embargo for a second year and passing the
issue to JRonald Reagan, who now says
lifting the embargo as he promised during the campaign is "something for a
great deal of study."
Commerce Secretary Philip Klutznick announced Friday that Carter
renewed the partial embargo on US.
grain sales to the Soviet Union only
hours before it was to expire at midnight Wednesday.
Reagan still could cancel the embargo after taking office Jan. 20, but the
president-elect told reporters in Palm
Springs, Calif., "I .. think this is
something for a great deal of study.
You have to determine whether it's
having as much effect on the Soviet
Union, or if that's being offset by a
worse effect on our own agricultural
communities."
During the presidential campaign,
Reagan said the embargo had hurt

Freed Curd Files For
Re-Election To Post
Fifth District State Representative
Freed Curd of Murray filed Friday for
reelection to the post which he has held
for one term.
Curd's first term expires at the end of
this year. He has filed for the Democrat
party nomination in the May primary
election.
''I would like to be a representative
that does listen to the people," Curd
said in making his announcement.
The Fifth Distnct contains all of
Calloway County and a portion of Trigg
Curd, an educator, has been connected with local school systems for the
past 17 years. He currently teaches
home-bound students in both the
Calloway County and the Murray Independent school systems.
He lives with his family on Sycamore
Street ill Murray.

American farmers more than it did the
Kremlin and promised to end it.
"I will, when elected, fully assess our
national security, foreign policy and
agricultural trade needs to determine
how best to terminate yet another of the
inequitable and ineffective policies of
the Carter administration," Reagan
said on July 3.
The Republican Party platform called for the embargo to "be terminated
immediately."
The embargo was first imposed one
year ago this weekend in response to
the Soviet military occupation of
Afghanistan, and Klutznick said the extension was justified by the Red Army's
"continued presence" there.
The embargo is only partial.
It blocked shipment of about 17
million metric tons of U.S. wheat- and
corn scheduled for export to the Soviet
Union in the year ending last Sept. 30.
Another 8 million metric tons,
guaranteed by a five-year agreement
with the Soviets that expires next October, was not affected.

Eight million more metric tons is being shipped under the pact in the current crop year.
A metric ton is about 2,205 pounds and
is equal to 39.4 bushels of corn or 36.7
bushels of wheat.
Some soybeans and soybean products
also were embargoed, as were more
than 11 million pounds of frozen whole
chickens that the Agriculture Department wound up buying for donation to
hospitals, nursing homes and other institutions.
Shipments of phosphates for fertilizer, oil and gas equipment and parts
for a truck plant also were blocked.
When Carter announced the embargo
on Jan. 4, 1980, nearly all farm groups
supported it.
One reason was an accompanying
governthent program to buy up or
otherwise divert from the market all
the grain that would not be going to the
Soviets.
In all, around $3 billion was spent or
committed — including $5.5 million for
the chickens — to soak up the food that
had been embargoed.

inside today
A year-in-review, featuring the top stories in local news and sports and
from Murray State, is in today's edition on Pages 7-11.
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cloudy, windy,
colder
Mostly cloudy, windy and colder this afternoon. Clearing and
very cold tonight. Lows in low to
mid teens. Mostly sunny but continued unseasonably cold Sunday. Highs in the upper teens to
mid 20s. Winds southwesterly at
10 to 15 miles an hour, shifting to
the northwest at 10 to 20 miles an
hour and gusty this afternoon and
evening. Winds becoming light
northerly on Sunday.
Extended Forecast
Continued cold with a chance of
snow Tuesday or Wednesday
Highs mostly in the 20s to low 305

- We'll need at least a week to get all
the pieces in place," said another official, who asked not to be identified. He
said Iran was reminded that Jan. 16, a
Friday, is the last day "to move assets
in banks or to make arrangements to
move assets."
That stance drew Reagan's approval
Friday. The president-elect, who has
warned Iran not to expect a better deal
from him,told reporters as he left Palm
Springs, Calif., after a New Year's holiday: "I think the idea of a deadline is a
good one."
The latest U.S. offer in the hostage
negotiations is based on transferring
several billion dollars in seized Iranian
deposits into an escrow account controlled by a neutral country, probably
Algeria. The money would be turned
over to Iran when the hostages are set
free.
Iran had demanded that $24 billion be
withdrawn from the U.S. Treasury as a
guarantee for recovery of the revolutionary regime's claims on Western
banks and on the assets of the overthrown Pahlavi monarchy.
A Tehran Radio commentary struck
a conciliatory tone Friday, indirectly
praising the Carter administration for

restraint by contrasting it with sharp
criticism of Iran by Reagan.
Reagan has labeled Iranian militants
"berbarians" and "criminals and kidnappers"for holding the hostages since
Nov. 4, 1979.
The Tehran broadcast said the U.S.
government was prepared to turn over
$6 billion to Algerian banks to cover Iranian demands and "because of this the
(Western) news agencies called this the
week of ending the hostage crisis."
However, a Tehran Radio broadcast
today said it seemed "totally improbable" the hostages will be freed
under President Carter, again
threatened spy trials and issued a warning to what it termed the--"Zionist clique of Reagan."
At the State Department, Trattner
gave assurances the Reagan . administration would carry out any re-__
maining, unimplemented provisions —
provided there is an agreement by Jan.
20.
"Obviously,there are certain parts of
what we have proposed that would require more time than remains in this
administration," Trattner said. "If the
Iranians and the United States agree to
this kind of proposal, then it woald
carry beyond Jan. 20."

Wholesale Gasoline,
Oil Prices On Rise
NEW YORK ( API — Cities Service
Co. has become the latest major refiner
to raise wholesale gasoline and home
heating oil prices, setting nickel-agallon increases on the products for
Monday.
The actions by the nation's 19thlargest oil company followed 1-to 2cents-a-gallon increases in wholesale
product prices by several other large
refiners. The increases came amid a
round of crude-oil price increases by
members of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries.
John Singleton, a Cities Service
spokesman in Tulsa, Okla., said Friday
the increases reflected "increased
crude oil costs." The increase may be
passed on to consumers.
Several OPEC members have raised
prices by $2 to $4 a barrel in recent
days, and others are expected to follow.
The - increase of about 10 percent in
OPEC prices approved by the cartel's
oil ministers last month will raise the
average price of OPEC crude oil from
$32 to.$135 a barrel — or 83 cents a
gallon.
The Petroleum Industry Research
Foundation predicted this week the

Price Changes
On GM Autos
Slated Monday
DETROIT (API — General Motors
Corp. has trimmed the pricetag of the
Chevrolet Chevette by $100 but boosted
the prices on most of its other cars.
The company also announced Friday
that the price of the "X-car" compacts
and the no-longer produced Chevrolet
Monza and Pontiac Sunbird subcompacts will stay the same.
That leaves about two-thirds of GM's
cars with sticker prices that will
average $234 higher Monday, according
to a calculation by The Associated
Press that GM said it could neither confirm nor deny.
The cheapest GM car, the strippeddown Chevrolet Chevette Scooter, will
now drop from $4,695 to $4,595, a 2.1 percent decline. The most expensive, the
Cadillac Seville, will go up $996 from
$21,088 to $72,084, a 4.5 percent boost.

OPEC increases and the lifting of
federal price controls on domestic ail
will raise the retail price of gasoline to
around $1.50 Or $1.55 a gallon by the end
of -1981 after- rising from $1.04 in
December 1979 to between $1.25 and
$1.30 last month.
According to the forecast by the
industry-finauced foundation, heating.
oil's average price will rise ta$1.30 or
11.35 a gallon by the year's end :after
climbing from 85 cents a gallon in
December 1979 to .between $1.05 and
$1.10 a gallon last month.

Outbreak
Of Flu
Reported
ATLANTA ( AP) — Outbreaks of influenza have been reported in all but 14
states, the national Centers for Disease
Control reports.
Despite the presence of the Bangkok
influenza strain in all but 14 states, CDC
officials say there is no nationwide at__
break.
John-Paul Brennan, public health adviser for the CDC, exrdined Friday
that an infectious disease is considered
"widespread" if it is found in counties
containing more than half a ,state's
population — a Condition that currently
exists only in New York state.
The information -does not support
the conclusion_ that . there is a nationwide epidemic," he said.
Significant flu activity has been
reported in Alaska, Arizona, California,
New Jersey, New Mexico, North
Carolina, North Dakota, Texas and
Wyoming,the CDC said.
Sporadic outbreaks of the disease
have occurred in Georgia, -Alabama.
Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware,
Idaho, Indiana,---fowa, Kentucky,
Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Mississippi, New Hampshire, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania.
Rhode Island, South Carolina, South
Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia,
West Virginia and Wisconsin. the CDC
said.

County-Wide Fire District
Plan In Marshall Scrapped
decision he has filed notice to dismiss a
BENTON', Ky. AP) — A plan to
countersuit in Benton designed to stop
establish a county-wide fire district in
Marshall County has been scrapped' the special election.
Osborne was retained by three Marbecause of growing public sentiment
shall County fire departments - East
against the idea.
Marshall, Gilbertsville and Possum
Frowever, County Judge-Executive
Trot --- to fight the single district issue.
Mike Miller says he believes a single
Spokesmen for the three districts said
district eventually will be created.
they wished to be separate taxing
Miller said county officials decided
bodies, rather than be a part of a
Tuesday to drop a "friendly" lawsuit in
county,wide ;-40n whirl)'marshal' CounMarshall Circuit Court requesting a
ty Attorney Roger Perry said was
referendum to determine public opinion
designed to give uniform, 24-hour fire
about the consolidation concept.
protection with tax
Meanwhile, Paducah attorney Earl
payments
throughout the county.
Osborne said because of the county's
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Community Calendar
Saturday, Jan. 3
Temple Rill Lodge No 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will have a potluck supper at 6
p
at the lodge hall with the
meeting to start at 7 p.m. with
work in the Master Mason
degree.
_ Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Murray High School Hi-Y
Club will pick up Christmas
trees from 8 to 11 a.m. Call
753-7548 or 755-5894.
Murray State will play
Southeastern Louisiana in a
basketball game at Racer
Arena at 7,30 p.m.
Sunday, Jan. 4
Mr. and Mrs. Carney Andrus will be honored at a
reception in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary at the Fellowship Hall of
the First Baptist Church from
2 to 4 p.m. The couple requests
that guests not bring gifts.

BARGAIN MATINEES
SAT. & SUN. -2:00
CHERI & CINE'
ALL SEATS 51.50.

ilasday,Jou 5
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
have an open installation of officers at the lodge hall at 7.30
p.m.

Murray-Calloway Camera
Club will meet at 7 p.m. at the
First United Methodist Church
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m.
Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 11:30 a.m. at the club house.
Recovery Inc. will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray.
Olga Hampton WMU of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
The Douglas Civic Improvement Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at the Douglas Center.
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet at 7 p.m.
at the Calloway Public
Library.

- 00 4 25
Na PussesDeily Porton
JANE rONDA
LILY Y3Ml
9111:4

County
Calloway
Democratic Executive Committee will meet at 7 p.m. at
the court house.
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1
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"In God We Tryst"(PG)
Marty
Feldman
Richard
Pryor (as God)

--- No Posses--
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CRAZY
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Moodily. Jan. 5
Youth Prayer Breakfast will
be at 7. 30 a.m. at the First
Baptist Church Fellowship
Hall
Tuesday, Jas.
First Baptist (lurch WMU
will meet at 9:30 am. at the
church
Murray TOPS ( take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m at the Health
Center.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 10
a.m, at the church with executive committee to meet at 9
a.m. and coffee to be served at
9:30 a.m.
Gladys Williamson Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet in the home of Laura
Paschall at 7 p.m.
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house
with the program by Kathy
on "Physical
Newton
Fitness."
Calloway County High
School Band Boosters will
meet at 7 p.m. at the school.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
building.

Groups of First Baptist
Murray State University's Church Women will meet as
administrative officers will follows: Dorothy with Mrs.
reopen today after the holiday Kathryn LOutland at 10:30
break.
a.m. and Bea Walker with
Mrs. James Rogers at 7:30
p.m.
Murray State Lady Racers
will play Tennessee Tech in a
Richard Valentine Puppets
basketball game at Racer will present performances at
Arena at 7 p.m. '
10 am. and 3:30 p.m. inside
the samll 'Green Room' of the
Old Freight Depot in the CityHazel and Douglas Centers County Park.
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Alcoholics Anonymous is
11:45 a.m. at Hazel and at 12 scheduled to meet at 8 p.m. at
noon at Douglas.
the west end of the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Lottie Moon with
Parents Anonymous is
Mrs. W. R. Howard at 7 p.m. scheduled to meet at 6:30 p.m.
and Kathleen Jones with Mrs. For information call 753-5995
R. H. Thurman at 7:15p.m.
or 435-4385.
Ladies Winter Tennis
League will meet at 9:15 a.m.
at the Murray High Tennis
Courts to go to Kenlake Tennis
Center to play at 10 a.m.

Senior Citizens Cepters will
be open as follows: Dexter at
9:30 a.m.; Ellis from 10 am
to 3 p.m.; Hazel and Douglas
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Franc,es Drake

kri

FOR SUNDAY,JANUARY 4, ISSI
What kind of day will tomorrow be' To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign

Tonight

Late Shows At Cheri
Adult Entertainment•11:40
18 Or Over Only
Stir Crazy 11:30(R)
Any Which Way You Can 11:30(PG)

2302 Kentucky Ave

Phone 442-3600

PADUCAH
JANUARY
CLEARANCE
SALE

*SPORTSWEAR
*DRESSES
*COATS
*SWEATERS
•SLEEPWEAR
FREE PARKING

BANKCARDS WELCOME

Lawrence

loved one. The possibility of an
DEAR DR. LAMB — You
DEAR READER -- There
unexpected visit is strong.
read and hear about air pollu- is a very good reason why
AQUARIUS
tion all the time but I want to most large companies, partic1Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
ask about another type of pol- ularly those that have any
Social life leads to new lution
noise pollution I'm source of noise, have regular
ARIES
romantic introductions. Ac- the mother of two teen-agers hearing checks of employees
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
cept invitations for parties. and believe me, I know about who may be exposed to
Enjoy a movie or a concert You're also able to further noise pollution. Their loud increased levels of noise
music is driving me crazy
with a loved one. Good news your career.
Noise does damage hearing.
I've told them the loud noise There may be subtle changes
from a distance. A close ally PISCES
they call music will damage in hearing and perhaps effects
X
now understands your view- (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
their ears and they pay no
You'll enjoy the favor of attention to me It is also on nervous tension and chronic exposure to noise levels
TAURUS
higher-ups. Business and damaging my sanity but I
over 85 decibels will result in
( Apr. 20 to May 20(
pleasure mix favorably, A don't have to stay in the room
permanent hearing loss
A friendly disposition aids good tune to mix with others with them when they have
Exposure to excessive noise
their music going full blast
you in monetary dealings with socially. Enjoy yourself.
on one occasion, as during an
They
think
I
am
just
comothers. A partner surprises
YOU BORN TODAY are inexplosion, may cause tempoyou in a nice way. Enjoy dustrious, methodical and plaining because I don't like rary damage. This can cause
the music but I am very con- ringing in the ears, which is a
romance.
practical. However, learn to cerned
about their hearing.
warning in those instances of
GEMINI
make allowances for others'
With all the noise from
May 21 toJune 20)
shortcomings, for at times machines, traffic, a blaring being exposed to too much
You should be pleased with your sense of duty makes you TV set and the music, it is no noise.
Have your family read The
your • love life. Stars favor too much of a disciplinarian. wonder that people are anxHealth Letter number 16-8,
close ties, so if you are not Your destiny is to bring a ious these days_ It is certainly
Your Vital Hearing, which I
happy, Lake the initiative.
fresh point of view to the tried a long way from the "so am sending you. It will
CANCER
and true. Undoubtedly, you'll peaceful in the country"
explain
(June 21 to July 22) la
() enjoy a business allowing for atmosphere of yesteryear. I'd hearing hearing to them and
defects This may
A co-worker may invite you travel and a variety of ex- appreciate some comments give them a better
underfrom you about noise and
over. New inspiration aids you periences.
standing of the importance of
hearing.
in creative work projects.
Children are helpful. Health
improves.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Plan to go out and do
something special. Feelings
deepen in a romantic situation. Hobbies are fun. Enjoy
togetherness.
By KARREN MILLS
business decisions to make the business
VIRGO
Associated Press Writer
profitable," Ms. Tepper said.
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22r
"So many of the women had no other
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Starting your
Add a decorative touch to
own business — it's a dream that many option. They were just too poor to take a job
the home. Shopping trips are
outside the home, sometimes they were too
people have from time to time
favored. Having others visit
Some act on it and find the dream sick or were handicapped. or had children
should be most pleasant. Enbecomes a nightmare. Others are able to or someone else they had to care for," she
joy home life.
sad,
convert their dreams into dollars.
transportation costs are another
LIBRA
.1L
Terri P. Tepper, a suburban Chicago important reason women open businesses
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —r2
woman who operates two businesses from from their homes, Ms. Tepper said.
Good news makes you hapher home, was having difficulty juggling
"So many women are engaged in partpy. Your warmth attracts new
her roles as businesswoman, wife and time work and their salaries are being
admirers. Creativity receives
mother and figured she wasn't alone in her eaten up getting to and from work,"
she
new inspiration.
plight.
said.
"I thought the best way to find out how
Other women cited safety as a reason for
SCORPIO -other women engaged in a home business deciding to work out of their homes.
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
were coping was to ask them," Ms. Tepper
"We found among the women we talked
The purchase of art objects
said in an interview.
to every kind of diversity you can name.
is favored. You may receive a
So she and her mother, Nona Dawe The personalities were different, they were
special gift from a loved one.
Tepper, who owned a toy store outside her from different racial and economic backLook into auctions and rumhome for many years, in 1977 began in- grounds. We talked to women who were
mage sales. •
terviewing women who ran businesses from barely existing on their incomes and we
SAGITTARIUS
afaiii0
their homes.
talked to women who were very, very
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Ovet_pree years they interviewed 98 wealthy. We talked to divorced, married
You'll feel appreciated by
women with a wide variety of ages and and unmarried women "
others now. A warm and
backgrounds, then selected the stories of 40
Ms. Tepper said she had anticipated that
friendly disposition attracts
of those women for inclusion in their women who were operating home busiadmirers. Concentrate on
recently published book, "The New En- nesses were doing so because they had
your appearance.
trepreneurs."
children.
CAPRICORN
''We found the women who were the most
"But fully one-third of those we talked
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
successful were those who had to generate with didn't have children at home," she
Take time to enjoy private
income. They had to make the necessary said.
and special moments with a

'VIA

6124us?

A home business can
be dream or nightmare

np

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

E. Lamb,M.D.

protecting one's hearing Others who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it to me, in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
Hearing loss from chronic
noise exposure resembles
some of the changes frequently noted in people who lose
hearing with age Hearing loss
and hearing aids are discussed
in The Health Letter I am
sending you.
DEAR DR. LAMB - At
night my wife's hands, fingers
and lower arms go to sleep.
Her hands and fingers often
go to sleep when she writes,
does her hair or puts on eye
makeup. She is 67, active and
in good health otherwise. Her
doctors have not been very
specific. One doctor mentioned something about having a rib removed in order to
relieve a pinched nerve.
Another vaguely talked about
a pinched nerve and advised
her to sleep with her hands
down at her side. What do you
suggest? This is a serious
problem causing my wife
much discomfort.
DEAR READER — Your
wife should be examined by a
neurologist. The symptoms
you describe suggest entrapment of nerves to the arm and
hand. The pressure can come
from an extra rib, which we
call a cervical rib. Compression can occur from muscles
in the neck region, or from
abnormalities in the cervical
spine from arthritic changes.
Even compression at the
wrist, a carpal tunnel
syndrome, can cause some of
these symptoms. Identification of the cause of the compression is necessary before a
decision can be made concerning the proper treatment.
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KING-LANDOLT
THE INSURANCE CENTER
OF MURRAY
RIVIRSSOE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMIRICA
SAMLE CRIER MICHIGAN

Storewide
Sale

FOR MONDAY,JANUARY 5, 1981
What kind of day will tomor- CAPRICORN
row be? To find out what the (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
stars say, read the forecast
The erratic behavior of
given for your birth Sign.
higher-ups may disturb you.
Maintain self-confidence.
ARIES
(Mar,21 to Apr. 19) IriA Romance has a secretive
Despite extra initiative, you quality. Enjoy privacy.
may not accomplish as much AQUARIUS
as you'd like to. Be patient. At- (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) '''""
Conflicting advice may put
tend a movie or cultural event.
you in a quandary. Postpone
TAURUS
Sorry no bridal registry or handcraft items.
important decisions. Enjoy
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Watch health and diet. Don't .,socializing with others. Lend a
let work problems get you helping hand.
down. Consider investing in
PISCFS
19 to Mar.20)
art or collectibles. Be con- (Feb.
You'll make a good impresscientious.
sion on higher-ups now, but
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20) IW refrain from being overly agAn intimate matter may gressive. Don't argue about
HIGHWAY 0441 AST
concern- you.,42sy to be con- money.
igiHAY NE E4TUC
siderate of others' feelings.
YOU BORN TODAY dislike
Unexpected expenses may ocroutine work. Your interest in
cur.CANCER
Beginning Monday January 5th at 10:00 a.m.
all types of people draws you
i June 21 toJuly 22)
A domestic or partnership into the political arena where
matter concerns you. Be pa- you can achieve prominence
tient. There is the possibility
of romance on the job.
LEO
.0:0:411:0:01:0:11:0:0:0:0:0:0:117411.41:417•70-011:411:0:0317•7117•70:07•70-070-117411-117•1117•707•74117•7411:4"
1July 23 to Aug. 22) lafigf
Face up to problems at
work. Don't underestimate the
task ahead of you. A
fascinating newcomer appeals
to you physically.
VIRGO
Reg. $100.00
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
A penny-wise, pound-foolish
$C00
Rohm $50.00 I.
attitude works against you.
Home entertainments are
favored. Enjoy romantic
Price
togetherness.
LIBRA
Selected Ladies
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Be less indecisive about a
family matter. Accent symon
AN Colors
pathy and understanding in
dealing with others. Enjoy artistic pursuits.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 )
Price
You veer from being overly
suspicious to being too
trusting, Don't try now to
figure out others' motivations,
Mind your own business.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov 22 to Dec. 21) )
el1;
)
If feeling blue, you may be
753-3753
302 Main St.
tempted to overspend. Watch
arguments with friends. Con6 ike.11.40.0.ME1.0.411...0.0.0.0A0.00.0:11:411:0-11:111:90:0:0:10.9.11:40:4111:0:1111:0:11:11:070:0;•:•
centrate on improving per- 4
sonal appearance

w4

SKIN NEED
Water, not oil, is what your
skin needs if it's dry. The most
effective moisturizers are
water binding or hydrophillic,
so check labels. Or do this test.
Put a few drops of the lotion on
your hand and, add water and
rub. If the lotion is
hydrophillic, the water will be
absorbed. You can make your
own skin cream with
hydrophillic ointment U. S. P.
bought at the drugstore. Mix
four parts to one part water
and smooth on dry areas.

Effects c-f too much noise

20% OFF ENTIRE STOCK

KC"'
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Shirts •
Men's Suits
Dresses
All Weather Coats
Pant Suits
Sweaters
Purses
Gowns
Groups of Coordinates

$300 & $500
$2500

/
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Y2 me.
20%
/
1
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/
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Mutray Business News Briefs
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Same Words Appropriate For 1979

1980 A Tough Year For Businesses

t-T-1

21”

11C

A year-end review of the
major business stones of 1979,
published one year ago, began
this way:
"The year 1979 began and
ended with Kentucky business
and industry worried over the
general state of the economy.
As the year progressed, inflation and the increasing cost of
money hit homebuilders and
small businesses particularly
hard."
Those same words are an
appropriate way to begin a
review of 1980— only more so.
It was a tough year for almost
all businesses and industries
in the Commonwealth.
But many events set the
year 1980 apart from its
predecessor. Kentucky had a
new governor, committed to
running the state like a
business, and a new
legislature that found itself
grappling with a number of
issues of vital interest to the
business sector. Passage of
workers
compensation
reform legislation and expanded industrial revenue
bonding powers would be near
the top of any list of significant
business news stories of 1980.
Sharing the top spots on that
list would be developments in
Kentucky's fledgling synthetic
fuel industry. By December,
about $12 billion worth of contracts for -synfuel development had been signed? with
more in the pipeline. Crtroversy over the high cost
and environmental effects of
converting coal to other fuel, •
and over the amount of energy
consumed in converting grain
to ethanol for gasohol, con-
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See or Call

Ed West
Li

Parker Ford

New or Used
Cars or Trucks
"You'll Ma
Dollars Ahead
If You
Dose? With lid"
Mks 753-5273
HOMO 753-3084

tended with arguments that
synfuel is one of Kentucky's
bright spots of growth for the
1980s
While unemployment rose to
alarming heights, hovering
around 8 percent at year-end,
there were bright spots in new
business development in the
Commonwealth. Giant firms
like General Motors, Thom
McAn, Vulcan Materials,
Armco Inc., Union Underwear
and B.F. Goodrich announced
major construction or renovation projects that will mean
new jobs in the coming years;
on the opposite side of the
ledger were plant closings
such as Murray's Tappan
plant, Interlake's Wilder and
Newport mills and Merit
Clothing in Mayfield.
Kentucky started corning to
grips with its problem of vacant industrial parks in the
year just ended, when it was
revealed that only 20 percent
of park land that was statefinanced had been leased or
sold. Some 3,500 acres of park
land — some available for industrial tenants for almost 10
years — lie empty at 18 parks
throughout Kentucky on which
the state made loans or
grants.
The year saw more local oplion "wet-dry" liquor elections than any in recent
memory, with few successes
for "wet" forces who contend
that legal liquor brings
economic development. The
notable success was in
Ashland, where voters approved liquor sales in linnted
downtown areas and announcement was immediately
made of plans for a $104
million convention hotel complex.
The news was mixed among
Kentucky's best-known industries of coal, tobacco and
horses. The coal industry was
startled to learn that it had
achieved record high production levels in 1979, while 1980
business continued to be
plagued by cost and
transportation problems. Poor

WE'LL COVER
YOUR BUSINESS
ON ALL FLANKS.
4
No le

14g111 • p,elagy

vool need'.

NO 11141.E.

Y%e'vegot many tine par Sage prngrarny
that add ba..41C
Inter.upi•on.
,
rept, emeni wit and an inflation guard
yollt hay., Isle and lidb$111, cttnetage

FEDtRAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY

a M.I.dur,

WrIPOIJ

Ross Insurance
210 East Main Street
Agents: Ronnie Ross,
Danny Ross, James Ross
Telephone 753-0489 or 753-0493

growing weather caused a
short burley crop in the 1979-80
market, and a repeat of that
weather in 1980 gave rise to
similar predictions for the
current market. The
Thoroughbred industry continued to set eye-popping sales
records at yearling markets,
with record prices being paid
by foreign investors.

So there were highs and that what happens in the early
lows in 1960, as in the previous 1980s — "the way we respond
year But at least one person to our financial shortfall, the
— Gov. John Y. Brusyn.Jr. — success of our economic
sees the year just past as the development program, the
beginning of what can be "the way we develop the energy
best of times."
resources we possess" — will
In his own year-end review, "shape the future of the Comthe "annual report" of what monwealth perhaps more than
he has dubbed "Kentucky & any other period in this cenCo.", he said he is convinced tury"

Food, Fuel, Housing Prices
Expected To Increase Rapidly
By KRISTIN GOFF
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Baby
New Year will be an expensive
bundle.
While all prices may not rise
quite as steeply as they did in
1960, analysts say the new
year will be one in which the
prices of necessities rise rise
rapidly.
Food, fuel and housing
prices are all expected to rise
sharply in 1981, placing a particularly severe strain on
middle-and
low-income
families who spend a high proportion of their budget on such
necessities.
Food prices, for instance,
are expected to rise about 12
percent in 1981, compared to
an estimated increase of 8.6
percent last year,according to
the Agriculture Department's
latest forecast.
The average price of
gasoline may hit $1.50, about
25 cents higher than now, according to some analysts.
And the median price of existing homes is expected to
climb about 12.5 percent,
slightly faster than the 12 percent estimated rise in 1980, according to the National
Association of Realtors. a
Washington-based industry
association. The median price
of all homes was about $63,000
as of late last year.
There is hope, however, that
mortgage rates will drop
somewhat from their recent
high levels of 15 to 16 percent.
Consumer price inflation in
all sectors is expected to rise
by about 11.6 percent in 1981, a
slight improvement from the
estimated inflation rate of
over 12 percent in 1980, according to Chase Econometrics
Associates, one of the nation's
leading forecasting firms.
But, like last year, the pace
of price increases is likely to
be uneven.
Donald Ratajczak, a
Georgia State University
economist who conducts a
monthly price survey,
predicts that consumer prices
are likely to climb through the
winter months at about 1 percent a month — or at a compound annual rate of more
than 12 percent.
"Moderation may begin to
develop late in the spring" at
the earliest, he says.
In the case of oil, the price
spiral has already begun. Exxon and several other major
petroleum companies this
week
past
announced
wholesale price increases of
between 1 and 2 cents a gallon

You've Got A Date
Between now and April 15th there are over 26 dates
for filing or paying federal payroll, gift, estate or income
taxes. It's important to your family and your business to
know which of these dates apply in your situation.
That is why it is important that you get the advise and
counsel of a professional. I'm in the business of helping
you comply, at the least cost, with the complex array of iswept
'
3 1
federal and state tax lows.
s 9 g, I 13 54
142021
systematically review your current financial status
is le 2a
17 'I
23 25 2677- 24
and offer advice to you in every area of tax ond financial
; 31
planning. Look to me for planning for the years to come—
and just as much as for my help in filing this year's returns.

and those price increases are less than the ceiling price.
likely to be passed along to
William Brown, an energy
consumers soon.
analyst at Chase Econometric
The latest increases follow- predicts that an average bared a decision by the 13 rel of OPEC oil could reach $38
members of the Organization a barrel or go higher by the
of Petroleum Exporting Coun- end of 1981.
tries Dec. 16 to let prices rise
That "somewhat conabout 10 percent to a max- servative" forecast could lift
imum of $41 a 42-gallon barrel. the price of a gallon of
That will leave the average gasoline to $1.50 in the United
cost of a barrel at about $35, States
about a quarter
since some countries charge from its current level, he said.

-,up

PADUCAH — Ronald W.
Ruggles Sr., director of community relations for the
Western Kentucky Mental
Health-Mental Retardation
Board Inc., has been ejected
chairman of the Kentucky
Association of Consultation,
Education and Prevention
(KACEP)for 1981.
KACEP is composed of professionals from the mental
health and mental retardation
fields covering 15 regions in
Kentucky. A primary focus of
the organization is to promote
mental health and mental
retardation services; to prevent mental illness; to detect
persons who may be afflicted
with mental retardation; and
to hold a variety of community
education activities directly
related to substance abuse..
In addition, the association
will be involved in upgrading
the professional standards of
those working in the field of
consulation, education and
prevention in Kentucky.
According to Ruggles, one of
the first activities he will
undertake as chairman will be
to coordinate a prevention
campaign that will increase
the level of awareness by the
general public of services offered by the mental healthmental retardation boards
across the state.
In addition to being the 1981
chairman for KACEP, Ruggles is a member of the Public
Relation Society of America;

the Kentucky Society for
Hospital Public Relations; the
National Association for
Prevention Professionals and
the National Association of
-Mental Health Information Officers.
He also is the color guard instructor for the Heath High
School Band and a member of
the west Kentucky chapter of
the Society for the Preservation and Encouragement of
Barber Shop Quartet Singing
in America.
Ruggles resides in Paducah
with his wife Jane and their
three children Ronnie, Tracey
and Erin.

Quality Control
Society's January
Meeting Slated
The January meeting of the
Jackson Purchase Section of
the American Society for
Quality Control will be held
Thursday, Jan. 8, at the
Mayfield Holiday Inn.
The agenda will include an
executive milting at 6:15
p.m., attitude adjustment at
6:30, dinner at 7:30 and a
presentation concerning the
general overview of the reactor and the impact of the
future of energy by a
representative from the
Clinch River Breeder Reactor
Plant.

REBA DONNELLY and
her husband DAN have
together lost 228 pounds
following the Conway
Ideal Diet and kept it
off with the help of the.
Conway Maintenance
program.
When they started
'dieting, REBA weighed
230 pounds (and reduced tot 35) and DAN
weighed 310 pounds(and reduced to 1 751.'
Reba explains:"1 lost 94 poundsand Dan 135 on the
CONWAY DIET PROGRAM. One of the reasons I was
attracted to it in the first place was the no fish
requirement"
"Once I began to lose successfully, the recipes and
weekly seminars reinforced my weight loss. The recipes
helped both of us eliminate the boredom of dieting"
"We feel like different people now. We are healthier
and -happier and we ,owe .it to. The Conway Diet
Institute."

•

NEW MEMBERS—SAVE $5.00
8rung this coupon with you to any meeting listed and
you will saiie $5:00 off the Initial Registration Fee of
56.25 and Weekly Seminar Fee of S3.75. Pay only

• $5.00 instead of $1000.

A FRIEND SAVES 85.00

a

it you bring friend with you when you join then the
coupon will be worth 51000, 35 00 for you and 35 00 for
your fnend

Offer expires Friday lanuary 23, 1981

Certified Public Accountant
201 S. 6th Street

Weekly insight-Motivation Seminars

Murray—Mondays, 100 p.m
Emmeatel Lutheran Church
100 S. 156 St

Benton-Tuesdays. 1:00 p m
Church
Court Square
First United Methodist

New Members Always Wekorwe
xJa

Registration $fi 25 plus

753-8918,

Safe Drivers Save
Money With /Etna
RECEIVES AWARD — Jamie
Washer, Murray, field
representative for the
Woodmen of the World Life
Insurance Society, has
received the "Outstanding
Field Representative Award"
for the fourth consecutive
year. The award is presented
annually by the Woodmen
of the World and is based
on
outstanding
accomplishment in production, persistency, fraternal
activity and continuing
education. Washer was the
top producer for west Kentucky in 1980. The award
was presented by state
manager Buford Hurt. Area
manager for Murray is
Grover Burkett.

If you're interested in saving money on your
auto insurance, it's time you gave us a call. Just
for being an accident-free driver, you may reap
substantial savings with our agency and /Etna
life & Casualty. You may also guainfoT s-petliat—
discounts aV2ailable to carpoolers. multi-car families. good Students and Or graduates of adver
C
training.
An /Etna auto policy also provides you with
total insurance protection backed by 24-hour
claim service—countrywide. Call our agency
today,and find outjust how much you can save

Think Positive. Think /Etna. Think.

KING-LANDOLT
INSURANCE CENTER
OF MURRAY

Ph. 753-8355

David King-Gene Landolt-Adele Kupchella

11111111111

TAX TIME IS COMING
NEED IT! RENT IT!
This season rent the equipment you need to prepare your return and
save! Rent our top notch
equipment and save the expense of buying. When you rent you pay only a small
charge for the
length of time the equipment is in your possession.

COUPLE LOSES 228 POUNDS
CREDITS CONWAY DIET INSTITUTE

More than a tttle, It's o profession

Michael H. Keller

It's A Fact:

Ruggies New Chairman
Of KACEP For 1980

6
I

CPA

MOST EFFICIENT EMPLOYEES — Landoll Ltd. has announced its most efficient sewers
for the last quarter of 1980. The employees effic ienc y ratings were based on a
cornparsion of daily work accomplished as to an established amount of work for a normal
work day, according to company owner George Landolt The top operators were
(from left) Linda Hargrove, 148 percent; Charlene H. _gins, 1 16 percent; and
Cindy
Smith, 138 percent.

Weekly

Seminar,: S 3

CONWAY DIET INSTITUTE:— No Fish Required
Sewer 011.
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Congratulations
to
Jamie Washer
Linda Hargrove
Charlene Higgins
Cindy Smith
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EPA Proposes Toug
New Pollutant Rules
WA.SRINGTON 1AP — With less
than three weeks left in the Carter administration, the government agency
whose regulations may be a prime
target of President-elect Ronald
Reagan is proposing tough new rules to
slash industrial water pollutants.
The rules announced Friday are the
latest in a string of regulations issued
over the past several weeks by the Environmental Protection Agency, and
they're expected to cost the steel industry alone $1.02 billion over the next
10 years.
The regulations, which are subject to
public comment and further review
before becoming final, would affect an
estimated 680 steel plants, 6,000 coal
!nines and 650 coal preparation plants.
Norman Livermore, the head of
Reagan's EPA transition team, said
recently that he had questioned
whether some of the regulations could
be held up until Reagan takes office
Jan. 20 and puts new regulators at the
EPA.
On Dec. 19, for example, the EPA
proposed water-pollution controls for
the pulp and papermill industry that
could cost $920 million for equipment
and production changes.
Other proposals scheduled for release
before Jan. 20 include pollution standards for diesel trucks and buses.
The outgoing EPA administrator,
Douglas Costle, said the agency is
under court orders to issue many of the
regulations and cannot wait until the
new administration takes over.
"We expressed our preference about
having them run over to the incoming
administration, but his(Costle's reply
was that he was under court orders,"
said Livermore of his attempts to have

the regulations postponed.
The president-eject has said he favors
eliminating "excessive" clean-au- and
cleanwater rules. During the recent
presidential campaign, Reagan promised to eliminate "thousands of unnecessary regulations" and put the
EPA in the hands of officials who
understand the problems of the coal industry.
•
EPA officials estunated the regulations proposed Friday would result in a
90 percent reduction in the 4,250 tons of
toxic wastes discharged annually at
iron and steel plants. These wastes include such suspected cancer-causing
chemicals as benzene.
The Natural Resources Defense
Council and other environmental
groups sued the EPA in 1976, contending that while the agency had issued
regulations governing "conventional"
water pollutants such as oil, grease and
suspended particles, it had ignored requirements in the Clean Water Act to
propose regulations governing toxic
chemicals.
Under the court agreement worked
out, the agency promised an industryby-industry review and said it would
issue regulations by 1981. The rules proposed Friday were the latest to come
from that review.
The agency estimated that coal
mines could comply with the new proposals without substantial extra costs,
although they are expected to add about
3.5 percent to the cost of cleaning a ton
of coal.
Earl Young, vice president of the
American Iron and Steel Institute, an
industry lobbying group, said he would
have no comment on the regulations until he examined them.

Washington Tockty
•

Foreign Policy In Quiet Phase
An AP News Analysis
By BARRY SCHWELD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP — Except for
the determined effort to persuade Iran
to release the hostages. American
foreign policy is lumbering through a
quiet phase as carpenters put . the
finishing touches on the inaugural
stands in front of the White HOuse.
, A nervous eye still is trained on
Poland, where Soviet troops and tanks
are poised menacingly on the border. In
the Persian Gulf, the war between Iran
and Iraq poses a danger to Western oil
supplies .should it heat up, but it remains a low-level conflict.
Overall, the Carter administration is
in a holding pattern, waiting for Ronald
Reagan to take over and put his personal stamp on U.S. foreign policy.
At the State Department, while the
diplomats mark time, there is talk in
the corridors of a Reagan purge, not only of political appointees, which is a
natural consequence of a turnover in
administrations, but of career ambassadors philosphically out of step
withReagan -s conservative views.
Human rights, a cornerstone of Jimmy Carter's foreign policy, may get
less attention in the next four years,
and the special bureau at the department could be legislated out of
business.
Foreign service officers were advised
a few weeks ago by the head of
Reagan's State Department transition
team, Robert E. Neumann,to expect "a
fundamental change of course" that
will be "avowedly nationgtatic" and

avoid "abstractions," such as undue
emphasis on human rights.
Under Reagan and Secretary of
State-designate Alexander M. Haig Jr.,
- there is likely to be a shift in fundamentals as well as tone.
Speaking to the Republican National
Convention last summer, Haig said
"clearly the task ahead in this vital
decade will be the management of
global Soviet power."
Haig's emphasis on Soviet power suggests a shift back to a foreign policy
based primarily on trying to contain the
Russians.
With Reagan in the White House and
Haig at the State Department, the
United States could be at the threshold
of an expensive arms race with the
Soviets.
It is Reagan's view that a farreaching agreement to reduce nuclear
weapons is conceivable once this country regains its military superiority.
"The Soviets have been racing, but
with no competition," he said in an
Associated Press interview in late
September."No one else is racing. Now
they know the difference between their
industrial power and ours.
And so I think that we'd get a lot farther at the table if they know that as
they continue, they're faced with our industrial capacity and all that we can
do."
This theory may not be tested im-mediately. In his first 100 days Reagan
is likely to concentrate on the ailing
domestic economy.
But inevitably the test will come,
either through a new burst of Soviet
adventurism or an American initiative
to address the superpower relationship.

Audit Reveals Problems
-In Knott County Offices

.s,

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Discrepancies in purchasing practices and improperly documented payments to
some county officials have been revealed by a state audit of Knott County offices.
The audit revealed Knott County
Clerk Jim Rose owed the county $3,643
in so-called excess fees at the end of
calender year 1978, officials reported.
Excess fees are funds collected by the
county clerks for the sale of various
licenses.
Rose said figures used in the state
audit are "a little misleading-on that
they don't reflect the most current
figures.
Rose said, for example, that over
11,000 in fees collected on the sale of
hunting and fishing licenses did not get
reported in the 1978 audit.
He said the funds were collected on
sales at various stores and businesses
during 1978, but it wasn't turned in until
February 1979.
--The money's there," Rose said. "It
just didn't get put in that particular
audit, LR all."
Rose said he would appear at the Jan.
14 fiscal court meeting to explain the
.discrepancies to the court.
"I'm going to take this up with the
court. Whatever is owed, I'll pay it," he
said.
All county fee officials were cited by

.iT,A.`••
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WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.

10 Years Ago
James Thoipas Hughes, Jr., the first
baby born in Calloway County for 1971,
arrived early Jan. 2 at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The trailer home of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Bynum burned last night.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Dessie
Taylor, 89, Royce (Buster Jones, 72,

and Mrs. Maggie Birdsong, 74.
Henry McKenzie, pastor emeritus of
the College Presbyterian Church, has
been advised that his new book of sermon essays entitled Fundamentals The
Church Needs will be completed and
ready for sale with Jan. 15, 1971, as a

projected date.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Howton spent the
holidays in New Orleans, La. They were
accompanied by their daughter, Miss
Betsy Hoi,ston, of Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Showing at the Cheri Theatre is
"Giant" starring Elizabeth Taylor,
Rock Hudson,and James Dean.

Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Parker and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Bogard.
Edwin Stokes and Will Edd Stokes,
owners of Stokes Tractor and Implement Company, won all expense paid
trips to the Sugar Bowl at New Orleans,
La.,over the New Year's holiday.
Mrs. W. C. Easter was hostess for the
meeting of the Suburban Homemakers

Club held at her home. Mrs. Joe Emerson and Mrs. Lenith Rogers presented
the lesson.
Eighteen bowling lanes are now open
at Corvette Lanes.
Lancaster-Veal, men's clothing store
at 510 Main Street, Murray, has an ad
listing items for its annual sale including suede jackets at $14.95 and
$12.95 each.

20 Years Ago
The
Murray-Calloway County
Library, now located at 105 North Sixth
Street in the old Southern Bell
Telephone building, will now be open
Monday through Saturday from 1 to 5
p.m.
Deathsreported include T. W. Ford,
83, and Carlin Wilson Stubblefield, infant son.
_
Births reported at the Murray

3() Years Ago
Fifteen men left yesterday for
Owensboro for induction in the Armed
Forces, according to the officials of the
Local Draft Board. They were James
H. Stockdale, James Smith, Charles E.
Rowlett, James E. Rowlett, Billy P.
Howard, Charles M. Burkeen, Joe P.
Johnson, Herbert J. Brandon, Gene _
Housden,Glenn Y. Crawford,Gerald D.

Humphries,.Isaac W. Dowdy, Thomas
L. Winchester, Buel G. Mohundro, and
Joe R. Nance.
Dr. J. A. Outland, county health doctor, discusses heart..disease in his
published column,"Your Health," this
week.
James Parker of Parker Motors was
one of the winners in the Nash contest

conducted during the year, 1950.
William Foy, son of Mr. and Mrs. S.
V. Foy,is a student at the University of
Kentucky, Lexington.

House on Dec. 20. Speakers included
George Ed Jones. Supt. W. J. Caplinger,and W. B. Moser.
The Rev. C. C. Thompson has been
named as pastor of the First Christian
Church to succeed the Rev. A. V.
Havens who is going to Paris, Tenn.
Marriages announced this week include Mary Ruth Houston to Wade
Robertson Dec. 31; Aline Wilson to
Grayson McClure on Dec. 24; Imogene
Bevill to Nat Ryan Hughes on Dec. 26;
Pattie Mae Overbey to Gordon Moody
on Dec. 21; Opal Blalock to W. Rudolph
Howard on Dec. 24.
Golden wedding anniversaries were
celebrated recently by Mr. and Mrs. W.
C. Phillips on Dec. 22 and by Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Thomas on Dec. 25,
Hafford Paschall is president of the
Calloway County Conservation Club
scheduled to meet Jan. 10 at the courthouse.
In high school basketball games
Almo beat Aurora and Murray High

-tie."..Iffuttawa.:11•gh scoi ors werr aisle
for Almo, Brown for Aurora'? Fair for
Murray High,and Shinall for Kuttawa.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Marx Bros. Go West" starring
Groucho, Chico,and Harps Marx.

Mr. and Mrs. Oliver McLemore and
sons, Oliver, Jr., and Billy, spent the
holidays with relatives in Rogersville,
Ala.

40 Years Ago
An epidemic of the flu sent more
Calloway Countians to bed during a
part of the holiay season than at any'
other time in the past decade, comprehensive reports revealed Jan. I. The
local city schools postponed reopening
of the grades and high schoels until Jan.
6 instead of Jan. 3 due to the flu
epidemic.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Mattie Crouch, 71, Charles G.
Hughes, 58, John T. Houston, 82, Mrs.
Annie L. Walker,61, and Carlie Robertson, 40.
Dark fired tobacco sales will open
Jan.6 on the Murray loose leaf floors.
Elected as officers of the' Dulaney
Lodge No. 902 Free and Accepted
Masons were R. F. Blankenship, IJoyd
Carson, Devoe Reed, Alfred Billington,
James Elliott, Jim Washer, Ottis Pat
,
'
ton,and Hugh Gingles.
Tom Fenton was toastmaster at the
Murray High School Junior-Senior Banquet held at the Murray Woman's Club

50 Years Ago
More than $49,000 in state and county
25.
taxes have been paid into the hands of
Marriages announced this week inSheriff Clint Drinkard in the past few,
clude Lurline Morris to Guy Billington
weeks as Calloway Countians rushed to=
on Dec. 25, Margaret Schroader to Marpay before the penalty went on Jan. 1.
shall Berry on Dec. 27,and Lottie Miller
Deaths reported include John Roberr- to L. B.Summers on Dec. 31.
Farris, 78, Mrs. Nannie Graves, 86,
Births reported this week include a
Monroe A. Thomas, 69, Mrs. Charles
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mason on
Nanney, 40, William Newton Beale, 88;
Dec. 21, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
W. Herman Gingles, Jim Stroud, and S.
'Eldridge Tabers on Dec. 23.
M. Lancaster.
Mr. and Mrs. Tipton Wilcox and little
son of Nashville, Tenn., spent the
Carl B. Kingins, field manager of the
'holidays with his father, R. H. Wilcox
Murray Milk Products Company,
and family. Mr. Wilcox is working on
discesses the present and future situahis doctor's degree at a college at
tions of the plant in a special report
Nashville.
published this week.
The Palestine School House burned
Murray Ledger & Times'
on Dec. 29 as 40 students and two
teachers, Mrs Lola Jones and Miss
USF'S 3067001
Publisher
Walter I. Apperson
Mae Harrison. were having their
Editor
R Gene McCutcheae
Christmas tree celebration, according
The Murray Ledger I Times is published every afternoon escept Sundays. July 4,
to M. 0. Wrather, superintendefft of
Christmas hay. New Years hay and Thankagiv.
Calloway County Schools.
mg by Murray Newspapers, Inc , 103 N 4th SL,
Murray, Ky 47271 Second Class Postage Paid at
Sales of dark fired tobacco will
Murray, Ky 42/71
resume on Jan. 5 on the Murray Loose
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas sent,
Leaf Floors.
,irriers, 21 2S per month. pa,dhle in advance
Elected as officers of Murray Lodge
No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons
were W. E. Clark, Carlos Elkins, D. C.
Jones, V. H. Clark, W. P. Gilbert, U. G.
Starks, A. 0. Woods, W. H. Stone, A. L.
Wells,and M. T. Hutchens.
H. B. Bailey, Jeweler-, is moving his
business to the former E. B. Holland
store location on the west side of the
court square.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Farris celebrated
thr 50th wedding anniversary on Dec.
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Thoughts
In Season
By Kea Wolf
For all of us harried by the year-end
hassles of buying and selling, studying
and traveling, reading and running,
these words from the German
philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer
(1788-1860) might be of some interest:
Not the least of the torments
which plague our existence is the
constant pressure of time, which
never lets us so much as draw
breath but pursues us all like a
taskmaster with a whip. It ceases
to persecute only him it has
delivered over to boredom.
Is anyone out there praying for such
deliverance??

Bible Thought
Jesus said unto him, Thou
shalt love the Lord thy God with
all thy heart, and with all thy
soul, and with all thy mind.
Matthew 22:37.
It is casier for a matto think
he loves God, than it is to be,
kind to your own family and the
people you work with.
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Calloway County
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
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NN'aylon Perry, for years a mail carrier oper=;+
;:11+47n7z4
el
and retiring in the sales and servicing of televisions and radios died
at his home in Hazel at the age of 81 years. He was buried in
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery. Waylon established an early reputation
as an audio specialist with a loud speaking unit used at public
speakings, later graduating into staging picnics with stage performances just south of Hazel. Never should ,the writers forget his
kindness at a moment of despair when he allowed his loud speaking
equipment to be used by one of the authors on the court square
at a moment when he believed the political establishment was running hog wild and pig crazy in a campaign of self-serving interests.
After a rebuttal address, bitter in denunciation and caustic in conclusions, the huge crowd tossed 63 one dollar bills on the truck platform
in apparent gratification, five of which paid W'aylon and the balance
for the family meals for four weeks. That was the spontaneous
outburst that paved the rocky way for a rugged 35 years' existence,
challenging the economic oligarchy controlling the democratic processes in Calloway County. Nevertheless, an enjoyable outing upsetting the applecarts by the dozens.
Since the advent of the motor age, mortuary establishments
have provided ambulance service to Calloway County, a quality of
transportation none could justly complain. However, the American
College of Surgeons through federal regulation forbade a continuance of the practice (admitting a probability of conflict of interests
in the performance by mortuaries), and established ambulance
service regulations completely out of reason and out of reach of ninetenths of the counties over the land. All three Murray mortuaries
were forted to discontinue ambulances, however county and city
officials met in emergency sessions to cope with the federal government's latest edict. Murray Hospital was granted $15,000 and
fiscal court agreed to a comparable amount on May 23, 1973,
to
provide funds to buy one new ambulance and two used ones for
back-up service, thus being able to provide ambulance service
to
80 per cent of our people within 20 minutes at a cost of $25
per
trip plus 20 cents per mile travel for an estimated workload
of
1,095 trips a year, a charge more than double previously
experienced.
The assumption of the health-related business by the
hospital was
in keeping with accepted principles of good government
and was
heartily endorsed , But the eager
of exploiting enterprise
through a backdrop of federal intervention would reveal a
different
story as will later be reported.
To Be Continued

• ov.V.o.
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the audit for failure to publish an annual statement of receipts and
disbursements "within a reasonable
period of time after the end of the
year."
The report said none of the fee official
complied with the Kentucky law that
requires such action.
In another audit for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1978, state officials said
two purchases in excess of $2,5013 were
made without proper bidding in violation of state law, although one of the
purchases was made in 1977 before the
current fiscal court was seated.
The other occurred in 1978, officials
said.

Looking Back

By The AssociatedPreee
Today is Saturday, Jan. 3, the third
day of 1961. There are 362 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight m history:
On Jan 3, 1777, Gen. George
Washington's ragged and hungry army
routed British regulars in the battle of
Princeton, N.J.
On this date:
I41146,,,Engl,iia ens*:SP"gel Pe;loi
recorded in his diary that, for the first
time, he'd seen women on the stage.
In 1919, Herbert Hoover was selected
director-general for the relief of European nations liberated during World
War I.
In 1961, the United States severed
diplomatic relations with Cuba.
In 1967, Jack Ruby, the slayer of accused presidential assassin Lee Harvey
Oswald, died of cancer in s nallas
hospital.
Ten years ago: U.S. warplanes hammered suspected enemy supply lines in
Laos and Cambodia.
One year ago: President Jimmy
Carter asked the Senate to refrain from
any action on the SALT II treaty
because of the Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan.
Today's birthdays: Former Treasury
Secretary Michael Blumenthal is 55.
Hockey great Bobby Hull is 42.
Thought for Today: I enjoy convalescence. It is the part that makes the
illness worthwhile. — Writer George
Bernard Shaw (18564950).
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Water Problems On The Ohio
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PADUCAH,Ky. tAPs — At
a time when flooding is more
prevalent, it has been shallow
waters causing problems on
the lower Ohio River.
Because of drought in the
Ohio River Basin and along its
main tributaries, the water
level has dropped to summertime depths.
Shallow water on the lower
Ohio has had a major effetto
towboat commerce. Hier
operators expect to use The
locks from summer until late
fall.
•
But profits, according to
Bob Day, vice president of
Walker Towing Co. in
Paducah, sometimes depends
on having an open river
without lockage delays.
The river level at Paducah
Monday was 16 feet. The flood
stage is 39 feet. And in
Evansville the river was at 14,
and the flood level is 35 feet.
And according to J.T. Mit-
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chell of Cmcimutti, chief of the
reserviar-control center for
the Ohio 1jiver Division a the
Army Corps of Engineers, the
situation will likely get worse.
tie sand the water level
should drop farther because
no rain is expected and that
the Ohio has received its
water this Near from the
drawduuns of Kenrucky ISke,
Lake Barkley anti other
tributary reservoirs.
The rivet could also face an
ice crisis it a licavN _rion
doesn't fall in the near future
and a freeze sets in, accordine.
to Mitchell. tie said a freeze
would came problems at the
older locks.
"We can only hope.lor rain
before severe cold weAther,"
said Day.
There is also some concern
with how the-Ohio levels will
affect the Mississippi River.
"Probably the big problem
is the Mississippi," said Mit-

chell. "They're- rieNliiii The "
Ohio water, especially in the
Memptus.Distriet."
—
So far, conditions on the
Mississippi Aver in the St.
Louis area are in good shape.
"Good enough," said Mel
Doerhhoefer, information officer with the corps at St.

Louis,"that we have loaned a
dredge to the Memphis
-•
.
Some dredging has been
done on the Ohio this winter,
according to Mitchell, to
maintain a nine-foot channel
that the corps tries to keep on
navigabictuaters.
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Randy Darnell, Coldwater, took this 100 pound doe in
Co. Dec. K. Pictured with Darnell Is his son
Shawn.
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Rath Bazzell, Posses,. Mama, shows off • nice red
she took trapping.

641 Super Shell
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Where "Service Is Our Business

2e

1

Hw.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

Lorry Darnell, Coldwater, took this eight point, 146
pound buck in G
Co.

appy
Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

on Kentucky Lake

DON McCLURE

GRAYSON McCLURE

Take 91 East ouf of Murray for 2 moles Turn rfght on 280
Follow 280 for 7 molly past Bonner s Grocery Take
blurt,fop rrIlo Pon010trIfiond follow blacktop to your r•glst

Telephone,502-436-5483

Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 Iii 9
Sunday 1-6

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

BUCKS
BODY SHOP .
900 Sycamore
753-5142

Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So,

Cain's, AMC,Jeep

Phone 753-8322

MEMO OUTDOORS
Last week 1 nes rife with it:
gloom and doom over the prospects for this area's duck
hunting. I haven't changed my
view for the long term, but this
morning I learned there's still
a little sunshine behind the
clouds.
The day started with uncertainty. The Christmas Eve
wind had blown with a
vengence, and we've had our
Barkley Lake duck blind
beached by lesser pushes. Don
Buck, Phil Sumner, my
brother Joe Bourne, home for
the holidays, and I were tense
as we turned off the river
channel. Don piloted his boat
onto the dark, shallow flat.
And there, to our relief, was
that familiar shadow, facing
south, bobbing in the breeze
and still., surrounded by
numerouS_ smaller forms
which later would resemble
Duck hunter lee Boerne stays bock in the ceafines ef the blind while working a flight ef
ducks on the water. Our new
Barkley Lake mallards,
anchoring system had work(Photo by Mode Ilmorm)
ed!
It felt good to get in the gliding from the still dark Sometimes
they answer back. would finish us. The 10-pointer
blind. My new Christmas river on outstretched-wings.
The adrenaline runs.
gave us another bird to go.
coveralls kept out the chill, "Watch out," Don whispered,
By 7:30 a.m. we commented
That duck belonged to
but anticipated - hours in this an imminent alert, and we
it's
start
the
that
this Brother Joe. We other three
best
sub-freezing temperature groped for our guns. But the season. Then another flight
unloaded and stacked our
would eventually 'bring on short, stout wings and sloped broke over the island to our
shotguns in the corner.
discomfort. The blind turns beaks gave these birds away: north, saw decoys, heard callAnd the mallard was quick
the wind and offers us conve- canvasbacks. One of these ing and pitched downwind as
in corning, one of those
niences of hot charcoal stoves constitutes a limit, and we the bird on the left took the
"where'd he come from"
and simmering coffee.
•
didn't want our hunt to end lead. They came down like in- birds. Joe, startled
by sudden
The sunrise was spec- before it started. "Don't verted v's, getting larger by
flying image, missed his first
tacular, one where the clouds shoot!" Philip said, and the the second as we squatted and
shot, but he connected on the
were just broken enough to let birds settled to a landing 20 peeped sideways
up through second. We had 1.5 ducks in
a whole scale of reds and pinks yards off the blind's right cor- the leaves.
hand by 13:30 a.m, and the last
filter through. It was brilliant, ner. Immediately they sensed
The mallards looped behind one bore a leg band from a
the time which makes up for danger, and they swam back the
blind and floated U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
the early' alarm clock and long toward the river.
overhead, intent on landing banding project.
drive - almost!
But the next duck wasn't so with the decoys. We can up.
This day was the exception,
But we'd come for ducks. lucky. Again they slipped in. caught them square and downthe best one this year, maybe
That's what would offer the three big, graceful birds sail- ed four.
in several years. We conreal reward, that one-of-a- ing across the north side of the
While the dog was retrieving sidered staying longer and
kind excitement that accom- spread. I spied them, blew a a golden eye sailed over the
trying for geese, but we decidpanies a flight's spiral down soft greeting into my call, and spread, and Philip shot him.
ed against it. We'd get in early
into the spread. I've written one duck lowered flaps for lan- We'd already counted our
and surprise our families.
about those sparse moments ding. The other two birds flew points, and we knew that one
That way we might get to
before, half-filled with terror on, Don and Philip fired 25-point-or-greater
duck 'come back more often.
and the other half ecstacyr together, and a mallard hen
And the results of those became the morning's first ofmoments can bring the water- fering.
fowler great pleasure or
There were ducks on the
disappointment. Usually it's log, "refuge" birds and a
the latter.
fair share of those "out of.the
Philip checked his watch; pattern." The breeze was
time to shoot. We loaded our southerly and cutting, just
shotguns and commenced that right for a mallard to hang his
familiar vii, staring over wings into and glide
islands and the river channel downward. We'd hoped the
to pick out trading flights of Christmas Eve front had
ducks. There are familiar brought us some new ducks,
flyways, and we call the birds and it now looked like we
that fly them -refuge ducks." might just get a delayed
These are the educated ducks Christmas present.
that fly only from protected
Ten minutes later three
area to protected area. We mallards committed, and we
seldom fool them.
got them all: two drakes and a
Instead, we watch for ducks hen. A flight of 15 worked with
flying "out of the pattern." all promise but then broke off
These are mostly mallards when a lull in the breeze causand divers which .have a lost ed the decoys to look unlook. They sail over the mud
natural. Another flight came
flats and islands in a random over the blind after a cautious
pattern. Often they're new
inspection. We decided to
ducks or those fresh from a shoot and pulled down a drake
breakfast in a nearby corn- mallard and a gadwall.
field. These are the birds lookAnother mallard trio fell vicing for company, and that's tim 15 minutes later. The total
what we offer.
was mounting.
Kenny end Larry Sr..., both of KIrlisisy. killed their
Many times you don't know
This was open water gunnillt of avail floe day after Christmas. The pair was using
where they come from. You ing at its best: regular flights
a seven year old end a 15 month old peinter. They both
just look up. or hear a noise, of ducks, birds you can watch
agree bird buntiag is numb better this year.
and they're there. That's how
work and cup and sail downour first flight was, like ghosts
wind. You blow your call a lot.
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HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
anti

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specialiring in servicing tires & 4 W.O. Vehicles
"Wiliest" selection of 4-Whooling Tiros
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N 4th
753-6779

NEW

Darnell

Al's
Home Improvement
Quality Workmanshio and Materials
Vinyl and Aluminum
Siding - Window, - Awnings - Doors Precast Unit Steps - Railings - Complete
Remodeling - Kitchens - Rec Rooms

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait

We cower not only siding - bet wanks«., door casing. t
overhangs

i 502474-224) or 474-zzil. ext 171

RI 1 Hardin

OWNER: Gary

BOATS-MOTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Kenlake Marina
Hwy.641 North

Darnell Marine Sales
Route 3 Box 80
Murray, Ky. 42071
Highway .94 East

Rt. 5 Ilex 2059
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Prosecutors Ask That Possible Jurors Be Secret
LEXINGTON, Ky. 4API — Sen Woodrow Stamper, DFederal prosecutors are ask- West Liberty , and Lexington
ing that prospective jurors for real estate agent Robert F.
the trial of two men indicted
ia the special federal grand
Stamper and Link were iniury at Lexington be kept dicted on charges of extortion.
secret
conspiracy and mail fraud in
And the ask, in a motion in connection with the state's
4Mstriet Court, that the - IW77 purchase of the former
'Lir) be sequestered after it is Ridden Valley resort in Powell
o lected for the trial of state County. Stamper is also

WW11WWW•0111.

charged with two counts of
signing false income tax
returns.
Jury selection for their trial
originally began Nov 17, but
was postponed after allegations of improper contacts
with prospective jurors, and a
motion to quash the indictments. Trial has been
rescheduled for Feb.9.

Birthplace Bricks, New
Gift, Made By Merchant
By THOMAS S. WATSON
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1API —
Several stockings were hanging mighty low by the chimney
('hristmas due to the weight of
-birthplace bricks,- a unique
gift devised by a Louisville

from the firm demolishing bricks.'• he said.
Saint Joseph Infirmary and
To prove his bricks are
5,000 from the company tear- authentic, Deneen said he has
ing dowp Norton Infirmary.
photographs of the demolition
He sells the birthplace work and the bricks being
bricks for $20, plus $1 sales loaded onto his truck. A
tax. Deneen will have them
Louisville television station
delivered by parcel post, but did a feature on him when he
—1w—sass most of his buyers. was cleaning the bricks. "It's
William Deneen, an come by the house or office not a bait and switch deal," he
aluminum
siding merchant and pick the bricks up after added.
for the past 35 years, decided the metal plates are engraved.
Besides being an unusual
It was a shame that the old
"Right now I've got about 22
Saint Joseph and Norton infir- bricks waiting to be picked Christmas gift, Deneen said
maries were being tons down up," Deneen said in a recent the bricks "are an excellent
ri
interview. He had already sold birthday gift."
-I've even had people order
-I have three children who 40 bricks and the orders were
the bricks who have had
vere born at Saint Joseph In- still coming in daily.
• • innary and one who was born
"I paid $340 for a newspaper operations in one of the two
at Norton Infirmary, so I ad, so I've got to sell a lot of hospitals," he added.
., .aine up with the idea of
muanting a brick from the
hospital where they were born
on a piece of wood and having
metal, engraved plate attached to the brick. I gave
than each a birthplace brick
as a gift," he said.
The gifts were so well
—
FRANKFORT, Ky. API1
ability, develops the skills and
received, Deneen decided to
knowledge of its people" is
State employees will have a
into the birthplace brick
fundamental to giving Kenchance to apply for midusiness whole hog. It occurtucky a businesslike image.
management positions in the
red to him that there must be
The governor's commission
Department for Human
' hundreds, perhaps thousands
found personnel management
Resources under a pilot proif people who were born in one
and problems associated with
gram scheduled to begin next
of those hospitals who would
it to be a common thread in
month.
like to have a souvenir of their
many agencies.
Under the Merit Promolarthplace.
Under the pilot program,*
tional Program, all state
So he bought 7;000 bricks
the Personnel Department
agencies will be notified of
will be notified of vacancies
openings in Human Resources
which occur in Human
which occur after Jan. 19, according to the Department of
Resources, and the division of
Personnel.
cruitment will forward the
. Alter testing the program in -ph requirements to all state
Resources Depart- agencies. ,
EVANSVILLE,Ind.(AP) — the Human
months, . Each agency_ will. -he re- The Teamsters Union ment for the next six
expand the quired to post all job notices
representing 340 city workers the hope is to
agencies, for 10 days, and employees
in Evansville voted to go on system to all state
said Personnel Commissioner - will be notified of the posting
strike at midnight Friday.
locations.
The City of Evansville had Dick Robinson.
After interested employees
We feel state employees
offered the Teamsters a 6 peradvancement oppor- fill out applications, they will
cent pay raise but Teamsters need
state'govern- be tested, interviewed and
turned darn the offer after the tunities and that
ad- rated: Qualified applicants
two sides negotiated through rnent needs to take better
workers will be placed on a promoFriday. The contract expired vantage of the skills
tional register.
have to offer:* he said.
New Year's Eve.
•'The process is very similar
Such a program was recomTeamsters said members
Ex- to when someone applies for
called the vote overwhelming- mended by the Governor's
ly in favor of the strike. They. ecutive Management Corn- state employment for the first
,ission, made up of 92 time," Robinson said.
will decide sometime Satur!nisiness executives who
The register will be sent to
day about picketing.
the Human Resources Del:Ianiid4ed state government.
'The union represents water
In its report, the commis- ment, where the applicants
and sewage treatment, road
said an employment will be interviewed again
repair, snow removal, parks,
,tein -which is based on before the job is filled.
cemetary workers, parking

The motion to seal the list of
prospective jurors and sequester the jury once chosen
was filed Wednesday by
federal prosecutor Robert G
Aikido,, and a hearing on that
motion is scheduled next
Wednesdas
In the motion, Andary cites
testimony by Joseph M.
Lawless, the chief federal attorney in the case, that "possible improper communications
were had with the husband of

a prospective juror on the day the federal prosecutors subbeforethe initial trial began." poenaed them to appear
Lawless' testimony came before the special grand jury
during a nine-day hearing on a in connection with the probe of
motion by attorneys for possible contacts with the
Stamper and Link to quash the jury, and then leaked the news
indictments against the two to the media.
That, the lawyers said,
because of publicity about
made it imposible for Stamper
those allegations.
Lawyers William E. and link to receive a fair trial.
During the rune-day hearJohnson a Frankfort and
James A. Shuffett, John ing, Lawless testified that the
Morgan and Charles Calk, all husband of a prospective juror
.4 Lexington, contended that was approached by Stamper
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SUNDAY-MONDAY- TUESDAY SALE
Hurry in for our price-breaking specials ...get quality at a K mart price!

Save,.
Our Reg. 2.78

1.77

2,o, 66°

caaori

Popular Pocket
T-shirt For Men
Comfortable cotton/polyester in
latest solid colors.

•70 Yds. Heavy Rug
Yam Of Dacron'
3-ply Dacron' polyester yarn in 1,6-oz.*
folded skeins.

heave 1004 Dairy',

rug yarn
.70,...,1, I 0 lie

• Du Pool Reg TM
'Net unt

Limit 10
While
Quantities
Last

Save

Teamsters In
Evansville Vote
To Go On Strike

. meter police, police and fire
. dispatchers, and dog pOund
workers.
The Board of Public Works
declared an emergency and
will hire private contractors
for street repair, snow
clearance and other services.
Neither policemen nor
firemen are affected by the
Teamsters strike although
police are still negotiating a
contract.
•
(•ounty government and
some other individual units of
government are also
represepted by the Teamsters
but have, not voted to strike
despite unsettled contracts. .

dam') said the jury should be
sequestered because of "extensive publicity" and the "indication of a potentially improper contact with a family
member of a prospective
juror."
If Moynahan granted thel.-s,
motion, the jury would be
housed in a hotel or motel during thejrial, which is expected
to lastIix to eight weeks.
Johnson said he would oppose the motion.

kmort• MlitCHANDISI POUCY

Open Daily 9-9
Sundays 12-8

State Employees To Be
Able To Apply For
Human Resources Jobs

AD-

111 connection with another
individual- with offers concerning future employment
and bargains on antique furruture. He did not identify the
prospective juror, the husband, or the other individual.
After the hearing, U.S.
District Judge Bernard T.
Moynahan Jr. overruled the
defense motion to dismiss the
indictments, and rescheduled
the trial for Feb.9,
In Wednesday's motion, An'

/

:! .
eitzzaram

Our Reg.5.88
Easy
Installation

3.97
6-pr. Pkg. Crew
Socks For Men
Cotton/stretch nylon crew socks fit
men's sizes 10-13

96c

11.96.
E.

Sale Price
Windshield De-icer
Removes ice, sleet and
frost. 12-oz,' aerosol can

Clock or FM Converter
Easily-installed digital clock
or compact FM converter.

law an

CAFETERIA
SPECIAL -

Pilot Acted Reasonably
Prior To Accident

recommended 'order concludBy DAVID POWELL
ed that Lerro was neither
A'gsociated Press Writer.
TALI AHASSEE, Fla. 4API negligent nor inyonipetent in
Sold in Sporting
Limit 4
Goods Dept
Each
Harbor pilot John E. Lerro piloting nil' Summit Venture.
Our Reg, 3.96
of Tampa acted reasonably act empty phosphate carrier
Our Rea.57C
Our Reg. 3.66
and prudently in guiding the whiclisammed the bridge durMisses' Sizes
ship that rammed the Sun- ing a blindieig rainstorm last
Coiortul Thermal
Pkg
seine Skyway Bridge in a May 9.
Underwear Separates
49 oz. Tide
Delicious
Dry-Knit'5
15"
inishap that killed 35 people, a
Tops or Ocittoms in
The collision- brought down
Cookie Treats
Socks For Men
Extra Action Tide
0...itc hearing officer ruled Fri- the bridge's southbound span, -lightweight cotVariety choice.
Detergent
Orion'/wool/nytongpolyester knit
day.
sending cars, trucks and buses
6y2-11 oz pkgs
Prints or smart fashion
lon with red Top
Administrative Hearings
•Net Wi
plunging into the murky
is,
PonfRog
colors
Director Chris H Bentley's waters of
Tampa Bay just
before i awning rush hour.
ii
Bentley said Lerro acted.
properly in trying to blindly
• eavigate past the bridge
rather than turn or stop the
- -vessel, and _.urged . that the
UmIt 2
M
'
I
Co•AC lack
state's attempt to suspend or
'nitraivovire
revoke Lerro's pilot's license
be dismissed.
Bentley had informally
disclosed his recommendations last week, but the formal
--7Ssuance starts the clock on
the 10 to 20 days for either
I orro, as defendant, or ProThe loth
niontal is a very impOrtaM date to
Regulation
lessional
viiir newspaper carrier `friar carrier must receive
Secretary Nancy Kelley Wityour payment by the lOth itt the month in tirder
tenberg, as prosecutor, to file
their all
written exceptions.
You see these carrier, are independent husinr•,rnen'and women They buy their papers from us at
Bentley's recommended
3 Days Only
3 Days Only
3 Days Only
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
order is a major break for
Our Reg 1.97
letivery rate When witi don I pay them by the 10th
license
However,
his
Lerro.
they have to dig clown into their own pockets to make
0
Limit
emergency
•
an
the
difference
remains
under
up
2
suspension which does not
Phiase‘iciav your carrier promptly before the 10th of
225 Sufterin'
FormulailisD:
.40-oz: Scope'
46" Fluorescent
Ph, s artpend an you to write their pay
Tablets
have to be lifted until after the
Decongestant
Mouthwash
40-watt Tube
To help relieve
case has been concluded.
6-oz • Vick's'
Pleasant refresh
For rapid-start or
minor pain
cough.mixture
Lawyers said it will take
ing gargle, too
starter fixture
• rl
several months for the state •
board which oversees harbor
pilots to make the hind adollection time can be an inconvenience for you and
coal. niftier
ministrative decision on
So paying by mail is a simple'vray to avoid getting
whether to ace*, rtIoVIty or
-aught within't the right change and . ymi evorrt the
roject Bentley's recominenda•
iiother if nuiii1lik icalectirins
lions and set a penalty, if any.
THE SAVING PLACE
Any appeal would be in the
courts.

2.77pr.

1.44

31.1

BREAST OF CHICKEN LUNCHEON
All while chicken meat chopped
and formed into a patty breaded
and fried With potatoes gravy
.'eg0sst0t0 viii aod butte,

REMEMBER
THE 1011111

3.67

2.57

2.27

97

PAY BY MAIL

Limit 2

78°
Crystal Vanish'
Bowl Cleaner
Disinfetts tot
let bowl 48 oz •

4 F.'1
Toilet Bowl
Deodorizers
Hang over rim
Scented 3 oz

• Nell ve

780U.S. Highway-641-147-Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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A Look Back At The Year

A Month-By-Month Roundu
A raw

•

By MATT SA NDEIth
and DEBBIE LEE
Following is a month-by-month recap
of the top local stories of IRSO, taken
from the files of The Murray Ledger &
Times:
JA NLJ ARY
Six persons were hospitalized following a two-car accident on U.S. 641 North
late New Year's Eve. One of the six,
Kyle Duncan Bennett, 15, Puryear,
Tenn., died from injuries.
The first baby of the new year,
Kimberly Gail Billington, was born to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Billington, Route
5, Murray.
The owners of Calloway Manufacturing Co., William B. Cappock and Clark
Hicks, were ordered to appear in
Calloway County District Court on
charges that they failed to pay their
employees since Dec 14., 1979. The
owners pleaded not guilty in court. The
Calloway Manufacturing building was
impounded by the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office.
Ancel Clay Lowry was bound over to
the February circuit court following a
_preliminary hearing on arson charges.
Allegations of impropriety in the
operation of the Murray „Electric
System were unjustified according to a
report on the charges given to the IVIES
board by attorney Donald Overbey.
National FFA vice president Donald
Trimmer visited the local FFA chapter.
MSU president Constantine W. Curris
was one of 2,100 delegates at the White
Rouse Conference on Small Business in
Washington.
The city of Hazel held an appreciation
day for its mayor, William Pratt.
A Hardin man, Silas Leroy Johnson,
was crushed to death when his truck
overturned off Highway 80 in Marshall
County.
Several farmers and interested
citizens attended the American
Agriculture Movement's gasohol
meeting in the Calloway County Courthouse.
A demolition team from Fort Knox
destroyed eight sticks of old, unstable
dynamite discovered at Fitts Block and
Ready Mix. The dynamite was
destroyed at the landfill.
Dale Burkeen, 46, Shiloh community,
was held in custody in connection with
the murder of Loyd Green at the Murray State Biological Station.
Melissa Manning was the winner of
the Calloway County KEik President's
spelling bee.
Roy Weatherly announced his
resignation as Murray High School
principal.
The Murray High band was voted one
of the top 16 bands in the country by the
National Band Association.
District Court Judge Sid Easley ruled
that small claims division of the court
does not have jurisdiction concerning
action by MSU student Larry Pyla
against the university for failure to
'fulfill a contract to provide a full
semester of studies.
FEBRUARY
A panel of five persons of varying
professions addressed a group at the
Calloway County Public Library concerning drug abuse in the community.
development
The
community
rehabilitation project of houses in the
north Douglas community began.
• Mark Etherton was chosen the 1980
Kentucky Speech Teacher of the Year.
Gasohol came to Murray as the Murray Amoco Station, South 12th Street,
began to sell the product.
An 85-year-old Murray man, Walter
Bowden, died from smoke inhalation
from a fire in his home.
MSU Cadet Joseph K. Bruenderman
was named the 1980 recipient of the
George C. Marshall ROTC Award.
More than 25 members joined the
newly-formed Lion's Club in Hazel.
A summer school program was proStan Outland was not rehired as
Calloway County High School football
coach or teacher.
Billy Dale Outland was not rehired as
Murray'fiddle School principal.

F NAL STOVE DONATED TO SCOUTS — The last stove to come off the production line at the Murray
Tappan plant, which closed its doors during the year, was donated to the Boy Scouts. Here, plant
The purchase of a 182,823-acre site for
1980-81 school year.
the location of a new wastewater faciliThe Calloway County Fiscal Court
ty treatment plant was approved by the
adopted a resolution to submit an amMurray City Council.
bulance tax referendum on the May
Ron Christopher was reappointed to
primary ballot.
Gov. John Y. Brown's Prosecutors AdOver 450 city and county
visory Council.
.
kindergarteners and third graders parThe Oil, Chemical and Atomic
ticipated in the annual Dairy Day, held
Workers Union at Vanderbilt Chemical
at the A.Carman Pavilion. '
were on strike seeking a "fair and
Semeral countians fell victim to a
equitable contract."
"family estate trust'I scheme that hit
Bracie Knight was elected president
west Kentucky.
of the Hazel Lion's Club:
Murray High junior Molly Valentine
Robert Glin Jeffrey was appointed
and Melissa Brinkley, a senior at
Red Cross fund drive chairman.
Calloway County High. were selected to
Mary Beth Warren v44.as named the
participate in the 1980 Kentucky.. Allnew director of the Murray Municipal
State Chorus.
Housing Authority.
Mike Gottfried, Murray State football
Break-ins were reported at the.East
coach, announced that he would resign
Y Grocery and Fish Market, East
his position here to become offensive
Calloway Elementary and several
coordinator at Arizona. He later decidresidences.
ed to stay at MSU.
• Calloway Manufacturing Co. filed a
The Murray State debate team won
claim of bankruptcy in U.S. District
the national championship. .
Court in Paducah.
David Graham, Ron Christopher,
Application of a $560,000 Urban
Stuart Poston, Dan Miller and Bill
Development Action Grant for the city
Wilson were named to the Murrayof Murray was approved by the Murray
Calloway County Chamber of ComCity Council.
merce board of directors.
MARCH
,.Ron McAlister, assistarA superintenA report from District Court Judge
dent of the Calloway County Schools,
was named superintendent of Fulton CiSid Easley revealed that the number of
cases heard in that court increased by
ty Schools.
The Murray-Calloway County Mental
524 during 1979.
Murray High teacher Clara HumHealth-Mental Retardation Board announced plans for the construction of a
phrey announced her candidacy for
First Congressional District.
new care center
Brent Boston, a Murray High senior,
APRIL
was named a finalist in the National
All residents in Calloway County
were advised that participation in chain
Merit Scholarship Corp. competition.
A continuance was granted to Clark
letter schemes violates Kentucky
Revised Statutes.
Hicks and William Cappock of
The Kentucky Supreme Court upheld
Calloway Manufacturing in their
a life-term conviction given to Hal
District Court case charging them with
Brent Cathey for the murder of Vicki
failure to pay employees.
McChesney.
Susy Wells was elected as the first
Production started in the new plastic
female president of the Murraymolding facility at the Murray FisherCalloway County Baseball Association.
Price plant.
It was reported that unemployment
Tappan Company officials in
in Calloway County during Janus
Mansfield, Ohio, said they were conwas 9.2 percent while the figure fort
sidering closing the Murray plant. The
state was at 8 percent.
Murray City Council then endorsed
W.A. Franklin was named the new
principal of Murray High School for the —several measin es to keep the plant

MN

MURRAY POSTAI,operation* moved into the new Post Office building on Chestnut Street in November. Forthal dedication of the facility was held in December.

manager E. J. Haverstock, right, presents the stove to Scout representative Ed Chrisman.
Tappan announced its plans for closing the plant in April.

located in city. Tappan officials later
announced the plant would close.
Dr. Steve West, an assistant professor of undergraduate legal studies in
the department of marketing and
business administration at Murray
State, was elected to a three-year term
at the faculty representative to the
school's board of regents.
TVA chairman S. David Freeman
and U.S. Representative Carroll Hubbard held a town meeting in the courthouse.
Former Murray State football coach
and athletic director Roy Stewart died
at the age of 78.
Max B. Hurt was selected as the Kentucky Western Waterland's -Member
of the Year" at the group's annual
meeting.
U.S. Sen.„Wendell Ford visited Murray during his tour of the state.
In.the monthly school board meeting,
the Calloway County board named
Johnny Bohannon, supervisor of instruction, as assistant superintendent,
and Sam Harp, offensive coordinator at
Franklin County High School, as the
new head football coach.
Ron Underwood, superintendent of
the Murray Electric System, was named to the board of directors of the South
Kentucky Industrial Development
Association, Inc.
The Calloway County High School
speech team won the state championship.
Mia Wilson, secretary to R.L. Cooper
in the Calloway County Health Center,
was named "Secretary of the Year- by
the Murray chapter of the National
Secretaries Association. The group also
named Joe Dick, ptesident and chairman of the board at the Bank of Murray,''Boss of the Year."
The referendum for the proposed ambulance. tax was postponed from the
May ballot until November.
A new factory, Landoll Ltd., opened
in the old Calloway Manufacturing
building.
Lil' Vegas, a business located on the
court square, was destroyed by fire.
• A transformer failure in a TVA electrical substation serving Murray and
Calloway County caused an area
blackout for about two hours.
A. freshman from Paducah, Pam
Wright, was crowned Miss Murray
State. Also on hand at the pageant were
Miss America 1984) Cheryl Prewitt,
Miss America 1978 Susan Perkins, Miss
Kentucky 1979 Marcia Malone Bell and
Miss Kentucky 1980 Kathryn Orrie
Parker.
George N. Britt,'assistant professor
of mathematics, was named
"Distinguished Professor of the Year."
Paul Kiesow was elected president of
the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce. Other officers elected
were Sammy Parker, vice president;
Stuart Poston, secretary; and David
Graham,treasurer.
MAY
Murray-Calloway County
The
Chamber of Commerce announced that
it would not renew the contract of its executive director, Jim Johnson.
Jayne Gurzyriski, Riverside, Ill:, and
Mack Bushart, Gilbertsville. were
named outstanding seniors at Murray
State.
Three members of the Murray High
speech team, Lewis Bossing, Ben
Moore and Nancy Kiesow, qualified for
the National Forensic League national
tournament.
A building permit for the proposed
J.C. Penney store in Murray, received
approval.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development approved a $400,000
Urban Development Action Grant
enabling the Murray Fisher-Price plant
to expand its facilities.
Work to convert to old LEN Railroad
Depot into the home of the MurrayCalloway County Community Theatre
began.
The Murray High School.p,and was invited to play in the Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade.
Dr. Larry Joe Salmon was named
principal of Murray Middle School for
the 1980-81 school year.
Regular enforcement of the city's
two-hour free parking ordinance began.
"Some Enchanted Evening" was the
theme of the 16th annual charity ball.
A Murray man, James E. Jackson,
Route 5, was one of nine indicted by a
Louisville federal grand jury on
charges of filing fraudulent income tax
returns and conspiring to submit false
claims for refunds.
Lisa DeVillez, a Murray State
sophomore from Owensboro, was
fourth runner-up in the Miss USA contest.
Several local people appeared as extras in the KET production of "This
Other Eden."
The four-lane project of 12th Street
from Sycamore Street to Utterback
Road was cancelled by the state
Department of Transportation.
Virgil Gilliam, Murray postmaster,
was named president of the Kentucky
National Association of Eostmasters of
the United States.
Only one-fifth of the county's
registered voters showed up at the polls
for May's primary election.

JUNE
Keys Keel retired from the Jackson
Purchase Production Credit Association after 25 years of service.
The Illinois Central Gulf Railroad acquired 40 miles of track from Murray to
Paducah from the L&N Railroad as
part of an agreement between the two
railroads.
A Kentucky Commission on Human
Rights report stated that the Murray
Housing Authority was the state's most
segregated public housing in 1979.
Bill Whittaker, pastor of the First
Maptist Church, was one of 15 national
recipients of the 1980 Award Winning
Sermons.
James "Buddy" Light. band director
at Murray High, resigned.
The Pour House, a popular niteclub
located about 10 miles south of Murray
between Hazel and Puryear, was completely destroyed by fire.
An estimated 25 acres of wheat off
Johnny Robertson Road was destroyed
by a field fire. The fire started when a
breaker exploded.
- The Ilth annual arts and crafts
festival was held at Land Between The
Lakes.
The Murray-Calloway Count)
Chamber of Commerce began receiv
ing applications for the office of ex
ecutive director.
Max Dowdy was elected chief of Mt
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad.
A resolution supporting the four
laning of 12th Street was adopted by the
Murray City Council,. The resolutior
also asked the Kentucky Department of
Transportation and Gm. John
Continued On Pages

WORK ON RENOVATING Wrather Hall and establishing the Wristber-West
Kentucky Museum in the building, the lint building constructedJo the MSU
campus.
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A Look Back At 1980
Continued From Page 7
Brown to reconsider the cancellation of
the project.
The Calloway County Public Library
Board was awarded a $46,200 grant to
renovate the adjoining white house adjoining the library on the west side.
Lightning from a storm which soaked
Calloway County with 2.02 inches of
rain in, a four-hour period caused
several 'fires and power shortages
around the county.
JULY
The Calloway County Public Library
was awarded a $2,000 matching grant
by-The Kentucky Arts Commission.
, The Murray Beautification Board,
with the assistance of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce, developed guidelines to encourage construction and renovation
compatible with the buildings in
iowntovm Murray.
Randy Lovett was sworn in as the
new commonwealth's detective for the
42nd Judicial District.
James L. Erwin was named to succeed R. L. Cooper as administrator of
the _Calloway County Health Department effective Sept. I.
Dr. William Parsons was named dean
of the College of Creative Expression at
Murray State University.
Donna Swift was crowned qiieen of
the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair:. Her attendants were Michelle
Harris and Tammy Hutson. Miss Congeniality was Rose Herndon.
• Sunbird Airlines started regular commuter airline service between Murray
and Nashville.
Murray and Calloway County officials filed appeals to the Owensboro
district office of the U.S. Census Bureau
protesting the preliminary 1980 census
figures for the city and county.
Charles H. Cobb Jr. of Savannah,
Tenn., was named the new band director for the Murray Independent School
System.
The Murray Electric System asked
customers to cooperate in a voluntary
cutback of power consumption because
of a power emergency declared by the
Tennessee Valley Authority.

The Johnston National Boy . Scout
Museum site selection committee
visited Murray to assess its potential as
a possible location for the museum. ,
Kentucky State Police statistics
showed that crimes in Calloway County
increased more than 20 percent from
1978 to 1979.
AUGUST
A Calloway County Circuit Court jury
found Lynn Dale Burkeen guilty of second degree manslaughter in the Jan.
20 shooting death of Loyd Green.
Sara Page, Paducah, and Billy G.
Morgan, Benton, were sworn in as
members of the Murray State University board of regents.
Commonwealth's Attorney Ron
Christopher served as a delegate and
Thelma Eckherdt as alternate to the
Democratic National Convention in
New York City.
A federal judge in Louisville declared
the Calloway County Soil Improvement
Association bankrupt.
The market value of agricultural products sold by the 1,129 farms in
Calloway County totalled $23 million.
• The Murray Natural Gas System
began accepting applications from
commercial customers for the first
time in more than eight years.
.
A rubberized playing surfacesVas being installed to replace the 26-year-old
hardwood surface of Murray State
University's Racer Arena. , Christine McCuiston Murdock, 23,
was killed in a two-vehicle accident.
SEPT'ENLBER
The Murray Independent School
System, with a percentage of 76.8, ranked second in the state in the number of
graduates who go on to college.
Full-time students at Murray State
University increased by 200 during the
fall semester.,
Gary Don Eaker. 19, surrendei-ed
following a six-hour chase which involved law enforcement officials of Murray,
Calloway County, Henry County, Tenn.,
and the Kentucky State Police. He was
charged with several drug violations.
Work began on the Calloway County
High School football stadium. -

Steven P. Gilbert, 24, was killed in a
one-vehicle accident.
Dwain McIntosh was named district
administrative assistant to First
District Congressman Carroll Hubbard.
Murray will become the home of a.
full 115-man company of the Kentucky
National Guard effective Nov. 1. The
company will be designated as the 614th
Military Police Company.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
voted to place a referendum for an ambulance tax on the November ballot.
The payroll it Murray State University will total more than $16 million for
the 1980-81 school year.
The final stove.w.as made at the Murray Tappan Plant ending 35 years of
local production.
OCTOBER
A multimillion dollar expansion of the
Murray Fisher-Price plant was
dedicated. The expansion will provide a
new capability for plastics molding.
A state geologist contradicted earlier
reports that the Murray Tappan Plant
was a potential "groundwater contaminator."
The Murray Ledger & Times was
selected . as one of the 50 best
newspapers in the United States and
Canada by Production News magazine.
The magazine cited the newspaper's
pioneering efforts in cable television
news.
A former employee of the Murray Independent School System, Carolyn
Light, sued the boariLfor miscalculation of her sick leave pay.
Kim Canady was crowned 1980
Homecoming Queen for Calloway County High School.
Murray was selected as the new location of the Johnston National Boy Scout
Museum. The museum will be housed in
the interim Murray State University
Student Center,.
The Tennessee Valley Authority
board met at the Calloway County Middle School gymnasium.
of
Department
Kentucky
Transportation Secretary Frank Metts
iuggested that the "hold- imposed on

THE NEW FOOTBALL Stadium at Calloway County High School was completed and
1980.
Calloway County, 1822-1976,- have been
die widening of 12th Street might be
printed.
lifted.
NOVEMBER
Dr. Charles W. Byers, professor of
Tammie Campbell was named Muragricultural education at the Universiray High School Homecoming Queen.
ty of Kentucky, was named the
Her attendants were Starr Jones and
Outstanding Agriculture Alumnus for
Michelle Harris.
1980 by the Agriculture Alumni AssociaCalloway County residents voted
tion of Murray State University.
6,801 to 4,498 for President Jimmy
David Wayne Roberts,6, was killed in
Carter over challenger Ronald Reagan.
an accident while preparing to parAn ambulance tax referendum was
ticipate in the Murray State University
defeated 2-1. Winning seats on the MurHomecoming Parade,
ray Board of Education were incumYvette Payne of .-Joppa, Ill., was
bent Melissa Easley and Jamie D.
crowned Murray State University
Washer. T. C. Hargrove defeated inHomecoming Queen.
cumbent Lubie Parrish for a seat on the
Mayor Melvin B. Henley said he planCalloway County Board of Education.
ned to recommend the layoff of 25
Ferrell Miller and Charles E. Reed also
firemen and three policemen in 1981 if
won seals on the county school board.
an additional $320,000 in revenue was
Johnny Pace of Nashville was arnot found. Objections were voiced to a .
rested at Hazel following a holdup and
proposed payroll tax at a public hearing
chase that began when he allegedly robon the issue.,
bed the Commercial Bank of Henry,
Three Murray State University coeds
Tenn.
— Sandra J. Girten, 18, Stanley; Rose
Vicki Ellis Shell, professor at Murray
Mary Hardesty, 18, Owensboro; and
State University, was named KenAnn Marcellino, 17, Owensboro — died
tucky's Outstanding Young Woman of
in a car accident enroute to MSU after a
the Year for 1980.
weekend visit at home.
Jimmy Nix, teacher with the
Bobby Dean of Dexter was shot by a
Calloway County School System, was
sheriff's department official following a
named Educator of the Year by the
break-in at Wiggins Furniture Co. Two
Kentucky Jaycees.
other Dexter residents were lodged in
The Library Arts Annex was
jail after the incident.
dedicated. The facility, also known as
A total of 2,500 copies of Dorothy and
the Higgins house, will be used for
Kerby Jennings' book, "The Story of
various arts programs.
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MUSEUM —

II national Boy Scouts ,of imerea museum on the MSIN campus were announced in October. The museum is planned to be housed in the former Laboratory School
building, used temporarily for the past several year as the Student Center
P1ai

to locate

used for the first time in the fall of
Dr. Bill Whittaker was elected president of the Kentucky Baptist Convention.
Construction of a $700,000 educational
theatre at Murray High School was act
proved as a construction priority by the
state Department of Education.
The Murray Housing Authority dropped from first to fourth on the Kentucky
Commission on Human Rights' list of
the state's most segregated public
housing.
Protests were voiced to the Louisville
de Nashville Railroad's plan to abandon
3842 miles of track between Paducah
and Murray.
The board of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital voted to apply for a
certificate of need to convert 20
intermediate-care hospital beds to
skilled-care beds.
The Murray High School Tiger Band
performed in Macy's 54th Annual
Thanksgiving Day Parade in New York
City. The band was one of 11 bands
chosen to participate in the parade
from 386 applicants.
DECEMBER
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital received approval of its certificate of need for a hospice program
dealing with the care of terminally ill
patients.
The new Murray Post Office on
Chestnut Street was dedicated. Postal
employees began work in the new facility in November.
Ronald Churchill was made a Paul
Harris Fellow in Rotary International
by the local Rotary Club. The
fellowship is the highest honor in the
organization.
Mike Gottfried, Murray State University football coach for the past three
years, resigned to accept a position
with the University of Cincinnati. MSU
assistant coach and defensive coordinator Frank Beamer was named as
his successor.
A Mayfield man, Lloyd William Cornett, was killed in a one-car accident in
Calloway County.
,
Bill L. Teuton of Martin, Tenn., was
named as the new executive director of
the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce.
Ron Christopher of Murray was
elected chairman of the Murray State
University board of regents. Jerry
Allen Woodall of Lexington was sworn
in as a new member of the board.
Claudia Billington was named Miss
Murray High School. Her attendants
were Tammie Campbell, Elizabeth
Stout and Starr Jones.
The Murray City Council approved a
$2.07 million budget for 1981 which included a 10 percent salary increase for
city employees.
A Douglass DC-3 twin-engine
airplane landed at the MurrayCalloway County Airport without landing lights. Kentucky State Police, who
investigated the incident, refused to
release many details. The plane had a
crew of three.
Circuit Clerk Frances Shea announced that she would riot run for reelection.
Dr Moses S. Koch was named dean of
the College of Human Development and
Learning at Murray State University.
The home of the Murray Art Guild at
103 North 8th St. was added to the
Survey of Historic Sites in Kentucky.
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Reflections On The University's Year

New Faces And Fresh Facilities Appear At MSU
as •
....et'

By Johnny Miller
Reflection on the passing year at
Murray State University finds new
faces and fresh facilities, achievements
and some defeats, and a campus that
has continued to change as the institution develops.
The following athletic and academic
events highlighted 1980 at Murray State
University :
JANUARY
Charles D. Outland, member of the
Murray State administrative staff since
1959, assumed responsibilities as controller. In the position, Outland began
supervision over such broad university
areas as accounting, costs analysis and
physical facilities inventory.
Dr. Neil Weber was named director
of the Mid-America Remote Sensing
Center, housed on the top floor of the
Lowry Center. He is a former asaociate
professor of geography and earth
sciences at Indiana State University.
Murray State received a $31,000 grant
by the National Institute of Health to
conduct a study of diseases carried by
mosquitoes. The project is being conducted by Dr. Bruce Christensen, an
assistant professor in the Department
of Chemistry.
Murray State yearbook, The Shield,
was awarded a first place certificate
from the Columbia Scholastic Press
Association. The award was for the 1979
edition, the first Murray State entry
ever in the competition.
A study by Dr. Gilbert L. Mathis, professor of economics at the university,
found that Murray State contributes $51
million annually to the area economy.
Mathis based the figure on a multiplier
effect of funds interjected directly into
the Murray State region's economy.
A student chapter of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE), was organized on campus.
Mark Donohoo, an engineering
technology major of Benton, waselected chairman.
FEBRUARY
The 43rd annual music production of
"Campus Lights- opened under the
direction of Greg Bingman of Carrni,
Ill. The production, written, performed
and directed by students, raised more
than $2,500 for scholarships.
About 260 high school musicians from
a six-state area gathered on campus for
the Quad-State Music Festival. A guest
conductor was Ed Shaughnessy, one of
the nation's foremost drummers and a
regular performer on the NBC
"Tonight" Show.
The West Kentucky Market Hog Show
found George and Jerry Thompsons,
brotherslrom Union County, taking the
top awards. A record 198 hogs were
entered in the show.
Murray State won top awards in
debate and in individual events in the
Kentucky Forensic Association Championships at Georgetown College.
Russell Walker of Ashland and Tim
Reding of Elizabethtown, took four
trophies each.
MARCH
More than 1,000 students from 25 west
Kentucky high school and vocational
chapters of Future Business Leaders of
America gathered on campus for a
leadership conference. Regional and
state officers were elected.
The Murray State News, the student
newspaper, was awarded the top rating
in an annual contest conducted by Columbia Scholastic Press Association.
The award, a Medalist Certificate, was
the third the newspaper had won in four
years, according to Dr. Robert H.
McGaughey, chairman of the Department of Journalism and RadioTelevision.
Dr. Martha El-win, member of the
nursing faculty since 1970, was named
chairman of the Department of Nursing
on campus. Mrs. Erwin previously
served two years as interim chairman.
Murray State's debate team won a
national championship. The team,
coached by Bob Valentine,finished first
among 50 colleges and university teams
competing in Denver, Colo.

STUDENT CENTER — The long-awaited Murray State student center neared completion in December and was expected to open this month.The Ithree-story, 49,000 square-foot center is planned to
be the hub of campus activities.
And by March, the men's basketball
MAY
was named Outstanding Agriculture
with financing from an $8,000 NASA
team has won a share of the OVC
Max B. Hurt of Kirksey, a 1927 alumAlumnus of the Year. The sporting
grant. Dr. David Owen, assistant probasketball title and advanced to the
nus and who has distinguished himself
events, parade and reunion dinners, fessor in the chemistry department,
quarterfinal rOund of the NIT with road
through a career of service that spans
were attended by 16,000 persons..The and graduate student AlanD. Bradbury
wins over Jacksonville and Alabama.
more than a half century, was awarded
Racers defeated Middle Tennessee 38-6 of Mediana. Tenn., are trying to help
an honorary doctorate by Murray State
The season concluded with a two-point
in the traditional Homecoming game.
solve atmosphere re-entry problems of
in May commencement ceremonies. A
loss at Illinois.
The university Agronomy Club soil the shuttle.
total of 1,180 graduates from mid-year
Racer basketball coach Ron Greene
judging team qualified for national colThe new Baptist Student Center
and the spring class were also recognizwas honored as OVC Coach of the Year
legiate championship. The national located near the dormitory complex
ed.
and standout forward Gary Hooker Was
contest* is scheduled in the spring. was completed. The center, costing
named OVC Player of the Year. Hooker
Pi Omega Pi, a national collegiate
Coached by Dr. John D. Mikulcik, a 9617,000, replaced an old facility on the
was also honored as OVC Athlete of the
business education organization, was
professor of agriculture, the team rank- south end of campus. A dedication was
Year.
recognized as one of the top chapters in
ed third in regional competition at the scheduled for January.
Track coach Bill Cornell was named. the nation. The Gamma Upsilon
University of Tennessee at Martin.
The Racer football team had enjoyed
OVC Indoor Coach of the Year after he
Chapter at Murray State was ranked
G. Gordon_ Liddy, convicted
another successful season as coach
guided the Racers to their first-ever
10th nationally.
Watergate conspirator and masterMike Gottfried directed the team to a 9championship. Pat Chimes was
And by May the Racer tennis team
mind behind the 1972 break-in of the
2 record and second place conference-honored as Indoor Track Athlete of the
has grabbed the sportlights- with a 27-3
Democratic National Committee headfinish. The Racers were ranked firstfor
Year.
season and an OVC championship.
quarters in Washington, D. C., spoke on
six consecutive weeks in Division I-AA APRIL
Head coach Bennie Purcell was
campus. Liddy's lecture was sponsored
and ended the year withan impressive
The campus radio station, WKMSselected OVC Coach of the Year while
DR. WILLIAM PARSONS
by the Student Government Associa49-0 win over rival and conference .
was
FM, received a power boost to 100,000
freshman Mats Ljungman took the No.
among the new faces on eamaus in
tion.
champion Western Kentucky Universi1980.
watts of stereo broadcasting. The ex2 singles title.
He has named dean of the
Development of a program to train
ty.
College of
tent of the station's listening range in
JUNE
Creative Expression.
handicapped persons for jobs driving
The Murray State women's tennis
Kentucky was more than tripled with a
Two births were noted on campus.
motor vehicles began. The program is
team under the direction of Nita Head
Twin, male foals, a rarity, were born to
new tower and transmitter located in
of Business and Public Affairs included
financed with a $56,920 grant from the
produced a 20-1 record in the fall por"Princes Violet," 'a four-year-old
the Land Between the Lakes.
appointment of Dr..Rex F. Galloway,
state Bureau of Vocational Education. tion of its schedule and captured the
Dr. Steven L. West, an assistant prothoroughbred. Thet,golts were named .
former chairman of the Department of
The first pupils 'are expected in
KWIC Tournament in Louisville.
fessor of undergraduate legal studies in
"Squiggy" and "Lennie" from the
Management, as director of the WaterJanuary.
The women's cross country team had
the Department of Marketing and
television - series 'Laverne and
field Center for Business and GovernA program of ,graduate studies
taken first place in the Ohio Valley Con:
Shirley."
Business Administration at Murray
mental -Research; merger of 'the
leading to a master's degree in nursing
ference championships by November
A National Science Foundation grant
State, was elected to a three-year term
Departments of Management and of
was approved by the state Council on
and Margaret Simmons was named
on the board of regents as the faculty.. 'of $250,000 was. received to develop a
Marketing and General Business into
Public Higher Education. Planning to
Conference Coach of the Year.
representative. He succeeded Dr. S. M.
learning center on campus in the Colthe Department of Management and
implement the program was begun and
DECEMBER
lege of Environmental Sciences. The
Matarazzo, a professor in the DepartMarketing. with Dr. William B. Seale
the first 'graduate students may be
Presidents of nine Ohio ValleYtoncenter was proposed to develop a
ment of Professional Studies.
as chairman. A Department of Comenrolled in the fall semester of 1981.
ference institutions gathered on _camJerry Speight, instructor of art, was
general education program in science
puter Studies also was created, combinAccording to Dr. Martha Erwin. pus for their winter meeting. Murray
ing programs in computer science.
named Kentucky Art Teacher of the
and mathematics for non-science. maof
NursDepartment
of
the
chairman
State President Dr. Constantine W.
Year by the Kentucky Art Education
jors.
computer systems management and
ing, the graduate programn will focus on
Curris, 1980-81 president of the OVC.
computer data processing.
Association. The recognition was anJULY
health care needs of rural areas in- presided. Formation of a ,new baseball
Billy B. Morgan, Benton civic leader'
nounced at the national conference in
Dr. William Parson began his neiv
cludinglhe Murray State region.
tournament format highlighted, the
and insurance and real estate exAtlanta, Ga.
duties as dean of the College of Creative
Murray State University was recom- meeting.
A record 18 graduating seniors and
ecutive, was appointed to a four-year
Expression. Parsons has since begun a
mended by the Boy Scouts of America
A total of 388 mid-year graduates,apundergraduates had ben accepted to
mission to develop and promote the arts
term on the board of regents. Morgan,a
as the site for the relocation of its naplied for bachelors - and, masters
institution,
sucon
1950
graduate
of
the
medical school by April, according to
campus and in the Murray State
tional museum. It will be housed in the
degrees.
Dr. Charles G. Smith, their advisor in
region. Parsons formerly was dean of
ceeded 0. B. Springer of Henderson.
former Laboratory.School building, usAs renovation of Wrather Hall neared
the School of Fine Arta at Radford
Morgan also serves as president of
the Department of Biological Sciences.
ed temporarily for the past several completion, the building, which is planAn ROTC detachment from Murray
( Va. I University.
the 4,635-member Alumni Association.
years as the university's Student ned for use as a museum, was officially
Margan's grandfather, W. E. Morgan,
State was established at Southern IlAUGUST Center.
named Wrather West Kentucky
linois University. The detachment was
Summer commencement exercises
and his father, Hatler Morgan, earned
NOVEMBER
Museum. A search began for a curatordegrees at Murray State in 1926 and
approved by the board of regents and
conferred 409 degrees. The commenceCancer research got under way under director for the museum:
.
ment address was given by Dr. Donald
1934.
SIU board of trustees.
the direction of Dr. Charles E. KupPreparations bean to open the longB. Hunter, associate superintendent of
The Mid-America Remote Sensing
Pam Wright of Paducah, was named
chella, professor of oncology and chair- awaited Student Center. The threepublic instruction in Kentucky and
Miss Murray State University in the ark
Center was in full operation on campus.
Man of the Department of Biological story 139,000 square-foot-center is exformer dean at Murray State.
The center makes available- data
nual pageant on campus. She was
Sciences. Kupchella, former ad- pected to be the hub of student acselected from 10 finalists.
Organizational changes in the College
• received from the National Aeronautics
ministrative director of the University tivitie. The center is planned in -"and Space Administration NASA orof Louisville Cancer Center. is attemp- January, 1981.
biting satellites.. Applications of the
ting to learn more about how cancer
A-significant change in the Murray
data include cropland inventory,
'cells spread.
State football coaching ranks was anwildlife habitat surveys, mapping, surDr. Chad Stewart. chairman Of the nounced by the Board of Regents in
face mine inventory, water quality -- Department of Recreation and
December as defensive coordinator and
environmental
assessment and
Physical Education, was awarded the assistant head coach Frank Beamer
monitoring.
Kentucky Association for Health, took over as head coach at Murray
SEPTEMBER
Physical Education and Recreation Stale, replacing Gottfried who resigned
More than 2,600 high school band
prestigious W. H. Mustaine Award, the to assume head coaching responmembers gathered on campus to parhighest honor given by the organiza- sibilities at the University of Cincinticipate in the Festival of Champions.
tion.
rnati.
Bands from Heath, I.yon County, Lone
Research of the space shuttle began
Oak and Murray high schools took the
top awards.
Dr. Jody Anderson, former director
of the Learning Center, was named
director of the Division of Higher
Education in the Department of Professional Studies on campus.
A new program of studies leading to a
bachelor's degree in mining technology
was begun as an extended offering at
Madisonville Community College..
Thirty-five students enrolled in the program, which was begun at the request
of the coal industry in west Kentucky.
Most of the students work part-time in
the coal mine industry in the Madisonville region. according to James
Weatherly, chairman of the depart•
ment of industry and technology.
••••
. gala
OCTOBER
•
Homecoming activities highlighted
•
orm#
MIKE GOTTFRIED (left resigned as MSI', head football coach to accept the
the month. Twenty-year-old Yvette
.
•
•
head job at the University of Cincinnati Frank Reamer right), who served as
Payne of Joppa, Ill., was selected
LANDSAT CENTER — The MId-Am erica Remote Sensing Center at Murray State became fully operational during 1980
Gottfried's assistant headroach and defensive coordinator, was elevated to the
Homecoming Queen. Dr.' Charles W.
under the direction of Dr. Neil Weber. The center,located on the top floor of the Lowry Center building, makes available to
head coaching slot at M.L.
Byers, a 1963 graduate of the institution
the public map data received from NASA satellites.
r

••••
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The Year In Sports

Past Year Gives Sports Fans Taste For The Future

11.

'

By DAVID HIBBTTTS
Sports Editor
When a city such as Murray gets a
glimpse el what its stature in sports can
offer as it did in 1980, there is every
cause to be wary of a letdown.
This past year has returned some of
the successes Murray has enjoyed
before while giving it a taste of what
lies beyond.
The Murray State basketball team
was able to restore its place in the Ohio
Valley Conference title race alongside
Western Kentucky as the two eventually shared the crown, with Western earning the NCAA bid and Murray State
heading for the NIT.
But what followed for the Racers
turned the whole season around for the
university as well as for the conference.
After Western had been defeated in
the first round of the NCAA by Virginia
Tech, Murray State had to carry the
banner for the OVC.
The Racers' first postseason appearance since 1969 began mildly
enough with a 53-49 win at Jacksonville
as pressure-packed free throws toward
the end made the difference.
But then MSU struck the blow heard
araund the country when it traveled In10Southeastern Conference territory at
Tuscaloosa, Alabama and stunned the
Crimson Tide, 70-62, leaving the final
four in New York only one game away.
That opportunity proved to be part of
where the team must build for the
future as it fell to Illinois,65-63.
The fact that the Racers finished
short of their goal could not diminish
what Mississippi State transfers coach
Ron Greene and forward Gary Hooker
had accomplished in such a short time,.
Along with the MSU basketball
tearn's emergence came the arrival of
Mel Purcell, who had grown up playing
tennis in Murray before taking his
game to Memphis State and eventually
Tennessee.
Having won the Southeastern Conference singles and doubles titles.
Purcell was seeded fourth in the NCAA
in singles and was favored to join his
partner, Rodney Harmon, in winning
the doubles title.
But Purcell had -to reach for his own
share of redemption after being upset
in his first round single match.
Once he had lost and Harmon was
eliminated in the quarterfinals, the pair
was able to set their sights on the title
they knew belonged to them.
Purcell then hit the Junior Davis Cup
Circuit before'hitting the tennis world
with the news that he was turning professional
MSU s GARY HOOKER,shown here in action during the season, was named
Once he had made his decision, he did
Ohio ValleyTonference Athlete of the Year.
not hesitate to prove he was no longer a
college player and that he was finally
MSU • wins big game from Eastern
cents the game with a behind-the-back
where belonged.
Kentucky, 82-78, as forward Kenney
dunk in the final minute.
In Washington, the crowd attached
Hammonds is sidelined for the season
, Murray guard Howie Crittenden
itself to him as he stunned Eddie Dibbs.
with a broken bone in his foot. ,
scores a career-high 32 points as the
But there more, much More,in store.
The Racers learn that forward Gary
Tigers defeat Mar'shall County,78-74.
He then became the first qualifier for
Hooker-has suffered a detached retina
The Racers complete'.'death valley"
the U.S. Open Clay Court Championand will be lost for the game at Western
swing with a harrowing .79-78 win over
ships to reach the finals, eventually losKentucky and the Middle Tennessee
Eastern' Kentucky after trailing by as
ing to Jose-Luis Clerc, 7-5, 6-3, after takState game at home.
Many as 14 points in the first half. The
ing control of the first set and even
Frank. Beamer turns down offer to
sweep is the first for MSU since the trip
holding three set points.
become assistant head coach and
began in 1966-67.
The doubles team of Candy Jackson
defensive coordinator at William &
• MSU continues to win on road with 68and Kathy Outland left their mark with
Mary.
62 verdict at MTSU, preparing Racers
Murray High's third straight girls state
Hooker's absence is felt as Murray
for game at home against Western.
doubles championship along with leavState is drilled by W'estern, 68-48, in
Racers lose last minute decision to
ing the school's record unscathed since
Bowling Green.
Western, 56-55, as Hilltopper forward
girl's tennis began there.
Racers bounce back for key 61-53 win
Tony Wilson hits game-winner from 20
To glorify these accomplishments
over MTSU, using the four-to-score offeet.
and not appreciate moments such as
fense perfectly in the final minutes.
MSU track team wins its first OVC inthe MSU football team's 49-0 win over
Hooker returns in 62-51 win at Austin
door championship by 28 points over
Western Kentucky after having its
Peay. Racers rally from nine-point first
runnerup Western Kentucky.
season pulled out from underneath it
half defirit.
MSU basketball team wins a share of
would be to forget that there is always
Mel Purcell meets Roscoe Tanner;
the OVC championship with an 87-69
another team or individual to take the
the fourth-ranked tennis player in the
win over Austin Peay as Gary Hooker
place of those of before.
closes his career at home with 28 points.
So, here is a list of the many ac- • world, in an exhibition match at Austin
Peay. Purcell grabs an early 4-1 lead
• A false report from Bowling Green
complishments made by Murray's
before losing 7-5, 6-4.,
. that Western Kentucky has been upset
athletes in 1980, and •whiehever- ones
.
FEBRUARY
by MTSU is dispelled after a premature
may have been omitted sbould not be
Racers open up the offense in'nn ck-tocelebration by the Racer team and
forgotten.
back 100-point games, 100-74 Over
coaches.
JANUARY
Akron and 100-73 over Tennessee Tech.
Calloway County wins its homecomMurray State opens the Ohio Valley
Purcell wins the Southeastern Coning basketball game, .51-46 over
Conference season with a 73-72 win at
ference Indoor Tennis Tournament in
Hickman County.
Tennessee Tech after rallying from a
both singles and doubles as Tennessee
Murray wins its homecoming, 76-54,
39-32 halftime deficit.
wins the team title.
over Fulton County.
Racers open home portion of OVC
MSU quarterback Ricky Ray leaves
Kentucky wins the Southeastern Conschedule with 85-67 win over Morehead
the football team for personal reasons.
ference at Louisiana State, 76-74, on a
State,
Racer basketball team opens "death
last second shot by guard Kyle Macy,
Mina Todd scores 41 points as the
valley" trip iv,th 80-75 win at Morehead
Bill Cornell and Pat Chimes are
Calloway County girls team wins
State as reserve forward Walt Davis acselected OVC Indoor 'Track Coach and
----shocker over Lowes, 75-59.
Athlete of the Year,respectively.
Ron Greene and Gary Hooker are
"Aar
named OVC basketball coach and
playets of the year, respectively. MSU
guard Lamont Sleets is also named to
the all-conference team.
MSU opens OVC tournament with 77- .
74 overtime win over Morehead despite
two technical fouls on coach Ron
Greene,resulting in a 5142 deficit.
MARCH
Murray State gets one of 32 NIT bids
after falling to Western Kentucky, 5451, in OVC championship game in Bowling Green.
Racers scheduled to go to Jacksonville for opening game and the school's
first postseason appearance since 1969.
Kentucky places two players on All.
America team - Darrell Griffith of
Louisville and Kyle Macy of Kentucky.
MSU rallies from 39-32 deficit for 5349 opening round win over Jacksonville.
Players sample seafood for first time.
Calloway County girls use delay to
upset 20-0 Marshall County, 25-23, in
bar
district championship after losing to
same team by 10 points twice earlier in
SAM HARP,shown here during preseason drills, took the post of head foot ball
the season.
roach at Callaway County High School.
Murray and Calloway County battle

into two overtimes before Tigers finally
pull out 67-65 district win. Howie Crittenden saves Murray with 26 points.
Kentucky wins opening NCAA game,
97-78, over Florida State in Bowling
Green.
Marshall Co. 64, Murray 58 in district
final.
Murray State shocks Alabama, 70-62,
in Tuscaloosa in second game of NIT.
Racers combine perfect execution with
9019 field goal performance by forward
Gary Hooker to move within one game
of going to New York.
Lady Lakers reach region championship game with 70-43 win over Paducah
St. Mary.
Murray comes close, but loses, 65-63,
to Illinois as Racers get the Big Ten
treatment all the way through.
Calloway County defeated on buzzer
shot by Heath for region championship.
Kentucky ousted from NCAA by Duke
as Kyle Mary's last second shot stays
out.
Murray eliminated from regional by
Mayfield.
Louisville reaches Final Four with 8666 win over ISU.
Mike Gottfried resigns as Murray
State head football coach to become offensive coordinator at Arizona, where
he had previously been offensive coordinator.
MSU fans and citizens circulate petition to request Gottfried to reconsider
his decision. Petition had been signed
RON GREENE, head basketball coach at Murray State, was named Ohio
by over 4,000 by Monday after anValley Conference Coach of the Year after leading the Racers to a share of the
nouncement Friday night.
OVC regular season crown and the quarter-finals of the National Invitational
Frank Beamer named as likely sucTournament.
cessor to Gottfried.
0'. Tennessee doubles pair wins NCAA tenresigned to enter the ministry.
Gottfried greeted by crowd of over
nis championship.
Murray's Mark Denham signs a
300 and given petition, says he is reconbaseball scholarship with Bethel Colsidering his decision.
JUNE
oining his brother, John Denham.
le
Gottfried decides to stay in Murray
Kathy Outland and Candy Jackson
Sullivan finishes eighth in the
because of the strong support by the
win second straight state doubles title
Kentucky state amateur golf tournapeople.
as a team and third straight time for
ment in Madisonville.
Louisville defeats UCLA, 59-54, for
school.
JULY
national championship as Darrell GrifDarren Hooper fires a no-hitter for
Mina Todd's eight points helps he
fith puts Cardinals ahead to stay with
the Angels in the Senior Babe Ruth
Kentucky all-stars defeat Indiana, 7218-footer, 56-54, with 2:21 left in the
League.
64.
game.
MSU's Richard Charleston qualifies
Murray captures the 13-Year-Old
APRIL
for 3,000 meter steeplechase NCAA
Tournament with a 12-9 win over Trigg
Calloway County defeats Murray, 7-5,
final in a time of 8:51.19.
County.
in season's opening baseball game for
Mel Purcell is named to the 1980
Paducah's Jimmy Musgove wins the
Tigers. Lakers rally from 5-0 deficit.
United States Tennis Association's
Oaks Invitational with a 36-hole record
MSU basketball coach Ron Greene
Junior Davis Cup Team for the second
score of 135,seven shots ahead of these-under consideration for Purdue head
straight year.
cond place finisher.
coaching job.
MSU forward Gary Hooker is named
Calloway County guard Dan Key is
Sam Harp named new head football
Ohio Valley Conference athlete of the
invited to the BC All-Star Basketball
coach at Calloway County. Harp had
year and is selected in the fifth round of
Camp in Rensselaer, Indiana. The
been the offensive coordinator at
. the NCAA draft by the Seattle Superhad included players like Mark
camp
Franklin County.
sonics.
Acguirre of DePaul and Ralph SampMSU baseball team takes division Safety Terry Love of the OVC chamson of Virginia in past years.
lead with doubleheader sweep at ,
pion MSU football team finishes in a seMel Purcell stuns fourth-seeded EdWestern Kentucky.
cond place tie in the athlete of the year
die Dibbs, 6-1, 7-6, in the second round
Gene Keady, formerly head coach at
crating.
of The Washington Star International
Western, is hired for Purdue job.
,.Murray State golfer Lynn Sullivan
Championships.
MSU tennis wins 20 matches for third
joins Mary Jane Park in winning the
The Murray Little League team
straight year, seventh time in Bennie
first couples golf tournament at the
defeats the Henderson National team,
Purcell's coaching career.
Mayfield Country Club,
4-0, to win the district title and advance
Murray wins wild 11-10"baseball
Marilyn Adkins assumes Ake temto the sectional in Paintsville.
game against Paducah Tilghman.
porary coaching duties far the-Twins of
Paducah's Jimmy Brown survives a
Murray defeats Calloway County, 10the Little League, becoming the first
triple bogey on the final hole to defeat
0,to avenge opening loss.
woman to do so in Murray.
Jimmy Musgove, winner of the Oaks InCalloway. County's Kim Willie signs
Mina Todd scores six points in the
vitational the week before, by one
with Lambuth College. •
Kentucky East-West All-Star Game in
stroke for the Murray Invitational
Mina Todd's no. 23 jersey retired at
Louisville.
championship.
Calloway County banquet.
Tom Walsh, head coach at United
Murray's Joe Mark Ails signs a
MAY
States International University, is nambaseball scholarship with FreedMurray State reaches OVC baseball
ed offensive coordinator at Murray
Hardeman College.
championship game with 11-5 win over
State. Walsh replaceS Dan Walker, who
Murray guard Guy Furr signs a
Middle Tennessee behind complete
basketball scholarship with Bethel Colgame by Tony Threatt.
lege.
Racers swept by Western Kentucky
Velvet Jones' 18-hole score of 81 wins
for OVC baseball tournament chamthe girls' medalist trophy of the Murray
pionship.
Country Club Junior Invitational golf
MSU's David Rafferty qualifies for
tournament.
NCAA in 1500-meter run with a time of
AUGUST
3:40.9.
The Murray State football team is
MSU baseball team has four players
picked by the OVC coaches to repeat as
- Mike Grieshaber, Doran Perdue,
the conference champion.
Tony Threatt and Tom Fehn, named to
Mel Purcell wins another stunner, a
all-OVC team.
4-6, 6-0, 6-2 win over second-seeded
Murray's Velvet Jones wins girls
Harold Solomon in the U.S. Open Clay
regional individual golf championship
Court Championships in Indianapolis,
with round of 02.
Indiana.
Murray baseball team wins district
Purcell keeps rolling with a 6-1, 6-3
tile over Marshall County, 5-4, with
upset of sixth-seeded Wotjek Fibak in
last inning rally, capped by Kevin
the quarterfinals of the Clay Court ,
Wright's bases-loaded double.
Championships.
Calloway County eliminated by MarPurcell reaches the finals of the U.S.
shall County, 11-3.
SAFETY TERRY LOVE of the 1979
Open Clay Court Championships before
MSU tennis team wins OVC tournaOVC Champion MSC football team
losing to Jose-Luis Clerc, 7-5, 6-3, after
ment as the no.3 doubles team of Roger
finished in second place behind MSU
Berthiaume and Steve Wile wins
Continued On Page 11
basketball star Gary Hooker for condeciding match over Middle Tenference athlete of the year honors,
nessee's team.
Velvet Jones finishes fourth in state
golf tournament with rounds of 82 and
83.
Murray baseball rallies again for 9-6
win over Christian County and regional
championship.
Murray gymnastics team finishes second in first state AAU appearance.
Murray swept all 15 awards in the
senior division.
Calloway County's Ron Childress
wins regional in the shot put while
finishing second in the discus and qualifying for the state in both.
Bennie Purcell named OVC tennis
coach of year.
Murray State edges Western Kentucky by five points to win OVC allsports trophy.
Murray baseball team eliminated in
substate, 3-0 by Ohio County as another
rally fizzles in last inning.
Murray girls doubles team of Kathy
Outland and Candy Jackson wins
region championship, 6-1, 6-1, over
team from Lone Oak.
MIKE GOTTFRIED changed his mind about leaving Murray for a coaching
Murray baseball player Bill Milton
job at Arizona State last spring after townspeople turned out to convince him to
signs scholarship with NAIA power
stay. Here, he is presented a petition hearing 4,000 signatures by Ski Easley.
David Lipscomb.
Following the conclusion of the IRS football Reason, Gottfried accepted the
Murray native Mel Purcell teams
head coaching Job at the University el Cincinnatti.
with Rodney Harmon as University of
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MEI.PURCELL of Murray was named Rookie of the Year in professinal tennis by Tennis magazine.

Continued From Page 10
holding a 5-4 lead and holding set point
three times in the first set.
MSU defensive end Glenn Jones runs
the mile in 4:35 as the Racers football
team begins fall practice in defense of
the 1979 OVC championship.
Calloway County opens its second
football season with a 9-6 loss at Fulton
County after holding a 6-0 lead in the
first half.
1979 All-American safetY Terry Love
suffers a broken thumb in the final
Blue-Gold scrimmage and is,expected
to be missing frOm the MSU lineup for
four-to-six weeks.
SEPTEMBER
Murray High wins its first game of
the season, defeating Reidland, 14-13,
after a run is stopped two yards away
with only four seconds remaining.
Calloway County loses its third game
of the season despite scoring two 85yard touchdowns by its defense.
.
Murray State wins its opening football game of The season, 19-6 over
Southeast Missouri.
MSU defensive end Lamar Williams
is named the OVC's defensive player of
the week.
Calloway County wins the first football game in the school's history.
defeating McLean County, 14-8, as
linebacker Tommy Workman intercepts the final pass of the game in
the end zone.
Racers extend string of quarters
without allowing a touchdown to eight
as they defeat Youngstown State,24-6.
Mel Purcell and Del Purcell'reuhite
to win the doubles bracket of the Kentucky Hardcourt tennis championships
as they defeat the MSU team of Mats
1.jungman and Mike Costigan, 7-6, 7-6. Weekly column predicts MSULouisville point spread on the nose as
Cardinal quarterback Pat Patterson
says his team will run all over Murray
State.
Racers stun Louisville, 13-9, as
fullback Tony Lester dives over from
the one-yard line for the winning
touchdown and defensive end Glenn
Jones saves the game in the final 25
seconds with a tackle at the MSU one.
Murray State is ranked number one
in the first Division I-AA poll.
Murray upsets Heath, 12-6, for its second win of the season.
Racers defeat Tennessee Tech, 10-3,
in a defensive struggle for their first
OVC win. ,
October
Calloway County holds off Murray.
24-18, in a middle school football game.
Murray State offense comes alive
behind tailback Lindsey Hudspeth's 203
total yards to beat Morehead State, 306. Racers allow first touchdown of the
season.
Linebacker Donald White is named
the OVC's defensive player of the week.
Calloway County opens it new football stadium in a 14-7 homecoming loss
to Reidland after holding a 7-0 lead in
‘he first half.

Racers hold on for 20-6 win over UTMartin after holding a 17-0 lead at
halftime.
Murray State basketball team opens
practice 'tor 1941-81 season with
smaller, quicker lineup.
Murray defeats Calloway County in
the mud, 21-8, as tailback Tim Foster
ignores the slippery field to score all
three Tiger touchdowns.
Murray State routs Middle Tennessee, 38-6, in Homecoming game that
could have been worse.
Murray defeats Todd County Cent-al,
32-0, for biggest win of the season and
its third in four games.
Racers survive last minute
touchdown pass to defeat Akron, 13-10,

after holding 13-0 lead. Players admit to
become a little lackadaisical in the second half.
MSU women's cross country team
wins first OVC championship while
men's team finishes second.
MSU placekicker Jeff Lancaster .is
named the OVC rookie of the week.
Murray freshmen avenge 30-0 defeat
the year before with a 52-0 rout of
Calloway County.
NOVEMBER
MSU women's tennis upsets Kentucky, 5-4, to win the KWIC tournament.
Racers lose first game of the season,
24-14, to Eastern Kentucky as Colonels
break out to a 17-0 first quarter lead. ,

M.SU drops to eighth in the Division IAA poll, stirs-mg suspicions about how
the voting is done.
The Murray State basketball team is
also picked as the preseason favorite to
win the OVC championship. Western is
second in the voting by the coaches.
Murray High and Calloway County
close their regular seasons with 4-7 and
1-9 records, respectively, after being
shutout by scores of 48-0 and 21-0 in the
final games.
Murray State suffers its second loss
in a row, getting shutout by Austin
Peay, 24-0, to be virtually eliminated
from the Division I-AA playoff picture
Murray's Robin Roberts and Mike
Gough and Calloway County's Tommy
Workman, Marty McCuiston and Steve
Cherry are selected to the All-Western
Kentucky Conference team.
Transfer guard Tony Slaughter
scores 24 points in the Racers' BlueWhite scrunrnage.
Mel Purcell is named the Rookie of
the Year in professional tennis by Tennis maghzine. His selection follows that
of such names as John McEnroe and
Ivan Lend'.
Former Boston Celtic star and NBA
Hall of Famer Bob Cousy visits Murray
State to talk about the Celtics and about
the playing conditions for today's
basketball players.
Murray State blasts Western Kentucky, 49-0,scoring the first shutout and
practically eliminating the Hilltoppers
from playoff consideration.
Tailback Lindsey Hudspeth closes his
career with a 150-yard,four-touchdown,
including a draw for 75 yards, rushing
game.
MSU basketball team scores a 91-82
comeback win over the English Fiat
team as the San Diego Chicken offers
the crowd an entertaining sideshow.
Four MSU players are named to the
all-OVC defensive team. Glenn Jones,
Terry Love, Rick Lanpher and Donald
White are first team selections.
Hudspeth is named the OVC offensive
player of the week.
Murray State is mysteriously left in
10th place in the final Division I-AA
poll, creating even more suspicion
about how the voting is conducted.
Coach Gottfried is contacted by other
universities, including Kent State,
Memphis State and Cincinnati, about
their openings for the head coaching
job.
December
Murray State opens its basketball
season at nationally-ranked Indiana,
where it grabs a 33-30 first half lead.
But the Hoosiers come back in the second half to hold the Racers to the
meager total of eight points and win
easily,59-41.
Murray High opens its season at
Fulton City, where it falls short by the
score of 59-57.
Racers get on winning track with 8269 win over Quincy and 62-53 decision
over Wisconsin-Parkside.
Calloway County girls team opens its
season with a 51-27 win over Fulton City.
Laker boys are outrun by Trigg C,ouri-__
ty179-62, in their opening game.
•
Murray girls are 'blasted, 74-51, in
their opener at Henry County, TN.
Racers win at Northeast Louisiana,
67-59, in overtime to raise record to 3-1.
Lady Tigers blast Fulton City, 89-22,
for first win of the season.
Murray wins first game of season,6241, at Hickman County.
Mike Gottfried announces his deci-

•

NEW MURRAY STATE HEAD footbaIlsoaelt Frank Beamer. was presented
to the public at a press conference follow ing his selection in December.
mon to take over the head coaching job'
at Cincinnati after three years at Murray State, where he had a 22-11-1 record
and an OVC championship in 1979.
-Racers are drilled at Arkansas State.
64-55.
.
Lady Racers come within three
points of Kentucky in last minute before
falling, 72-63.
MSU assistant head coach and defensive coordinator Frank Beamer is named head coach to replace Mike Gottfried, who left for Cincinnati.
Lady Races defeat Vanderbilt-78-77,•
on a last second shot by guard Janice
MnCracken to win the UT-Martin
Christmas Tournament and go into the

Holidays with a 5-4 record.
Calloway County loses a controversial decision at Lone Oak when guard
Craig Darnell's last second 40-footer is
shot after the buzzer.
- Murray takes a winning record'of 4-3
with a 79-63 win at Trigg County.
Murray State ibses both games in the
Montana Holiday Tournament. 72-52 to
Gonzaga and 7.0-65 to Maine.
After six losses. Calloway County-7
wins its first game in the consolation of
the Caldwell County ,tonrnatnent
defeating Crittenden County, 80-63.
Tigers defeat lone Oak. 65-57. in the
first round of the Paducah Tilghman Invdational Tournament before 'being
soundly beaten. 80-53. by Tilghman.
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TWO OF THE HIGHLIGHT for the merrin State basketball and football teams during 1980 was the
basketball team's invitation to the N.IT. and the football team's victory of the University
of LiminvlUe•
The Racers beat Jacksonville left phinoi in the opening round of the N.I.T. and advanced past Alabama

•

before falling to Blinks. At right, quarterback Gino Gibbs signals touchdown during the MSU
win user
Division I-A nuiriville.
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MSU Hopes Wild Card Cowboys To Face Falcons
To Snap
Losing Skid
ATLANTA ;AP —The Dallas
Cowboys venture into Atlanta
on Sunday for their first contest with the Falcons since the
National Football League
playoffs two years ago, when
Dallas triumphed 27-20.

Murray State will attempt to even its season record tonight
as the Racers return to Racer Arena for the first time in
nearly a month to host Southeastern Louisiana.
Tip-off is at 730 p.m. with plenty of tickets available at the
door.
Murray State enters the contest with a'3-4 record as the
Racers will be attempting to halt a three-game losing streak.
Southeastern Louisiana ended a three-game losing string
by downing Georgia Southern Tuesday in the consultation
game of the Choo Choo Classic at Chattanooga. The Lions will
enter the contest with a 4-5 record.
Sophomore guard Lamont Sleets has improved his scoring
average to 15.6 points an outing after averaging 19 for the
Racers over the past three games. Kenney Hammonds is second in scoring with a 12.4 average while Glen Green is contributing 9.4 points an outing.
Tonight is Murray's Grand Giveaway Promotion Night at
Racer Arena as 40 Murray merchants have combined 825 gift
certificates for $1,000 in prizes at halftime. The 40 gift certificates will be marked oh miniature basketballs tossed into
the stands at halftime and anyone who catches one of the
balls marked for the prize will be able to claim one of the 40
gift certificates.

College Hoop
League Races
Set To Begin
By KEN FtAPPOPORT
of New Orleans 75-63.
AP Sports Writer
Ralph Miller's Beavers
It's nitty-gritty time in col- have an 8-0 record and are
lege basketball. Translation: coming off a tournament
Conference races get under championship in the Far West
way today.
Classic. They are also odds-on
And no one knows it better favorites to repeat as Pac-I0
than Arizona State Coach Ned champions.
Wulls, whose 13th-ranked Sun
In other games involving the
Devils meet No. 2 Oregon nation's Top Twenty teams,
State in a Pacific-I0 Con- it's Furman at No. 1 DePaul;
ference opener.
No. 3 Virginia at Virginia
"I'm bitterly disappointed Tech; Georgia at No. 5 Kenin the way we've played so tucky; 'No. 6 North Carolina
far." says Wulk. •'All I can say vs. Kansas at Kansas City,
is I hope we have it out of our Mo.; Washington at No. 7
system. You don't want to go UCLA; Georgia Tech at No. 8
_ into a game against Oregon Wake Forest; No. 10 LouiState playing like that. I talk- siana St. at Florida; No. 11
ed to one pro scout who told Texas A&M at Texas ChrismeDregon State was the best tian; Wis.-Eau Claire at No. 14
collegiate team he had seen Iowa ; No. 18 Tennessee at
this season."
Alabama; No. 19 Brigham
The Sun Devils have an 8-1 Young at Nev.Las Vegas and
record, but their one defeat No. 20 Utah at Air Force.
came just last week in the
In limited action Friday
Sugar Bowl Tournament. night, No. 17 South Alabama
They shot only 39 per cent routed _Mississippi Valley
from- the floor in a 69-53 first- State 96-67; No. 19 Brigham
round loss to Tennessee. then
Young stopped Air Force 77-65
38 percent the following night and No. 20 Utah edged
while defeating the University
Nevada-Las Vegas 76-75.

But this time, the Falcons
are the division champions —
as the Cowboys were last time
around — and Dallas has
taken the role of the wild card

hoping to go all the way to the
Super Bowl.
"We're a better team talentwise than we were when we
played the Cowboys then,"
says Tom Braatz, Falcons
director of player personnel.
Two years ago we didn't
have William Andrews, we
didn't have ly•nn Cain and we
didn't have Junior Miller:"
Andrews and Cain, both
second-year running backs,

have provided Atlanta with a
potent rushing attack. Andrews' total this year of 1,308
yards broke his own team
record for a season.'Cain added 915 yards.

Miller, who was Atlanta's
first choice in last year's
draft, joined a balanced corps
of receivers. He became one of
four Falcons to catch more
than 45 passes from quarter-

back Steve Bartkowski, who
came into his own in 1980.
"Steve had a great season in
every respect," Atlanta Coach
Leeman Bennett said. "He did
not play a bad game during
the entire season and kept his
mistakes to a minimum. Much
of the credit should go to him,
but credit also goes to the people around him."
The offensive line was able
to reduce its sacks to 35, after

over the Los Angeles Rams.

giving up 54 the previous year.
Bartkowsid capitalized with
257 completions for 3,544 yards
and 31 touchdowns — all club
records.
Atlanta and Dallas each
ended the regular season with
12-4 records, but that mark only earned the Cowboys a spot
in last week's wild-card game,
in which Tony Dorsett's 160
yards on the ground sparked
the team to a 34-13 victory

"It was by far the best game
Dorsett has played as a
Cowboy," Dallas Coach Tom
Landry said. "He ran. He
caught. He was really geared

The Dallas attack also
features quarterback Danny
White, who threw for .1,286
yards and 28 touchdowns in
the regular season.

Mother Nature Obliges Browns' Coach's Request
By CHUCK MELVIN
AP Sports Writer
CLEVELAND
AP) —
Cleveland Browns Coach Sam
Rutigliano asked for cold
weather this Sunday, hoping
frigid temperatures would
prove detrimental to
Oakland's Raiders,
Mother Nature obliged, and,
it seems, is getting carried
away.

snow
and
Heavy
temperatures M the teens
drove the Browns, supposedly
accustomed to nasty weather,
into an abandoned tank plant
for practice Friday.
As the Raiders' chartered
approached
airplane
Cleveland on Friday night, the
thermometer was diving for
single digits.
"Friday's the day where we
try to put the entire thing

together," Rutigliano said.
-We felt we could accomplish
more indoors because of the
weather."

weather could be a factor if
it's below zero, but then it
would be a factor for both
teams."

This was the same
Rutigliano who earlier in the
week said, "It's a great advantage to practice in this
kind of weather."

The National Weather Service was predicting a gametime temperature of about 12
degrees, and breezes off Lake
Erie should push the windchill factor well into negative
numbers.
-

Oakland Coach Tom Flores
put the sifaiation in
perspective, saying, "The

Municipal Stadium's grass

The Browns, bracing for
surface, which has provided
unsure footing all season, was their first NFL playoff game
covered by a tarpaulin this in eight years, had last Sunday
week. Propane heaters blew off after defeating Cincinnati
hot air under the covering in the week before to clinch the
an attempt to keep the fild AFC Central Division title.
from freezing.
The Raiders come to
The winner of Sunday's conCleveland fresh from a 27-7 test will face-the survivor of
National Football League today's Buffalo-San Diego
triumph over Houston in the . game on Jan. 11, with the AFC
AFC wild-card game last Sun- title and a Super Bowl bid at
day.
stake.

Vikings' Road In Playoffs Built Around Offense
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA 1AP i —
They were the Purple People
Eaters, a fierce defensive
team that flourished in the
frozen tundra of the National
Football League north.
They surrendered yards
grudgingly and seemed at

their best when the thermometer dipped low and ordinary breaths turned to
powdery puffs of frigid air.
They sacked quarterbacks
and chewed up offenses indiscriminately.
They were from another
time, and they bore little
resemblance to the Minnesota
Vikings who faced the

Philadelphia Eagles in today's
National Football Conference
semifinal playoff.
Coach Bud Grant's Vikings
once depended on defense,
thriving on the People Eaters
who took them to four Super
Bowls. But age and injuries
cut into the unit's productivity, and Minnesota's road to
the playoffs this season was

built around offense.
Consider some of the defensive numbers:
The Vikes surrendered 5,856
yards this season, 2,456
against the rush and 3,400
against the pass. That yield
earned them 12th place defensively among the 14 teams in
the National Conference. Opposing offenses averaged 366

Affection For Forward Pass Has
Made San Diego Coach A Winner
the regular season.
NFL teams are 'passing season with 6,410 yards, while
__Buffalo Coach Chuck Knox more today "because of the quarterback Dan Fouts set
sized up the showdown as -one rules," he said.
four all-time league passing
SAN DIEGO AP — Don
heck of ,a test" for the Bills'
"A lot of people say you
records, including a singleCory ell lea rnedl' combat
defense, the stingiest unit in can't win unless you run. But season mark for the second
strategy and the art of surthe NFL.
we're going to do what we do straight year.
prise nearly 40 years ago as a
-We'll do what we do best — best," said Coryell, an intense
"A lot of computors say
paratrooper. And he's been
and that's throw the football," former defensive back at the. passing teams are losing
jumping on enemy defenses —
vowed Coryell.
University of Washington.
— (earns, but that's because losthrough the air — ever since.
Despite his success through
The Chargers broke an NFL ing t.ems haiieto pats." CorHis affection for the forward --the air, Coryell insists, if given
record for total offense this
yell said.
pass has produced a 200-64-4
the choice, he would take a
record over 24 years and one sound running team over a
of the greatest passing teams sound passing team.
in National Football League
"If I had a strong team that
history.
could run, I'd run," CoryelT,
For the past two seasons, his 56, said at a Friday news OnSan Diego Chargers have been ference. "There's no question
pro football's passingest team it's a safer way to go. Your
since the Joe Namath-led New Alabamas, UCLAs and
York Jets.
Nebraskas run because they
The pass-happy Chargers have better personnel. They
faced one of their biggest tests don't have to resort .to the
in decades today when they Pass.
met the Buffalo Bills in the
"There's no question passAmerican Football Con- ing is a bit more of a gam'
ference playoff semifinals. But there's a better chance tor
Both teams were 11-5 during a bigger gain."
By NORM CLARKE
AP Sports Writer

yards per game.
Minnesota finished 26th in
the league against the rush
and managed only 30 sacks all
season.
`
Despite all those negative
numbers, the Vikings did post
a 34-9 shutout of Detroit and
the victory was vital because
both teams finished at 9-7 in
the NFC Central. Had Minnesota lost that game instead
of winning it, Detroit would
have been in the playoffs instead of the Vikings.
The offensive picture was

much brighter for Minnesota.
Quarterback Tommy Kramer
set a club record with "J,582
yards. That's even more impressive when you consider
that Kramer's predecessor
was one Fran Tarkenton, who
holds most NFL career, passing records.
Kramer's yardage and 299
completions were second in
the NFC only to Archie Manning of New Orleans, and RIVikings led the conference ,1
passing offense, averaging
230.5 yards a game.
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY/SOUTHEASTERN LOUISIANA
SATURDAY/RACER ARENA17:30 P.M.
MURRAY'S GRAND GIVEAWAY PROMOTION NIGHT
$1,000 IN GIFT CERTIFICATES WILL BE PRESENTED AT
GAME TO 40 SPECTATORS

a

_ _
--Remembering last winters heating bills, are you now looking for some
other way to heat your house?
If you're thinking of building or buying a fireplace or stove, be careful.
Poorly built or installed, a fireplace can pull out more heat than it gives. It's like
burning money instead of logs. And using a fireplace is more than just sticking a
match to a piece of .wood. If you don't use it right, with the recommended
equipment, the fireplace will shoot most of its heat up the chimney.
To get the best, most economical use from your fireplace (or stove). . . and
especially to keep it from drawing out precious electric heat . get help from
our free booklel The Fireplace — Its Selection and Use.'

Call 762-6184 for Information

Tickets $4 and $3
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Following Release Of Head Coach

NBA Standings
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Atlanta at New York
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EAST
Maine 82, E.Kentarky 74
Niagara 72 Dirndl 66
SOU111
Tenrollartanooia 81, Furman 72
S.Alabama 9B, Maw Valle3 67
FAR WENT
Bnghwn Young 77, Air Face 65
Cal-Santa Barton B. Penland 3_ 79
Demos 87, Black Hills St 57
Garage 92, Wetworth 61
Idaho St. 110, Rocky Mariam 59
Montana St. 91, Mayville St19
Nev -Reno 87, Oregon Tend, 68
Utah 76, Nev -Im Vegas 75
Wyoming 69, San Diego St 51
TOURNAMWIS
Beier's Cesar
First Reed
Fairfield 76, Rider 75, OT
Natheastern 81. Towson St 80, OT
OM Donde= Cloak
Fait Read
OM Denman 92, Cohanbia 58
Amend, U 75. New Hampshire 71
Sem Indalloael
First Round
E Michigan 76, PalcimeLl 60
9eria Ilk Colgate 77
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MINNESOTA
PHILADELPHIA 124 - Vikings DE
quagenate;
Mark Mullaney
Eagles WR Charles Mnith broken jaw)
Ii quesignabe
BUFFALO 11-5 at SAN 01155O II51 - Bills QB Joe Ferguson 'ankle,. T
Ken Jones knee,, S Jett Nixon leer),
LB Shane Ned". vine W11 Lou Plc'
cone
are probable, Chargers I-B
Woodrow Lowe te.,(
RB Clarence
Williams Weaker / are naltueobie
RB Hank karst (saki, 1111 nal DOW
groin(, CB WM* Weber wail) are
probable.
%Maya Games
OAKLAND i 12-5 at CLEVELAND
111-51 - Raiders KR Ira Matthews
dowel is questionable S Mike Dads
iaboidder, CB Ode McKinney knee
TE Derrick Ramsey 1foot are probable, Browns W R Dave Logan ankle
at probable
DALLAS 13-41 at AT1ANT A 12-41 -Cowboys LB Mike Heitman dislocated
elbow and S Randy Hughes shoulder ,
are out LB Anthony Dickerson Ihip, is
quegionatie QE Danny White left
shoulder WE Tony Hill I thigh I, RR
Preston Pearson footi, DE Ed Jones
toe', CB Benny Barnes chrnsmngt.
LB Guy Brown 4 hasonroigi, RB Ton)
C John Fitzgerald
Dorsett thigh
are profoot DT Randy With.
bable, Falcons LB Dewey McLain
hand l is doubtful DT Wilson Faurnuma
ankle is doubtful

Transactions
BASFRAII

Paella Come League
PORTLAND BEAVERS - egned Earl
%%barns,catcher,to a one-year contract
BASKETBALL
3kadonal Beaded Medea"
DALLAS MAVERICKS - Signed Mod.
Dads,fcrwardjo a laday detract. Flaced
Dnieper,center, en the injured log
Weed's Proleaskaal League
DALLAS DIAMONDS -- Waived Sherry
Fancier,guard.
NEW ENGLAND GUI1S - Signed
Krystal Kirnery, center, and Anita 'aswr"
Green, guard Waived Matha Hagings
guarderward,and Gerry Booker,forward
ST LOUISSTREAK - Signed Adrian Mit
Mgtforward,
FOOTBALL
Neese Fade*League
DALLAS COWBOYS - Activated Norm
Welk,guard.
HOUSTON OILERS
Narred Ed Bees
head mach
SAN bum° CHARGERS - Actived Hal
Sanest, sake Placed Bernard Jackson,
lock nerner, al the snored reierve
HOCKEY
Matted Hooky lege
PI11S}3U1EH PENGUINS - Acqured
Gary Rusting, forward, from the
Waslideton Capitals 0 es:fudge for a futire
dridt duce.
WINNIPEG JETS- Seri Jenny Mann,
right snip, to Tulsa of Ow Genbal Hockey
I/ague Released Tom Bladon,defereman
Seri Dave (harter, ceder. to Brandon of
the Western Hooke3 league
SOCCER
Major Indoor Soccer Legge
PHOENIX INFERNO - Signed, Bob
Betio., goalie.

Tourney Runner-Up
No Consolation To
Hilltoppers' Coach
By The Associated Press
The Western Kentucky
}Whoppers were runner-up in
the Connecticut Mutual
Classic this week, but that
wasn't any consolation to
Coach Clem Haskins.
After defeating St. Louis 5754 in the opening round on
Monday, the Hilltoppers were
dealt an 84-58 whipping from
Connecticut in the championship game. And Haskins would
just like to forget about the
trip.
"I'm very disappointed in
the performance of my team,"
Haskins said after losing to
Connecticut. "We played terrible last night ( against St.
Louis) and got away with it,

but I thought that might help
us get over the hump tonight.
Instead of getting better, it got
Worse."

The Hilltoppers, 5-4, get a
chance to redeem themselves
Saturday afternoon when they
entertain the University of the
District of Columbia.
In other games involving the
state's major-college basketball teams Saturday, Georgia
visits Kentucky in a
Southeastern
Conference
opener, Louisville travels to
Kansas State, Morehead State
goes to Middle Tennessee in
its 1981 Ohio Valley Conference season debut and
Southeast Louisiana visits
Murray State.

Oilers Seek Offensive, Defensive Coordinators
HOUSTON (API - Houston
Oilers owner Bud Adams, who
fired coach Bum Phillips on
New Year's Eve in a dispute
over Phillips' refusal to hire
an offensive coordinator, now
must seek offensive and defensive coordinators.
Adams elevated defensive
coordinator Ed Biles to the
head coaching position Friday, and Biles said he would
not retain his position as
defensive coordinator.

"I plan to function on both
sides of the line," said Biles,
defensive coordinator for all
six years of Phillips' tenure.
"I will function coaching-wise
the way a lot of successful
coachea have done,"
Announcement of Biles' appointment came only hours
after Phillips held an emotional final meeting with the
media and asked that his firing be put in the past and that
fans look forward to the next
six years.

"I just got fired, I didn't
die," Ptulhps said. "I am a
survivor arid I'll land on my
feet."

Oilers offense would be more
versatile next season.
"We will not be a sunple
Earl Campbell type offense
next year," Biles said.
-Hopefully, Earl will get the
same yards on fewer calls. I'd
like to think we'll be more
balanced. We'll try to take
some of the load off Earl and
use some more of our talent."
The Oilers finished the
regular season with an 11-5
record and reached the
playoffs as a wild card before

Adams, apparently reacting
to criticism the Oilers' offense
lacked imagination, fired the
popular Phillips when he
refused to hire an offensive
coordinator Oilers offensive
assistants share coordinating
responsibilities.
Biles said he would hire an
offensive coordinator, and the

losing to Oakland 27-7 in the
first round.
Houston finished second in
the American Football Conference Central Division to
Cleveland
"A couple of teams beat us
last year that shouldn't have,"
Biles said. "Obviously, that
was a problem that kept us
from winning the division. If
we had won those games, Bum
would still be here and I
wouldn't be talking to you

By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
After losing three games in
a row on the West Coast, the
Philadelphia 76ers decided
they needed something to
change the pattern. So they
held a birthday party for forward Steve' Mix - and
celebrated by breaking the
losing streak.
"We let it all out," said Sixers forward Julius Erving.
"Even though we had just lost
to Portland ( Tuesday), it was

Mix's birthday and we had a
party.
"Billy ( Philadelphia Coach
Cunningham
just looked
around and said, 'You guys
better enjoy yourselves now,
because you're going to be
working hard the next two
days."
•(i
The party, followed by two
days of hard practice, did the
trick as Philadelphia snapped
out of its slump with a 120-117
overtime victory over the
SuperSonics in Seattle Friday

night.
Erving led the way with 36
points and 12 rebounds
Philadelphia completed the
first half of its 82-game National Basketball Association
schedule with a 34-7 record,
best in the league.
And the Boston Celtics, who
had won 12 games in a row and
pulled within two of
Philadelphia in the Atlantic
Division race, dropped back a
game as they bowed to the
Golden State Warriors 121-106.

Morehead State Coach's
Fate Yet To Be Decided
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Morehead State Athletics
Director Sonny Moran says no
decision has been made on the
fate of women's basketball
Coach Mickey Wells,
But Wells has said he would
consider resigning because he
punched referee Joe Pike in a
game Thursday night at the
University of Kentucky.
-We haven't talked with
everyone involved yet,"
Moran said Friday."We don't
have any comment. I doubt
that you'll find anyone who
could tell you anything right
now."
Wells and his Lady Eagles
were at Middle Tennessee
State University for a game
today.
Pike, who was felled by a
blow to the jaw, declined comment.

Wells, himself a former Wells with a technical foul
referee, said he was embar- after a disputed call. An argurassed by his actions.
ment ensued and the referee
"Anyone who ,can't hold was knocked to the floor.
their composure any better
Wells said he "didn't realize
than that ought to consider what I was doing; it was just a
resigning," he said."Anybody reflex, I guess."
that hurts great girls like they
Lady Kats Coach Terry Hall
are ... yes, I'll think about it.
said the game was "wild from
"My action was very un- the very beginning."
professional and not my style.
"It was very physical," she
You can do anything to me and said. "There was a lot of
I don't care, but don't do it to pushing and the officials
my kids. I'm ashamed of what weren't very consistent. But
I did and I'll live with it the we've never had any trouble
rest of my life," Wells said.
with Wells before."
"I embarrassed my kids
But Kentucky forward
and that hurts, but I'm proud Valerie Still said Wells
of them. They played good un- "should be banned from
til I lost the game for them."
basketball."
The incident occurred with
3:09 remaining in unbeaten
Kentucky's 84-64 victory.
Service Center Hours:
Morehead State was trailing
Sun.124
just 69-63 when Pike charged
Mon., Tues.,Sat., 9-8
Wed., Thurs., Fri. 9-9

Super Warehouse
Reduction Sale!
6 Days Only
Jan. 5th thru Jan. 10th
The Best Cure We Have
Found For The Common Cold

FREE
GAS
GRILL
($169
With The Purchase
of an...

Boston forward Larry Bird,
last season's Rookie of the
Year, was held scoreless for
ttt0 first time in his pro career.
He played 37 minutes, missed
all nine field goal attempts
and did not go to the foul line.
In other games, the Phoenix
Suns edged the Denver Nuggets 133-132, the Houston
Rockets trimmed tlie Dallas
Mavericks 124-120 in overtime, the San Antonio Spurs
beat the Los Angeles Lakers
118-112, the Kansas City Kings
defeated the Utah Jazz 101-95,
the Detroit Pistons edged the
New York Knicks 102-100, the
Indiana Pacers downed the
Atlanta Hawks 109-106, the
Cleveland Cavaliers beat the
New Jersey Nets 111-105 and
the Chicago Bulls defeated the
Washington Bullets 92-82.
Bobby Jones scored a dunk
off the opening tip of overtime
to put Philadelphia ahead to
stay. Jones scored four more
points in the five-minute extra
period and Erving also scored
four, while Seattle managed to
hit just one of five field goal
tries.
The Sonics had a chance to
wrap up m regulation, with
center James Donaldson at
the foul line with 10 seconds
left and Seattle leading 108106. But the rookie missed
both tries to open the door,and
Erving tipped his own missed
shot to Darryl Dawkins who
dunked it with one second left
to send it into overtime.

Warriors 121, Celtics 100
Bernard King scored 30
points before fouling out with
5:18 remaining and Golden
State holding a 100-91 lead.
The Celtics pulled within four,
but rookie center Joe Barry
Carroll hit three free throws
and Golden State pulled away.
Purvis Short had 22 points
and Carroll 20 in the Warriors'
sixth victory in the last seven
games. Center Robert Parish
topped Boston with 24 point.Suns 133, Nuggets 132
A goaltending call against
Denver's David Thompson on
a field goal attempt by Alvin
Scott with 43 seconds remaining produced the winning
basket for Phoenix. Forward
Len "Truck" Robinson led the
Suns with 34 points.
Rockets 124, Mays 120, OT
Calvin Murphy's three-point
goal with four seconds to play
sent the gantie into overtime
and the Rockets went on to
defeat Dallas. Moses Malone
scored 40 points and Murphy
38 as Houston overcame a 15point deficit to win,
Spurs 118, Lakers 112
James Silas, nicknamed
"Captain late" by his San Antonio teammates because of
his ability to produce down the
stretch, scored 10 of his
tearnhigh 19 points in the final
4:32 as the Spurs edged the
Lakers despite 36 points by
Los Angeles center Kareei-n
Abdul-Jabbar.
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7-DAY TIRE SALE

SAVES LIVES
SAVES MOt

55
A73:13

REG.
ts29.88

871:13

33.88

C711:14

36.88

26.88, 1.77
'
29.88 1.92

E78x14

38.88

31.88

2,12

F78114

40.88

33.88

1.23

SIZES

F.E.T.

SALE

Our 28.88 - 600x12

1.62

GItlx14

42.88

34.88

2.38'

G78:15

43.88

35.88

2,46'

1178014

44.88

35.88

2.60

H78:1 5

45.88

37.88

2.66 1

Nin

21.88
Plus F El 1 50 Each
'Our Best' 4-Ply Polyester
Cord Bias Blackwalls
•7 Multi-slped Tread Ribs
•"78- Series Tread Design
Whitewalls 288 more
Mounting Included
No Trade-in Required
All Tires Plus F.E.T. Each
Computer Balance 1.97
On Sale T'hru Jan, 10. Sale Price!

"Our Best"

INSTALLED

Amber II Insert
Or Free Standing Stove!

CENTRAL COOLING All NEATI110 SYSTEMClean or replace systems filter at the beginning of the air conditioning season and inspect
monthly. For heating, replace the furnace
filter at the beginning of the cold weather
season.
NOBSInstall storm doors, caulk cracks in framing,
install weatherstripping, replace worn
threshold plates.
WINDOWSReplace any broken glass Unmediately. If
glazing compound or putty around windows is
in poor condition replace as soon as possible.

Murray Electric System
Sal dire

7i3 1P2

$54

At Our Regular Discount Price
-limited Supply
Special Good At All 3 Locations
•Murray, Ky.
Olympic Plaza

•Paducah, Ky.
Farmers Market Annex

'Warehouse-Next To Ballard Memorial
High School, La Center
Sale Good Jan. 9& 10 Only At LaCenter

90 Day Interest Free Loan
With Approved Credit

fiREPLACE
,5,HOPPE
Mote: Disregard This Ad If
Tour Nesting 11111 Is Low

Kings lel, Jazz 95
Phil Ford scored 22 points
and Leon Douglas added a
season-high 17 as the Kings
beat Utah even though their
top scorer, guard Otis Birdsong, did not play because of a
knee injury. Adrian Dantley
had 28 points for the Jazz but
was blanked in the fourth
quarter.
Pistons 102, Knicks 100
Keith Herron scored 20
points and Kent Benson and
Larry Drew sank two free
throws apiece in the final 14
seconds as the Pistons nipped
the Knicks.
Pacers 109, Hawks 106
Rookie Louis Orr came off
the bench to score 21 points
and help Indiana break a
threegame losing streak
against the Hawks, who shot
61 percent from the field but
were plagued by turnovers.
Cavaliers 111, Nets 105
Mike Mitchell scored 34
points and Randy Smith 30 as
the Cavaliers handed the Nets
their seventh consecutive
defeat and 12th in the last 13
games. New Jersey is now just
one-half game ahead of
Detroit, the team with the
worst record in the Eastern
Conference.
Bulls 92, Bullets 82
Ricky Sobers scored seven
points to ignite a 15-2 Chicago
streak early in the fourth
quarter as the Bulls beat
Washington for their seventh
win in a row.

AUTO CENTER

•• Madman Owly

ADEINIATE INSILATI00...
If your insulation is less than R-19, install
more for ceiling, floors and walls.

Biles previously was an
assistant coach at New
Orleans under Torn Fears and
with the New York Jets under
Weeb Ewbank

Sixers Let It All Out; Get Back On Winning Track

00 Value)

Moro is a chock list of ways
to consorts porgy

Biles declined to be specific
about his contract, saying only
It was a six-figure salary and
the length was longer than one
year and less than five "My
contract is long enough for me
to get the job done," Biles
saict.

omiteal 3 1314•04 roe
11•41.amen' t *Ported
et, 40th tapPrIt
C,..... Adoo•totteort
VIerrrenty

66.88
With
E Xchange_
60-Month Auto 11-:lorry
Our Best' maintenance-free
For many cars, light trucks
On Sole Thru Sot.

10M1•11

SERVICES INCLUDE:
I.00 change (cholc• of 5
cis. any wiolghl K Mad' 4141)
2, Instoll I K mod
singlio-sfogio oil lifter
3. Chassis lubrication
(*Rings •xtra)
labor Inc
Ack11%onol Hwy!,ci e•tro
I0415,0415 co.and lOpht Ouch

6.88Sole

On Sole Ihru Wed.'

Price
Oil, Luta* and Filter
With single-stage K mart•
oil fitter for many US cars

On Sale Thru Jan 31

SERVICES INCLUDE:
I. Ratak front disc beaks pods and
books linings on rear whew.
2. Resurface drums and hue rotors
3. Inspect front calipers
4. Rebuild rear wheel cylinders if
possible, repiac• H necessary
at oodittonal parts cost pod
wheel cylinder
S. Repack inner and outer bearings
6. Replace front grease soals
7. inspect master cylinder
& Real hydraulic system
AelegtlOn01

ale

5.77
Windshield
Washer Pump
Easily installed in
many cars
On Sale
Thru
Jon. 31

and services which rriciV
at extra cost

58.88
be

Our Reg 797

0
.

Disc drum Brake Special
For many U.S. cars
and
/
3
4-ton trucks higher

'
GOP
Own*

On Salo
Thru Jon. 31

I

Our 6 88
Plug Cleaner
4
.
97 S.0
0vnrgi
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cg to

41=
.
mr---r- 700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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To Insulate Tenants' Apartments

TVA Attempts To Lure Landlords Into Loans
KNOXVILLE, Tenn AP) —
The Tenneasee Valley Authonts
plans to lure landlords into trans
IL, Lists est-free loans to insulate

their tenants apartments, offloats hist' reported
If landlords fail to take the
ball, uffituils of the federal utili-

as
gram
individual
homeowners," Bob Hemphill,
TVA's conservauon duet, said
Fnday "We're trying to make
sire Ukst all landlords are aware
uf the werathenzation prognun
It doesn't do any good to
threaten them if they dont kovm
what we're talking about The utility, which provides
electricity for 8 million people in
seven states, has offered loans
without interest to hurneovmers
who insulate their dwellings to
conserve energy, eventually
decreasing demands on the
utility's power plants
The utility later realsed fewer
new homes were being built with
Insulation as the loan program

ty said they may seek steps to
make the pngram mandatory
'We don't have as many
landlords and tenants in Ube

Second Dies From Hotel Fire
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
s second resident of
Frankfort's Southern Hotel,
Lee Thurman, 88, has died of
injuries from a Christmas Day
fin. at the 54-year-old strucjute

knit Franklin County Corninotiusalth's Attorney Ray
urns said a man charged in
issinection with the fire will be
taken before a Franklin CounIi grand jury Monday.
Thurman, who died Froly,
(lad been hospitalized at
Kins's Daughters Memorial
Hospital in
rankfort for
treatment of burns and smoke
inhalation.
An elderly
woman.
Elizabeth Palmer Brewer, its

was pronounced dead at the
scene of the fire, which broke
out before dawn Chi-Latin:as in
the lobby of the hotel.
The rest of the 5 residents
were safely evacuated. The
hotel was run by the Franklin
County Housing Authority as a
residence for the elderly .
Ms. Brewer and Thurman
sere both residents of the sesond floor of the building,
where extensive smoke
dart urge took place.
Larry Scott Johnson, 25, was
arrested by Kentucky State
Police and charged with
murder and arson in connecson with the fire.
Johnson is being held in the
Franklin County Jail wahou

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Commonplace
4 Put off
11 Chief
12 Expunged
14 Printer s
measure
15 Home-run
king
17 Despot
18 Likely
20 Engine
22 Dutch town
23 Prophet
25 Ceremonies
27 For example
Abbr
28 Characteristic
30 Basements
32 Swill
34 Go by water
35 Liberty
38 Barks
41 French article
42 Surfeits
44 vvaridia
45 Jug handle
47 Give up
49 Stalemate
50 Fencer's

swords .
52 Aromas
54 Compass pt
55 Salt
57 Doctrines
59 Frock
60 Graceful
birds
DOWN
1 Frame of
mind
2.Sun god .
3 Mountain on
Crete

4 Athletic
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
group
5 Mistake
AN
.
I
A'
6 Signifies
LUG MU 0130
7 Interjection
EIOU MO DUO
8 Obese
UCCLE ODOM
9 Actual being
DUG DOG
10 Schoolbook
MOOG BOUM
11 Fewest
A
13 Sediment
1313
DU
16 Auricular
DOOM OVUM
19 Annoy
ULUDOU
21 Pass on
MOM IMMO 0
A MU DOG OM
24 Irritates
26 Craftier
UM MU MO
29 The present
YE
E
E
111
31 Apportion
33 Doses
35 Escapes
53 Nahoor
43 Narrow
sheep
36 Harvested
openings
37 Reward
46 Hind part
56 Bone
58 Printer s
39 Enamels
48 Delineated
40 Pintail ducks 51 Compass Pt
measure
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Joe Swimming ran
a pool service.

bond, pending a Jan 8
preliminary
hearing in
Franklin District Court.
However, Corns said Friday
he will take the case before the
grand jury Monday.
If Johnson is indicted, the
case would go to Circtut Court.
and there would be no
preliminary
hearing
in
District Court.

By HANK LOWENKRON
Associated Press Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — A
shootout that erupted Friday
when a woman tried to break
free from a man holding up a
discount clothing store left two
policemen and the suspect
dead, police said.
The suspect had been in the
process of tying up the six
customers and two employees
when a woman clerk struggled
and almost escaped, police
said. The suspect caught the
woman in the parking lot and
dragged her back inside, but a
witness Saw the incident and

Report Says Coal
Was Taken Illegally
By County Employees
INEZ, Ky. (AP) — A
newspaper report says coal
was taken illegally from a site
along Kentucky 3 by
employees of Martin County
Sheriff Tommy Muncy.
--Romer Marcum,- editor of
The Martin Countian, a weekly newspaper in Inez, said he
witnessed the removal of coal
from the site Dec. 19 and 20.
Muncy said he was developing the area along a hillside
for housing.
Residents and motorists
have complained about rocks
on the road from blasting, The
Martin Countian said. One
blast reportedly caused a
seven-hour power outage for
some Middleton,
. and Inez
resident',.

reported an assault to the
sheriff's office, said Lt.
Robert Warren- of the Marion
County sheriff's office.
Warren said Deputy Terry
Baker, 28, who was off duty,
answered the call and arrived
on the scene at 6:22 p.m. Warren said Baker walked into the
building and was apparently
shot execution style in ..$he
back of the head while trying
to walk out.
"We think he was trying to
bluff his way out," said Warren. "He was not in uniform
but the suspect apparently'
Made him as a policeman."
Deputy Gerald Morris, 28,
arrived moments later, Warren said.
He approached the building
and the gunman fired at hint:
Warren said. The two exchanged shots and both Morris
and the suspect were hit. Mor-

SOMERSET, Ky. (API —
Republican Hal Rogers will be
administered a ceremonial
oath of office in Somerset Sunday before going to
Washington to - become Kentucky's-newest congressman.
Eugene Stier Jr., a federal
judge, will administer the oath
on the front steps of the
Pulaski County Governmental
Complex at 1:30 p.m. Sunday.
Rogers will be officially
sworn in on the floor of the
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"It's a tough deason to make
an investment when it appears
the tenant gets the only benefit,"
Hemphdl said. -It doesn't have a
direct payoff. They put up the
money, other people get the
(bvidends."
The utility has invited 150

ris managed to get back to his
patrol car and radio for help.
The suspect, using Baker's
gun, fired again at Morris,
Warren said.
Within five minutes of the
first report, other officers arrived and found the deputies
and the suspect. Baker was
dead at the scene; the other
two died at St. Vincent's
hospital.
The other deputies then
freed the employees and
customers.
The suspect, who was
believed to be in his 30s, carried several pieces of identification which listed different names.
Police are also looking for a
second suspect who was helping to tie up the two employes
and six customers. But police
were unsure if he was helping
the gunman voluntarily,

Hal Rogers Will
Be Given Oath

When he and his
"How about Chlorine?" His wife hit him
wife had their first
suggested Joe.
with a pool sweep.
daughter,they couldn't

HAVisscs THEIR FINAL_
ANNUAL THREE-DAY
SALE
THIS WEEK

NA took aim at landlords lag
year when statistics showed few
of them were taking advantage
at the Sans to insulate apartments. Officials met with Memphis landlords last spring and
Htsitsville landlords a few months ago.

Two Policemen,Suspect
Dead In Indiana Shootout

decide on a name,

EVERY-ri-IING
IS 50 QUIET!

developed. auxins NA to exeiiipt new homes from the program begusurss later this year

U.S. House of Representatives
witi5 other freshman congreSWnen at 10 a.m. Monday.
He was elected in November
to the congressional seat being
vacated by Republican Rep.
Tim Lee Carter, who is retiring after 16 years as a congressman.
Former Senator and Ambassador John Sherman
Cooper, a Somerset native, is
scheduled to be with Rogers
on the House floor Monday
when he takes the Fifth
District seat. Rogers called
Cooper's presence "a real
honor."
Also on Rogers' schedule
Sunday is a 7:30 a.m, prayer
breakfast at Somerset Lodge
Restaurant, a noon meeting
with media representatives at
his district office and a reception,following the oath taking,
in the foyer of the courthouse.
Ile flies to Washington later
Sunda.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has
not yet announced who will
succeed Rogers as commonwealth attorney for
Pulaski and Rockcastle counties, a job Rogers has held
since 1969.
Some bar association
members in the Somerset
area have been quoted as saying they believe Lester H.
liurns Jr., a friend of Brown
ital formerly a corniniaiwealth attorney for Clay,
Leslie and Johnson counties,
has an inside track for the job.
Burns, also a Republican,
gained prominence as a
"black lung" prosecutor for
afflicted coal miners.

Knorville landlords to a meeUng
next Wednesday night at TVA
headquarters. A less-structured
session was held last summer
with few landlords attending, a
Knoxville Apartment Council
By Abigail Van Buren
volteswornan said.
"If we don't get decent results,
we'll see than," Hernptill said.
"I would not want to rule out
ever suggesting ordinances...
An ordinance passed by a
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 6l4year-old widow, having lost my
local government, he said, could
husband four years ago. Ira is a 70-year-old widower who
order landlords to insulate old
loot his wife last year. She and I were good friends.
ajautmenta to conform with
Ira has invited me to accompany him on a Caribbean
standards not existing when the cruise — all expenses paid. He says the rates are practically
structuns were built
the same for a couple, and he would appreciate having my
"It obviously sounds on the company He said there will be no hanky-panky. as he has
surface like the ideal thing to
been impotent for 10 years. This suits me fine.
Even though we would be sharing husband and wife-type
have," Ed Young, assistant
accommodations
(twin beds), he says I may travel under my
director of policy planning for
own
name, he under his, and nobody will care as it's being
the Tennessee Municipal League
done a lot these days.
said. "It's such a low cost thing
My children (both married) say, "Go!" My friends say,
to insulate. It's really interesting
"Go!" I really want to, but, Abby, how do you think it will
that they might have to do that."
look?
But, Young said, "Something
YETTA IN THE BRONX
that sounds good but says do it or
else might cause some people to
DEAR YETTA: It will look like you and Ira are
sleeping together.
close down some marginal housing that is really needed"
DEAR ABBY: A few years ago, an older male relative _
started taking a great deal of interest in our 3-year-old
daughter. It never entered my mind that something could be
wrong because this man enjoys a fine reputation and is a oss
well-liked, prominent citizen.
After putting several incidents together, they all added up
to one thing. Child molesting! When it finally dawned on
me, I didn't know whom I hated more, the relative, or myself
for having been so stupid.
Because I never actual],caught him in the act, I decided
ASHIAND, Ky.(AP) — The
to say nothing, but to watch him very carefully to make sure
Ashland Board of City Cornhe never was alone with our child for even one minute.
mitssioners has approved an
I hope he reads this. I will be happy when he dies, then I
ordinance creating the post of
won't have to worry anymore. Please print this so other
mothers will be on the lookout for sick people who are
city alcoholic beverage conaround them every day.
trot administrator,
OHIO MOTHER
Richard Martin, an attorney
for the board, told commisDEAR MOTHER: Waiting for him to "die" is no
sioners the ordinance had to
solution.(He may outlive you.) And making sure he
be approved before applicants
isn't alone with your child "for even a minute" isn't
for the post could be sought,
the answer either. What's to stop him from molesting
The ordinance can be
other children? Confront him with the facts as you
amended to set the adknow them and insist that he get professional help.
ministrator's salary after a
He is sick!
screening committee deterDEAR ABBY: One of the girls in the office is getting
mines whether the job should
married next month. Her fiance is in prison and won t be
be fulltirne, Martin said.
released until 1983. They will be married in the prison with
only a few people attending.
• The city of Ashland last year
Is a bridal shower appropriate under the circumstances?
approved sale- of alcoholic
This
girl has very few close friends as far as we know.
beverages downtown.
Should we in the office give her a bridal shower? We want
to do the right thing.
NOT SURE

Her Reputation Is
Cruisin' for a Bruisin'
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Commissioners In
Ashland Create Post
Of ABC Administrator

Audit Shows Danville
Department Owes Sum
DAN VILLE, Ky.( API — An
audit shows Danville's water
and sewer department owes
the city's general fund
$1,076,734.
All but $10,000 of the debt
was used to pay for a new
sewage treatment plant. The
remainder was for rent on the
department's space in city
hall, said accountant James
Critchfield, one of the
auditors.
The department lost $169,243
in the last fiscal year, according to the audit. The general
fund ended the fiscal year with
a $106,500 surplus.

Clark County Board
Adopts $7.4 Million
Budget For Year
WINCHESTER,Ky.(AP) —
The Clark County Board of
Education has adopted a $7.4
million general budget for the
1980-81 school year.
That was an increase of
$390,000 from last year's
general budget, but will be
less than the new working
budget, which will include
federal
funds,
said
Superintendent Willis Justice.
Last year' working budget
was more than $8.1 million,
Justice said.
An estimated working
budget will be presented to the
board later this month or sin
February', Justice said.

Freeway Killer
Pleads Innocent
LOS ANGELES (API — was arraigned Friday on five
William Bonin,accused of kill- counts of murder and three of
ing 14 young men and boys in robbery but delayed entering
the so-called Freeway Killer his plea before Leetham until
case, pleaded innocent Friday the Jan. 7 appearance.
Bonin's court-appointed atto charges of murder, robtorney, Earl Hanson, said he
bery',sodomy and mayhem.
Bonin, a convicted sex of- plans to ask Leetham to apfender who was on parole point a psychiatrist to exwhen the youths were slain amine his client.
and dumped nude near
A total of five men have
Southern California freeways,
in connection
was called "the most arch-evil been charged
of slayings.
person who ever existed" by with the series
The victims - all young men
Deputy District Attorney
or boys — were found dumped
Aaron Stovitz during the apalong freeways in five
pearance before Superior
Southern California counties
Court Judge Julius I,eetham.
since 1972.
Stovitz said Bonin was more
Since 1972, 44 youths have
dangerous than massmurderer Charles Mattson, been killed under similar cirwho Stovitz helped to pro- cumstances, but investigators
secute in 1970. Bonin a 33- say the deaths may not all be
year-old Downey truck driver, related.
Butts, a 23-year-old former
was ordered to return to court
magician and also a Downey
Jan. 7 for pretrial motions.
Vernon Butts, another resident, remained in custody
defendant in the case, also along with Bonin.

DEAR NOT SURE: I think it's a lovely idea. Give
her a shower.
DEAR ABBY: Please ask your readers to use a little
common sense when they write personal messages on their
Christmas cards.
s My 85-year-old mother received a Christmas card from a
nephew who lives in another state. On the card he scribbled,
"Every year we hold our breath wondering if we will hear
from you."
Last year, this same idiot nephew wrote,"Your Christmas
card was the first to arrive this year. We pray it won't be
your last."
Abby, please point out that elderly folks do not need to be
reminded, especially at Christmastime, that they are not
immortal.
Don't use my name or city, as this nephew is not
deliberately unkind. He's just stupid.
FAITHFUL READER
Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklets 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.
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•
•Q 10 86 5
* A 76
•K 10 9 7 5

"Fortune does not change
men: it only unmasks
them."-- Marie Ricroboni
WEST

•KQI0962
•73
•Q 10 8 5 3

Many found fortune in the
play of today's unusual
slam. Some took advantage
of the cards they were dealt,
others did not. The slam was
played at the Labor Day
Regional Tournament held
in Shreveport. La.. and
became the subject of much
discussion.
The bidding followed similar lines at most tables and
South was allowed to play
six hearts. Those EastWests that "sacrificed" at
six spades were down only
one trick (unless a diamond -was led by North). However,
this proved a poor result
since six hearts was a beatable contract
At several tables, West
led the spade deuce to tell
East that he wanted the
lowest suit returned if East
was fortunate enough to win
an early trick, In these
cases, dummy ruffed, EaSt
won the first trump lead and
led a club for West to ruff
for down one
When West made the dull
lead of the spade king, it
was a little more taxing for
East to find the killing
switch. However, one look
at dummy and a recall of
the bidding would expose
the club return as the only
legitimate chance
At a few tables, North
continued on to seven hearts
over a competing six
spades This brought a
thundering double from
East and a 500-point penalty
earned a miserable score

EAST
40.187
•A
•K J 9 4 7.
•J 4 2

SOUTH
•A 5 3
•K J 9 4 2
• 4* A Q 8 6 3

Vulnerable North-South
Dealer South The bidding
Soma
I•
64

West
2•
Pass

North
3•
6•

hor
Stu
me
rat
ha'
dec
ter
wit
321
• Tiny Tt
shildte
old. Cal
PM, 75

East
4•
All pass

Opening lead: Spade
Of- the "unlucky"
Norths who tried seven
hearts said something about
bad luck. "I would have
been happy to trade two of
our aces for East's ace of
trumps Then it would have
been us who were wearing
the smiles"
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Bid with Corn

South holds

I -3-B

• 174.
•A
•K J 9 4 2
•J 42
North
I•
I•

TF
111
BE

South
I•

ANSWER: Three spades.
Almost worth a jump to four,
but the invitational raise
gives opener a chance to pass
Send bridge questions to The Ares
Rom 12345 Ilallsa Tessa 15225
anth fell addressed Namped envelope
for reply
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PUT IT IN THE
1. Legal Notice

2, Notice

i James F Phillips Jr as of
January 3 1981 will no longer
be responsible tor any depts
other than my own

my
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are

Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600

US. Navy men and
women have been
based in Italy since
1944. Today, over five
thousand sailors call
Naples. Gaeta and
La Niaddalena their
home ports.
Another reason why:
Non e soltanto on
larom, e un'at.Lentura.

NAVY.
IT'S NOT JUST A JOB,
IT'S AN ADVENTURE.
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Call the Navy Career
Information Center

800-841-8000
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16. Home Furnishings

I Love
You
Grandaddy

Jessica
?e-cesoocaocosso-zoos
BIBLE CALL
-The Home: Responsibilities of Wives" 759-4444. "Let My People Go"-759-4445.
Happy Birthday to Gail
Burkeen, whose birthday wa
December 28th. A friend.

6. Hefp Wanted

Electrolux Sales and Service
Tony Montgomery, 753-6160.

Babysitter for 3 month infant,
prefer in babies home, beginning January 5th. Hours 8 AM to
5 PM. Call 153-0078.
Experienced mechanic and station attendants Call 753-9999
for more information.

19. Farm Equipment

Christmas special! Truck tool
boxes, also tail gait protectors
Vinson Tractor Company, 7534892
New tractor tires on the farm
General news reporter for tire stirvice • Vinson ... Tractor
weekly newspaper. most have Company. 753-4892.
background in journalism. 35
mm camera and knowledge of 20. Sports Equipment
photography. Call 527-3162.
For sale Floating duck blind.
INTERVIEWERS - Research firm steel construction. 2 room.
needs interviewers for part- 14x26 feet, 1 year old. 753_ -time evening telephone work. 5281 or 753-3436.
Short term assignment No sell- Ruger Security six 6" bl. 357
ing. Experience helpful but not magnum with 1.3x Bushnell
required_ Private line prefer- scope. Mint condition. Exred. Please mail reply giving cellent hunting pistol $270
phone number, local calling 753-8121 after 5 pm.
area, and qualifications to.
The Pistol People. Invest in a
Research Associates, Box 222.
feeling of security, largest
Silver Spring, Maryland 20907.
variety, lowest priced no
MINNENS BEL-AIR. Immediate registration or red tape ifl Kenopenings on
permanent tucky. Country Boy Store, 9
schedule for experienced miles west of HopkinSville 'uncfashion sales person. Call 443- tion KY 164-117 Hours 8-5,
8543 for information An equal Sunday 12-5.(502)885-5914.
opportunity employer.

22. Musical
MANAGER
TRAINEE
No
experience
necessary, but if
you feel you have
supervisory abilities
you could qualify for
good
pay
paid
vocations, paid insurance, and other
benefits. Learn the
challenging
world
of
fast
food
management. Apply in person Monday, January 5th, 9
a.m. to 2 p.m.

RIVERIA
COURTS
Has
mobile
homes for rent.
Students welcome!
Special
rates!! We also
have
special
deals for lot renters! Come live
with us! 7333280.

107 N

1 20)

Tobacco • strippers needed
. standard wages. Call 753-9880.

9. Situation Wanted
Babysitting m Hazel area, good
references 492-8227.
lob wanted, house cleaning
Call 759-1255.

10.--ifus. Opportunity

Former Diamond. Direct
Distributor starting a - more
Tiny Tot has an opening for realistic and profitable
children 1 year old to 5 years business Phone 502-965-2896
old Call from 6 30 AM to 515 or write D & S Associates. Rt.
10. Marion KY 42064
PM 753-1994.

NOTICE

;-=14111P

or Eli

sec
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t
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j
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ok cars 474-8838

Antique day bed Best otter
Call 753-6232
Lost on 280 East Pottertown
Broyhill early American
Road a Hawk Wearing a bell
bedroom suite, $1500. good
around the neck and 2 leather
condition 436-2506
bands around it's feet If seen
25 Cubic foot side by side
or found call 753-0736.
Lost Black Bona Vista saddle refrigerator $1400 new Ice
automatic defrost
in neighborhood of Van Cleave maker
water in door $500 Call 753
and Knight Road Call 7539240
6123
Table and 6 chairs, maple
REWARD! Lost Irish Setter
finish $300 like new Call
Cyprus Kentucky take develop453-9357
ment Family pet No questions
asked 436-5849
17. Vacuum Cleaners

Ig

lit
•
II pass

- A

14. Want To Buy

/53 8298

1k

43.Real Estate

Students wanted for guitar and
stolen lessons Call 753-3686

1978 Baldwin Spinet piano.
Spruce sound board, excellent
condition $1100 Peavey 200
Watt amp head and cabinet
with two 14 inch speakers
$500. Call 7535889,

23. Extermiliating

7531222

Air

tv4

5. Lost and Found -
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11. Instructions
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NEW LISTING
Quality 4 bedroom
home near Murray
High School, fresh on
the market. Home has
recently
been.,
redecorated
throughout, insulated
to TVA standards,•and
chain-link fencing added around backyard.
Ekcellent location and
efcellent price - upper
50's. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty, and
let the "Home Team"
go to work for you.
CLOSE TO
UNIVERSITY
Another new listing
near the university.
Proud older brick
home on wooded lot.
Fireplace in living
room, formal dining
room,3 bedrooms,and
attached garage. Selling to settle estate. Offered in the mid .40's
through
Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
Street.

▪ 5

, Don't give me that 'Hi, Buddy' stuff!'

-27: Mobile-Rome Sales 34. Houses-For Rent

1973 Mobile home, furnished. Available immediately, nice
washer and dryer, sun deck, ex- country homlwith cook stove.
tra nice Call 4/2-8956.
bath. and uti ity room. Couple,
no pets. references. deposit
28. Mob. Home Rents $150.
Call 753-7551.
For rent Small one bedroom
trailer, gas heat, water furnish- For rent Unfurnished house
ed, $125 per month 753- with basement, stove and
refrigerator furnished $175
7121.
per month. 753-2967.
For rent House trailer, 10x42,
For
rent Very nice 3 bedroom.
natural gas, air-conditioned.
bath. (all appliances furnear University., Prefer single
male Phone 753-3895 after nished) home in nice subdivision. $300 per month. Phone
5 00
753-8080.
For rent 12)(65' Trailer. 2
bedroom, 2 bath, ac. washer- Partially furnished 2 bedroom
dryer Mobile Home Village, house. North 6th No pets
$140 per month_ Deposit re- Deposit and lease required
quired Phone 753-3895 after Call 753-9208 after 4 pm
5 pm.
Two bedroom house, Ps miles Wooded lot provides serene setting for newly decorated three
Need someone to share fur- on 641 South, $175. deposit bedroom brick located lust
nished. 2 bedroom trailer 753-4649.
west of Southside shopping.
Seperate bath $65 deposit. Three bedroom, carpet. central Fenced, backyard
provides
$90 per month, pay half elec- gas heat. air-conditioned, security for small children and
tric bill. Lot 28 Riveria Courts dishwasher washer and dryer pets _ Glassed in back
porch
Call 753-3280.
hookup garage and full walk- Just off U-shaped kitchen proout
basement.
fenced
yard.
vides seclusion and privacy.
Two bedroom mobile homes_
water furnished. One for $90, $275 per month. References Transferrable loan available
and
deposit
required
898:
with
lower than current inone for $80, plus deposit
terest rate. Dial 75boo
Highway 121 South, one mile 6687.
1492..
Century 21 Loretta lobs'.
Three bedroom house. 901
out of city limits. 753-5405
Realtors.
Two bedroom trailer. $60 per North 16th. Murray 492-8225.
..-ADOCSOOteer•OGYK0C%
month Ledbetter Church Road, Unfurnished 3 room house in
Portions & Thurman
354-6144.
Coldwater, lease or rent. Call
489-226k
Insurance &
Real Estate
30. Business Rental 37. Livestock-Supplies
SoutfisIde Court Sq.
For sale Registered Yorkshire
Illarr•y, Kentucky
Mini
boar. Call after 6 pm.. 7537534451
cv
3523.
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

FOR RESULTS

43. Real Estate
WC.
OW Asir. =me •••• orr•ry die
mow *row mil AAA,
MIMS HOMES
LAU AND NICIKATIONAi
1110/2NTT

Listings mewled! Offices
Coast to Coes?. Boyers
I,..
Everywhere.
"F,.." Cotelet.
triton REALTY
Sot lemmas &AM.
I 771 CASAA•Mr11/
Awn,Els

753-0186
Anylinire

46. Homes For Sa
-k
-

Two bedroom house_with carport nice lot with garden
located at Stella $15 800
Financing available at, 11%
Call 489-2595

47. Motorcycles
Honda 750 Needs minor work
Make offer 753-3710 after 6
pm

1980 Honda Express II for sale
Mr. Executive If you were ever Call 759-1158
to believe an advertisement 49. Used Cars
believe this ones This handsome trolevel is brick and wood .1969 Buick Electra. 4-door.
with wrought iron fenced court one owner good condition,
yard Now picture this home $650 Call 753-0273 •
setting amongst dozens of tall For sale 1972 Chevy Nova.
beautiful trees with a gorgeous $600 or best offer 435-4194
fawn underneath This spacious -1966 Mustang.
Call 474-2233
home has everything game
room with free standing 1979 T-bgd. T-top. red. loaded.
fireplace, family room with $5495 753-9710
cedar paneling, brick fireplace: 1974 Vega wagon Air. power
built in bookcases (very warm steering looks good. runs good.
and inviting) U-shaped kitchen Great gas mileage. $890 1969
has quality cabinets and loads Chevrolet pickup. 6 c..inder.
of ceramic. 3 bedrooms, 3 full step side, short bed. $780
baths .Call 753-1492. We can't 489-2595
begin to tell it all, Oh yes,
owner will consider partial 50. Used Trucks
financing and owner wants of- 1918 Chevy Van, Excellent confer now, CENTURY 21 Loretta dition Phone 753-6776
Jobs, Realtors
1973 International 1600 truck,
43_
air-conditioned power steering, radio. 14 bed $3500
753-8061.
Very clean 1976 Chevrolet van
753-1222
$1395 1803 College Farm

lib. 4111111.
LARGE RUSTIC
HOME AND
13 ACRES
Just listed this choice
property which includes a modern home
in peaceful wooded
setting. Several barns
and
out-buildings,
fenced area for horses,
and located only 7
miles east of Murray.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222, for all the
details.
NEW LISTING
Completely remodeled
brick home one block
from the university.
Home is just like new
from the carpets to the
ceiling, plus new kitchen and bath.
Fireplace in living
room adds just the
right touch. Offered in
the mid 30's, and
owner will consider
financing. Phone 7531222. Kopperud Realty, for full-time real
estate service.

53. Services Offered

Solid. eight room house in excellent location near campus
Reasonably priced
Owner
4
lir
iivla cl
o 5a3vai
43908
1able.iCal_

FOR SALE
77 GMC Jimmy
loaded
blue/ white. Actual
miles
34,2200. 7538958 home or
759-6499 shop.

51. Campers
For sale: Four motor homes 2
GMC's: I Dodge. arranged for
office. I Ford Chassie Broham
body. Contact Howard Brandoo
at B & B Brokers, Inc., 701 S
12th St. 753-4389.

Guttering-by Seers. Sews eontinous gutters installed pe
your specifications Call Sear,
753-2310 for free estimate.
Guttering by Sears, Sears con
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications Call Sear,
753-2310 for free estimate
Heating refrigeration electrical
repair Bob Rethgeratton Service, Hazel Kentucky 498-8370
or 753 7829 Bobby Lockhart
COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR IL
SAW SHOP Coldwater, 489-2853.
Insulation 'blown in by
save on these high heating ano
cooling bills Calf Sears. 7532310 for free estimate.
If your furniture. automobile
and boats need that new look
again. lust call us at Wayside
Upholstery, we dill do our bet
to make you happy We have
some • beautiful fabrics to
choose from We will also make
pillows to match your furniture Call 753-5361 or 7536488
K K Stump Removal. Do you
need stamps removed from
your yard or land cleared of
stumps' We can remove
stumps up to 24" below the
ground leaving only sawdust
and chips Call for free estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
or Bob Kemp. Jr. 435-4319.
Cement* aml Mock
work. Block images,
basements, drirewar,
walks, patios, steps.
Free estimates. Charles
Barnett. 753-5476.

.L B Residential Carpet Cleaning. 759-1147
Licensed electrician and gas installation. heating installation
and repairs Call 753-7203_ •
Need work on your trees' Topping. pruning, shaping, complete removal and more. Call
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE !Tor
professional tree care. 753- 8536.
Professional
painting
Paperhanging. panting. Como
mercial or residential. 20 years
experience Free estimates'
-759-19$7
Stop! For all your repair needs. roofing. carpentlY, plumbing
and electrical work. look no
morel Call 753-9226 or 753
9623 We'll do your lob large e
small All work done to your
satisfaction

BEE MAR ARABIANS. Book
your good mares for 1981 Low cost home loan money
breeding season. Three won't last long. For applications, incomes can vary up to
stallions. 753-6126.
$22.500 for a five member
/
32. Apts. For Rent
Wanted Boar hog, 200-300 lbs. family.
53. Services Offered..
Give us a call now at
11 /de =• I/ Apartments for rent, near consider any breed. Phone
753-1492 for information on
Custorn made cabinets. music
/
753-2542.
downtown Murray 753-4109.
this 107.'ra interest Yes. you
centers book cases. hutches
Kelley's Termite
38.
read
Pets-Supplies
right
under
11%
on
a
25
furnished. garage apartment,
Reasonable 436-2566
& Pest Control % one bedroom and study Newly AKC German Shepherd pup- year term Dial 753-1-492. We'll
Concrete and block work Block
help
you
Century
21
Phone 753-3914 ,
Loretta
redecorated. One block from pies. registered
American
garages. basements driveways.
campus. Couples only No pets. Eskimo puppies. Also guard Jobs Realtors
......
.
12
-111\.
walks patios steps. free
$150 per month 753-1203
dogs. 502-554-2153
estimates
Charles Barnett, Will haul driveway white rock
24TWiscellanedus
New 2 bedroom duplex. large Dog obedience classes. AKC
753-5476
Tired of the problems
and Ag lime also have any type
Firewood. 18-24" seasoned, closets,
outside storage. Lease German Shepherds and AKC
of rental property?
Fence sales at Sears now Call of brown or white pea gravel
mixed hardwoods. $25 per and deposit_
No pets. 753- Austrailian cattle dogs. Call
Then call us and see
Sears. 753-2310 for free Also do backhoe work 'Calj
rick. delivered. Call 753-8536. 0814
436-2858
estimate tot your needs
Roger Hudson. ,753-4545 or
what alternatives are
44
Sale
firewood, seasoned oak and - Nice one
bedroom, furnished 41. Public Sale
available. Coleman
753-6763
hickory, 18-, 24-. Chainsaws apartment.
Tract
of land approximately 17
753-3949.
Real Estate, 753-9898.
Flea Market! January 9th, 10th,
Wet
repaired, sharpened. Tree
basement? We make wet
acres, level. cleared 312 ft.
Seeing is believing Brides
basements dry, work complete
removal. 489-2327. 489-2853. One bedroom furnished apart- 11th, 9 AM to 10 PM, Sunday
frontage lust past -KingswOod Mi come by end see our disploys "
ment, large nice rooms, close 1 PM to 6 PM. Held indoors
It guarenteed Call or write
Subdivision, State Highway
Firewood, cut any length, most- to campus.
CARTER STUDIO
Call 753-7276.
Morgan Construction
and outdoors at 2035 South R•
Co
ut
II
1550. $35.000 firm, Call 703
ly oak and hickory, $22.50
yan Cobb • Drive. Paducah.
NEAT ESTATE
921-1403 after 6 pm
753-8298 in Route 2 Box 409A Paducah
304 Mom
delivered. 489-2492 Ato 753, One room efficiency apartKY 42001 or call r1,), or night.
& PSOPTITV MANAGEMENT
ment. $90. Located at corner formerly Stacey Chrysler
.4157.
46. Homes For Sale
8 14427076
of 16th and Olive St. across building. 442-5428 for infor27. Mobile Home Sales from University Call 753-4793. mation or to reserve space.
Want to buy a home but in- For sale by owner. Living room
kitchen. family room, one barn
1974 Double wide mobile
terest rates too high? If yOur
43.
Estate
home. 24x36, partially furntshcome qualifies, apply for an two bedrooms, carpeting
FOR RENT:
ed or unfurnished. All electric
LOW INTEREST RATE loan to- throughout. newly decorated,
Beautiful furnished
225 L. P. Miller St.
with baseboard electric beat.
day, The money won't last long gas heat 121 South of Murray
apartment,
fully
carAcross From Community Center
Very easily heated. $7500.
at this rate - so don't delay Under 530S. 489-2775
peted, half block of
Phone 1-354-6217
Call Spann Realty Associates at House wily one acre Two
Open Hours
campus. For 4 college
753-7724 today for further in- bedrooms. living room. kitchen.
12x65 Furnished, washer
Mon.
Tues. 7:30-12:30
girls. Available now!
utility
MITI
bath
and
shower
for
mation
80TOMMORS
dryer. air-conditioner, under
$21.000. Ellin Bizzell, 527.
Phone 753-5865 days,
Closed
Wednesday
pinning and storm straps, good
REAL ESTATE
1764.
.„
or 753-5 I 04 aft*, 6
753-8080
condition Call 474-2342
Super constructed 2
Thurs., Fri. Sat. 8:30-12:30
Must sell, 3 bedroom. 1 bath
p.m.
story home with all the
12x65 Mobile home. 3
Professional Services
-home with a large lot.. Under
luxuries including cenWai,.Tiw Friendly Touch"
bedrooms. 2 baths Call 474 Private garage apartment.
F.H.A. approved loan. Call 759
2
and
air
and
heat
tral
8032.
a
4784
bedrooms • stove ti.nd
SPIC
wood burning
Fisher
refrigerator
furnished,
KY.
AND SPAN
Located
on
stove.
carpeted newly decorated.
Easy to care for alum.
Lake with its own
central gas No pets. Couple
Dr. Bryan L. Thacker
sided 3 Bdrm. home.
canal and boat dock
only. $200 plus deposit. 753From livingroom a
with year'round deep
2835.
good view of the lake.
water. You must -6
Rustic 2 bedrebrh &Wei With
Fireplace in LR,
this one...
•; . city convementes.with.
modern'kitchen. Elec.
Beantiful spacious
country privacy. Kirkwood Exheat. Basement rec,
tended Call 753-3343
home at the watt--,
room has new woed
edge of Kentu,
Two bedroom Townhouse apartstove which heats enLake. It is not Liii
ments, all carpet, range,
tire house. Attached
well built, sedui.,.i
refrigerator dish wa i,Jr ,r
garage. Located in
and restful but. •
disposal washer-dryer hodkup,
Lakeway Shores. Only
maintenance free
central heat and air 753-7559
932,500.
can be divided into t
days or 753-7550 nights. .
SMALL FARM
livii
separate
Two apartments for rent, furAlways yearned for
quarters. Enjoy I
nished, one.$80 and one $95
land of your own then
convenience of
per month Call 753.5292
look at this' Modern 3
own private boat dis•k
BR.,
brick,
extra large
Two bedroom partly furnished.
859,500. Call today for
kitchen, ventral heat
no pets Phone 753-8731
an appointment to see
and aft, 13.7 acres
Unfurnished 2 bedroom apartthis gorgeous home.
located
••2
way
ment 5 rooms plus utility
between
Murray
and
room. very nice Call 753-7276
•••••,. A... 7 SI MS
Mayfield off No. 464.
I..,,.•*
7 SI 1•••
of fRint
-Rooms 3-3.
SAWA,•114sed 11114145
Pnced in low 40's.•
thoo•Aoh et Awl....
.Boys rooms for rent. one block
1,119,14
111, A /My.. 11.•“.
from University Call 753-181:
or 759-4909
Room for rent for girl only 11% Fixed rate owner financ
Mierray-Callewes
Share home with mother and Irig is available on this 3
Comity Realty
daughter Kitchen and laundry bedroom brick home at 1621
(502)1534144
facilities $100 per month Hamilton Avenue lust west of
245 1291651
Three' miles from college 753 MSU John Smith Gallery of
lawrrev M• 41011
Homes /537411
8661 after 5 pm
'''' --:>--------J _..---'
/ ALL BUGS CALL

A

Real

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

n

753-3685

°film_ Murray ChiropracticCtr. P.S.C.

THE PROPERTY ASSESSMENT BOOKS WILL BE OPEN FOR
LISTING REAL ESTATE, PERSONAL TANGIBLE, AND INTANGIBLE
PERSONAL PROPERTY BEGINNING JANUARY 2, 1981, AND EXTENDING THROUGH FEBRUARY.

903 Sycamore St., Murray, Ky. 42071

Announces the following change in office hours beginning Jan. 5, 1980.
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday & Friday
Open 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 Noon
2:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Saturday Open
9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.

THE BOOKS WILL BE OPEN FOR TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR
HOMESTEAD EXEMPTIONS FOR HOMEOWNERS WHO HAVE
BECOME 65 OR WILL BE 65 YEARS OF AGE DURING 1981.

753-8080

CHARLES E. HALE
PROPERTY VALUATION ADMINISTRATOR
CALLOWAY COUNTY

ribier

Call For Appointment
753-9909
Telephone Answered 24 Hours

CODINT

5.
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Leader Of Polish Union Says

I-

DEATHS & FUNERALS

Funeral Slated For Ronald W. Churchill

Poles Would Be Ready If Soviets Move

Mrs. Margaret Dubbs
Dies Today •At Hospital

Funeral services were to be served on the Murray Board of
Education, was involved in
held at 4 p.m. today for Ronald
Mrs. Margaret P. Dubbs,83,
W. Churchill, long-time local fundraising for Georgetown
funeral director and civic College, served on the ad- of Murray died at 4:45 a.m. toof
Hoplunsville
visory
board
leader, who died Friday at the
day at the Murray-Calloway
Federal Savings & Loan of County Hospital.
age of 81.
memberand
held
She is survived by one
Services were to be held in • Murray;
the chapel of the J. H. Chur- ship in the American Legion, daughter, Mrs. Margaret
CPnitury
McKinney of Route 3, Murray.
chill Funeral /tame with Rev. the Big M Club,the
Funeral arrangements are
Bill Whitaker, Tom Moody Club and Gideon's International.
incomplete at the Blalockand John Dale officiating.
In December, Churchill was Coleman Funeral Home.
Mr. Churchill, who had owned J. H. Churchill Funeral made a Paul Harris Fellow in
Home here since 1941, died at Rotary International, the
highest honor that can come to
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital following a lengthy il- a Rotarian.
He was a past master of the
lness.
Murray Masonic Lodge and
He and his wife, Rebecca
Mrs. Beatrice Jackson
Wear Churchill, who survives, had served his church as
made their home at 1507 Car- training union director, Jones, 83, died Friday at 3
was
a
trustee
and
deacon.
He
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
dinal Drive in Murray. They
past president of the state County Hospital.
were married Sept. 23, 1923.
convention.
Other survivors include two training union
She is survived by two
He had held every office in daughers, Mrs. Wesley (Sue)
daughters, Mrs. Martha lines,
Alm° and Mrs. Minnie Lee the WKFDA which was found- Paschall, Hazel; Mrs. Hilda
Walker, Brentwood, Tenn.; a ed over 50 years ago.
Evans, Murray; one son, Hoyt
Churchill served with the U. Jackson, Hazel; and one
son Ronald W. Churchill, Jr.,
Cleveland, Ohio; and a S. Army at the Student Army sister, Irene Spaulding, Paris,
brother, Max Churchill of Training Corps, Georgetown, Tenn.
Ky.,in 1918.
Murray. Nine grandchildren
She is also survived by 10
The funeral home began grandchildren, 14 greatand eight great-grandchildren
also survive. He was preceed- operation at its present loca- grandchildren and four steped in death by a br9ther, tion, Maple and Third streets, grandchildren.
Ralph Churchill, who qied in in 1960.
Mrs. Jackson's first husChurchill graduated from band, Arthur
1978.
Jackson,
of
Gupton-Jones
School
the
Churchill became a fullpreceeded her in death Feb.
in
Mortuary
Science
time partner in the business
24, 1967. Her second husband,
begun by his father, J. H. Nashville, Tenn., in George Jones, died Oct. 22,
Churchill, in 1934. His father December, 1941. He held 1971.
had started the business in funeral directors' licenses in
Funeral services will be
both Kentucky and Tenrfessee. held Sunay at 2 p.m. at the
1886 at the corner of 5th and
Grandsons and grandsons- Hazel Baptist Church where
Main streets. He became the
will serve as she was a member, with Rev.
full owner of the business in in-law
1941 following the death of his pallbearers at the funeral. Garland and Rev. Bagwell ofMusic will be provided by ficiating. Grandsons will
father.
In 1971 he was awarded a Hugh Thomas McElrath, Gus serve as pallbearers.
Robertson, Jr., Wayne Halley
special certificate honoring
Friends may call at the
him for 50 years of service as a and Joann Bowker.
Miller Funeral Home in Hazel
Funeral
services
will
be
held
licensed funeral director by
after noon Saturday.
the Funeral Directors at 4 p.m. Saturday at the
Churchill
Chapel
of
the
J.
H.
Association of Kentucky.
Born Oct. 13, 1899, Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev.
was an avid member and sup- Bill Whitaker, Tom Moody
porter of local church, civic and John Dale officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
and athletic events. He served
as an active member of the City Cemetery.
Mrs. Della Ann Jacobson,
The family has requested
First Baptist Church,the Mur74, of Hazel died at 3:30 a.m.
ray Rotary Club and the Mur- that expressions of sympathy today at the Murray-Calloway
ray Chamber of Commerce. take the form of donations to County Hospital.
Churchill was also a Mason the American Cancer Society.
She is survived by her husand a founder and member of
band, David H. Jacobson,
the Western KenttiCky
Hazel; one daughter, Mrs.
Funeral Directors AssociaBeverly Padgen, Malibu,
tion.
' (7alif.; three sons, Paul
He was also a Kentucky ColHughes, Puryear, Tenn., Ivan
onel, a charter member of the
Hughes, St. Louis; and Virgil
The
Calloway
County
band
Murray Country Club, had
Hughes,- -Montgomery, Ala.;
boosters will hold their first
one sister, Mrs. Rita Palow,
meeting of 1981 at 7 p.m. Jan. 6
in the school's new band room. Sunrise, Fla.: eight grandchildren; and six greatThe 1981 band season will be
grandchildren.
. discussed and parents of the
Funeral arrangements—ire
sixth, seventh and eighth
incomplete at the Blalockgrade bands and of the high
Funeral services for May
Coleman Funeral Home.
school are urged to attend.
_Evelyn Key have been
Coffee will be served.
scheduled for 3:30 p.m. Sunday in the Max Churchill
Funeral Chapel.
The Revs. Ronnie Siville
and John Terry will officiate.
Key, 52, died at 5:45 am. - The Murray Masonic Lodge
Friday in the Murray- 105 will hold an open inJerrell White will be in
stallation of its 1981 officers at
Calloway County Hospital.
charge of Sunday worship at
7:30p.m.
Jan.
5.
Friends may call after 2
Baptist Church.
All members and their the Memorial
p.m. today at the Max ChurWorship will begin at 10:50
families
are
invited to attend. . chill Funeral Home.
a.m. and 7 p.m. while Sunday
Burial will be in the Murray Refreshments will .be served
sehool starts at 9:40 a.m. and 6
afte woidi,.
City-Cemetery.
"
Ralph Bogard, Sunday
school director, will be in
charge of the morning church
training while Glenn Hale,
church training director, will
head the evening session.
Mason Billington will serve
as Deacon of the Week.

Beatrice Jackson
Jones Dies Friday
At Local Hospital

Mrs. Della Jacobson
Dies At Local
Hospital Today

Calloway Boosters
Set Band Meeting

Funeral Services
Fi:u May Key
Set For Sunday

Masons To Hold
Officer Installation

Jerrell White
To Head Services
At Memorial Baptist

Sunday Worship
Set At Church;
Communion Slated
Yellow Chevette
2 Door Hatchback Coupe

4952.81

Sunday worship is scheduled at 10:45 a.m. Sunday at the
First Christian Church with
David C. Roos officiating.
Communion will be offered
during the service.
- The flowers on the commitnion table will be placed by an
ationymous donor. The
flowers on the chancel rail will
be placed in memory of Oren
V. Wells by the family.
Choir director will be
Margaret Boone and organist
is Lora Arnold.

By ROBERT H. REID
Associated Press Writer
WARSAW, Poland AP)
Poles."would be ready to act
in such a way we would not be
criticized by the world as
cowards" if Soviet forces
moved into Poland, said the
leader of Poland's largest independent union, hinting his
followers would fight Soviet
troops.
But Lech Walesa, whose
Solidarity union claims up to
10 million members, said he
doubts the Soviets will intervene in Poland, despite the
Kremlin's stated misgivings
about the communist nation's
liberalization.
In an interview Friday with
Japan's Kyodo news agency
correspondent in Poland,
Walesa was quoted as saying
he would do all he could to
avert strikes even after a
moratorium on work stoppages expires on Jan. 15.
The union ordered the strike
ban last month, saying it
wanted to give the government time to reply to union
proposals for implementing
the 21-point agreement that
ended last summer's strike
wave and forced the government to recognize independent
unions. Observers said the
union also wanted to deny the
Soviets a pretext for intervention.
Walesa's comments came

-

one day after the Soviet Union
warned Solidarity not to press
for more reforms. The official
Soviet news agency Tass said
such action could lead to
"chaos in the economy."
Tass also repeated earlier
charges that "anti-socialist
forces" were using Solidarity
to undermine Communist Party and government efforts to
•'normalize the situation" in
Poland.
Kyodo also quoted Walesa
as saying the union's top

priority was the abolition of
censorship, something officials promised in the summer settlement
In a related development,
the newly elected head of the
Polish writers union was
quoted as saying censorship
should be relaxed but "the
climate cannot be changed at
once."
Jan Jozef Szczepanski, a
novelist and playwright who is
not a Communist Party
member, told the government
newspaper Zycie Warszawy

Elm Grove Baptist
Church Will Have
Regular Services
Sunday School at Elm Grove
Baptist Church will begin at 10
a.m. with Donny Buchanan as
director. The morning worship service will be at 11 a.m,
with the pastor bringing the
message.
The choir will sing "Bless
The Lord 0 My Soul" directed
by Kerry Vasseur. The
organist is Glenda Rowlett
and the pianist is Paula Kinsolving.
The church training is at
5:30 p.m. with Dwayne
Fulkerson as director. The
,evening worship service is at
6:15 and the church Will
observe the ordinance of the
Lord's Supper.
Deacons on 'call are Walton
Fulkerson and Elbert
Outland.
The nursery workers for the
day are Sue and Laurie Lovett
in the morning and the evening workers are Cortell . and
Pearl Chaney,

A

morning paper, published a
commentary Friday calling
or more reforms in society
and the Comm/est Party as
well as safeguards to prevent
a slide into repression
''Reform of the economy is
not enough, the renewal is'not
enough," it said. "What is
needed is to build barriers that
guarantee all reforms will not
be anruhilated." Brief periods
of liberalization in 1956 and
1970 were followed by repression,

Nation's Industrial, Construction
Firms Show Surprising Strength
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
nation's industrial and construction firms continued to
show surprising strength in
the face of record-high interest rates in November, according to the latest government statistics.
The Commerce Department
reported Friday that U.S. factories received 1 percent more
orders and shipped 1.1 percent
more goats in November than
the month before. And it said
the value of what construction
firms were building rose 2.5
percent over October.-

But the manufacturing increases were smaller than
those reported the previous
month, indicating that the nation's tight credit situation
was having an effect,
As Commerce was reporting
its figures, several of.the nation's largest banks joined a
retreat from the peak prime
interest rate of 21.5 percent,
reached in mid-December.
Bank of America and
Citibank, the No. 1 and No. 2
commercial banks respectively, and several others, dropped their prime a full point to
20.5 percent on Friday, catching up with a trend begun
almost two weeks ago by the
Wells Fargo Bank of San
Francisco.
Despite the high interest
from the Canton Zoo, rates, the economy is
reportedly are an endangered demonstrating "a certain
species in China. Zoo officials
said the only leaf monkeys
outside China are in a
Yokohama.Japan,zoo..
Because they become
seriously ill when fed peanuts,
the staple of zoo visitors, the
monkeys are kept in a glass
enclosure in San Diego.
Natives of the Guangxi province near the Vietnamese
RENTON, Wash. (AP) —
border, the Chinese leaf- Wayne Kottsick has more than
eaters were named when Vietthe usual share of problems
nam was under French con- for a single parent. The 34trol.
year-old divorced father is
Ms. Brockman said that raising two young daughters
because of the mother's he cannot see.
relatively young age, she is
"In some ways I can do
expected to be bred several OK," says Kottsick, who lost
more times with the offspring his vision in an August 1978
destined for other American traffic accident Mat left him
zoos.
unconscious for six weeks and

Chinese Leaf Monkey
Born At San Diego Zoo
SAN DIEGO (AP) — The
first birth of • a Chinese Francois' leaf monkey outside of
Asia was not only historic, but
also a surprise, according to
officials at the San Diego Zoo.
"We didn't even know the
mother was expecting until
she was in quarantine after
her arrival" at the zoo two
months ago, zoo primatologist
Diane Brockman said Friday.
"We found out during routine
X-rays.
"When she went on exhibit,
we kept checking her girth.
but it wasn't until last week
that she showed much growth
and we knew she was due in
the next couple of weeks. The
birth Thursday was a real surprise," Ms. Brockman said.
In-chun, the 10-year-old
female who gave birth to a 16inch, 8-ounce male, was one of
four leaf-eating monkeys that
came to the zoo in October
from the People's Republic of
China.
Adult monkeys are black
langurs with white facial hair
and long tails. The newborn
monkey is black with an
orange-colored head. Adults
are expected to grow to nearly
3 feet in length, not including
tail.
The monkeys, obtained

he was optinaistic that the easing of controls already under
way would continue, but added, "It cannot change in one
day."
parliamentary commission is drafting a new bill on
censorship that is expected to
be made public in a few
weeks, but newspapers are
already printing commenlanes and articles that would
have been unthinkable a year
ago.
For example, Zycie
Warszawy, Warsaw's largest

vitality," observed William
Cox, the Commerce Department's chief economist.
November's 1 percent rise
in factory orders, a more
modest increase than October's 1.8 percent, placed
that index at a seasonally adjusted $159.6 billion, the
department said.
Orders for steel bucked the
trend, however, dropping 2.3
percent or $200 million to $7
billion after five consecutive
monthly increases of 10 percent or more,it said.
Shipments of manufactured
goods were measured at a
seasonally adjusted $154.4
billion, but the 1.1 percent rise
was, like the rise in factory
orders, smaller than October's 2.5 percent jump.
With both the orders and
shipments increases, the im-

portant inventory-to-sales
ratio continued to improve.
That ratio was 1.54 in
November, the department
said, compared with 1.55 in
October and 1.60 in
September, indicating a slight
but steady reduction in
surplus stock.
When inventories stack up,
manufacturers are forced to
cut production, with serious
implications for the nation's
economic well-being.
The Commerce Department
said the value of new construction was $231.8 billion, a
seasonally adjusted annual
figure. The 2.5 percent increase in November over the
month before indicated a continued rebound in the construction industry, which saw
a 1.1 percent increase in the
figure the month before.

Divorced Washington Father
Is Raising Two Daughters
He Cannot See Since Accident

State New Year
Holiday Death Toll
Rises To Three

By The Associated Press
Kentucky's New Year holiday weekend traffic death toll
has risen to three after an accident near Stanton that
claimed the lives of two
Powell County residents,
authorities reported.
The deaths of Ella Reed,
about 70, and her son James
Reed, 40,, Friday afternoon
were the first recorded on
Kentucky highways during
1981, officers said.
Terrie Lynn Johnson, 20, of
Russell was killed Wednesday
night, shortly after the New
Year holiday driving period
began, according to state
police.
Officers said the Powell
County victims died when
their car and another auto collided head-on just east of the
Cat Creek bridge on Kentucky
15, about 3 miles east of Stanton.
• Elsie Garrett of Bowen,
Mrs. Reed's dafghter, was
taken to the University of Kentucky's Albert B. Chandler
Medical Center Hospital for
treatment of injuries and was
reported in stable condition,
officers reported.
The lone occupant of the
other car involved in the accident, Kendall Tipton of
Rosslyn in Powell County, was
taken to the same hospital and
was also reported in stable
condition, according Powell
County authorities.

hospitalized for eight months.
"But if one of the kids is real
sick, or if they fall down and
scrape themselves, I have to
finds neighbor home to look at
them and see how bad they're
hurt," he says.
Yet, Kottsick says his biggest problem isn't childrearing; it's adjusting to his
blindness.
He moves confidently
around the living room of his
home, although he occasionally stumbles over the toys of 4year-old Dee J., and 8-year-old
Lanette.
"It's hazardous to my
health" to walk into—t girls'

bedroom, he jokes.
Depression is the bigger
obstacle, he says.
,"A lot of it came from not
being able to do a lot with the
kids and for the kids. I would
like to be able to teach theicids
to draw. I used to draw portraits.... If nothing else, I
would like to be able to help
my oldest with her school
work.Kottsick won custody of the
children last spring when his
divorce became final and his
ex-wife didn't apply for
custody.
think it's a matter of how
capable the individual is of
taking care of the children,"
he said.
Lanette is now in second
grade and Dee J. goes with her
father to Highline Community
College where she attends a
day-care center.
He is taking business
courses at the college in Midway, hoping to work in data
processing, lje studies from
recorded class lectures and

textbook recordings from the
Washington Regional Library
for the Blind and Handicapped.
Kottsick keeps the family
going through Social Security
disability benefits. He also
received a settlement from
King County as a result of the
accident, in which a police car
pulled out in front of his
motorcycle.
There is a faint hope he may
regain limited vision in one
eye. Surgery recently was performed, but Kottsick won't
know until summer how much
sight — if any — he may
recover.
He has found, in the meantime,that some frustrations of
being a blind father can be
humorous — if only in
retrospect.
Kottsick recalls the time
Dee J. decided to mop the kitchen floor — with flour and
water. He didn't realize what
happened until he walked into
the sticky glop.

•-•
Need Cash For Christmas Bills?
We pay cash for:
WHITE OR
YELLOW

Gold

10KT, 141(1, 18KT or 22K1
POCKET WATCHES,
CLASS RINGS, PINS
WRIST WATCHES
WEDDING BANDS
DENTAL GOLD
AND GOLD COINS

GOLD AND SILVER
BOUGHT REGARDLESS
OF CONDITION.
COIN PRICES ARE ASSUMING
"GOOD"CONDITION.
PRICES CHANGE WITH THE
DAILY MARKET PRICE
Hwy.641
75.3-2682

U.S. SILVER COINS
THRU
1964

Silver

OR ANYTHING MARKED
"STERLING".925 or 999
BUYING
WE ALSO BUY MOST
COSTUME JEWELRY DIAMONDS
10 POINTS
(GOOD
Er OVER
CONDITION)HALVES 65 THRU 89
CANADIAN
DIMES,
QUARTERS
Et HALVES
THRU 1968

MURRAY PLAZA COURT 95 Daily
Except Sundays
Room 10

Corn-Austin Will Open Monday Jan. 5th With West Ky's Most Famous
Men's

As Low As

Suits 51995
Men s

Dress
Trousers
—
All Soles Final
No Exchange%

STOREWIDE SALE
AB

Shirts, Sweaters & Velours
Florsheim'/2 Price
Shoes
/
1 2 Price
All Coats & Top Coats Greatly Reduced!!! Ties
1 2 Off
/
1 3 ,. /
Boys Department Sizes 8-20 Prep 8 Huskie

No Rt funds
No Alterations

Al,

line Large Group

Sport
Coats
2 Price

$495

Jeans &
Corduroy's

'
2 Off

Nome /frond, Such As
Levi Sedgefield, Colvin Klein
Male MK

dew

All Greatly Reduced Famous Brands Like Sedgefield, Don Moor, Farah, Ect.
Savings In Boys Dept. Up To
Off

SO%

As Low As

CoiN-AUtTIN

Downtown Ct

Sq

Murrny. K y

4.•

